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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
Haunting the Metropole:  

Return Effects, Screen Memories, and Figures of Exile  
in 20th Century Filipino American Literature 

 
 

By 
 

Peter Mark Pangilinan 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Comparative Literature 
 

 University of California, Irvine, 2014 
 

Assistant Professor Adriana Michele Campos Johnson, Chair 
 
 
 

      In the works of Jessica Hagedorn, R. Zamora Linmark, and Joi Barrios, Martial Law 

under the Marcos Regime (1965 - 1986) is as much a recurring trope that works to maintain the 

mythos of American exceptionalism and discrete national border as it is a material period of 

Philippine history. In the novels and poetry of these authors, I map the interlocking processes by 

which late 20th century Filipino American literary objects alternately corroborate and challenge 

broadly conceived notions of American democratic pluralism. On either side of the Philippine-

American dyad, the exilic figure remains recalcitrant, unsettles the logic of nationalism, and 

survives collective forgetting and historical erasure in a dynamic state of “nevertheless.” From 

the particular vantage point offered by the Filipino American context, the contemporary moment 

of crisis in local American as well as international and transnational (specifically in the so-called 

“third world”) contexts exposes its genealogy in the modes of violent globalization and 

circulation of labor that continue to characterize the Philippine-American relationship. 

Collectively, these authors explore Martial Law as an inescapable past that bleeds into the 
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present vis-á-vis globalized immigration conflict as well as the interrogation of both Filipino 

American identity formation and the institution of American citizenship at large. In re-thinking 

Martial Law, I supplement my analysis of these literary objects with research into films, protest 

performances, legal documents, and press pieces (from both Filipino and American contexts). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 1 

INTRODUCTION 

“All things that ghost our time”:  
Recalcitrant Memory, Troubled Time, and Subversive Life  
in the Philippine-American Context 

 
It's history that 
moves us away  
from what we are. 
 
—  Alfredo Navarro Salanga, “A Philippine History Lesson” 
 
No language is beforehand 
but its shadow; there’s nothing 
in the script, but the other’s myth 
that now frets your soul.  
What breathed there before the words 
took their hue and creed? 
How with the same words, 
shall another tale be told? 
 
— Gemino H. Abad, “The Light in One’s Blood”  
 
I could see the movie house in his hometown: a sometimes warehouse with a roof that sagged in the 
typhoon season, bedbugs roosting in the hardbacked seats, a floor slippery with snot and mango peels, but 
on the screen and in Soria’s eyes, the soft glint of martial valor and flying saucers. I wondered what 
specific image drove him from Camalaniugan to Manila. 
 
— Jose F. Dalisay, Killing Time in a Warm Place   

 
 In her 2003 work, Imagine Otherwise, Kandice Chuh reflects on the varied and evolving 

roles that Asian American Studies—as a disciplinary formation continuous with and 

simultaneously distinct from American Studies— has come to play in the American academy 

from its beginnings in the 1960s to present time. Taking stock of the tradition of academic 

controversy surrounding the perceived focus of Asian American Studies on arguably narrow 

forms of race-centered representational and nationalist identity politics, Chuh’s text 

provocatively advocates for a politics and practice of “subjectless analysis,” whereby Asian 

American Studies can emerge in the present moment “as a discourse critical of identity, of 

uniform subjectivity and its promises of equality, whether these be found in hegemonic U.S. 
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nationalism or in academic critical practices.”1 Following Lisa Lowe’s groundbreaking and 

formative 1996 text, Immigrant Acts, Chuh’s call for a de-centering of race as the primary 

analytical category for organizing Asian American Studies (and, by extension, the notion of an 

“Asian American identity formation” in general) reflects the multiple sites of material, lived 

contradiction that preclude subjects, Asian American and otherwise, from being determined 

along any single dominant axis of power, whether it be race, class, gender, or sexuality. Beyond 

merely complicating traditional modes and constellations of identity politics in the Asian 

American Studies context, what this notion of of “subjectless analysis” achieves is a radical and 

wholesale interrogation of traditional understandings and theorizations of identity at large. Along 

with and attendant to this model of “subjectless analysis,” Chuh’s text engages in a critical 

tracing of “the incapacity of the nation state to contain and represent fully the subjectivities and 

ways of life that circulate within the nation-space.”2  

It is this impetus to critically move “beyond the nation” that I take as point of entry into 

my own analysis of 20th century Filipino and Filipino American cultural productions, and the 

particular challenges that the Filipino American cultural context offers to contemporary re-

thinking of the national subject-citizen, national identity, and the limits, both material and 

symbolic, of the category of “nation” at large. That is, with specific attention to a critical tracing 

of the Marcos regime and the period of Martial Law in the Philippines as this particular moment 

is represented in cultural productions in the American, Filipino, and Filipino American context—

here specifically in the works of Jessica Hagedorn, R. Zamora Linmark, and Joi Barrios—I 

outline the ways in which these cultural productions undermine, corroborate, and respond to 

what might be characterized broadly as the American mythos of democratic pluralism, or, the 

                                                             
1 Chuh, Kandice. Imagine Otherwise: On Asian Americanist Critique. Durham: Duke University Press, 2003. 57. 
2 Ibid. 62 
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attempt to define the borders and limits of the U.S. nation state via contradictory practices of 

exclusion and inclusion, collective amnesia and remembering, and discursive erasure and re-

writing. At the same time, these productions occasion a deconstructive reading of Filipino and 

Filipino American identity as constructed and experienced in exile that generates questions of 

nationalist orientation and politics in the Philippine context as much as the American. Through 

engagement with these cultural objects I read the “Filipino American” as a construct formed by 

the U.S. imperial imaginary and as a category of critique with a diverse set of consequences and 

implications for the notion of the U.S. citizen and the formation of U.S. national identity on the 

one hand, and for Philippine nationalism and development on the other. In effect, post-Marcos 

era Philippine and Philippine American literary objects testify to the always already imbricated 

relationship between the U.S. and Philippine nation states thereby exposing the imperial 

character the U.S. imaginary attempts to mask on the one hand, and the porous spatiotemporal 

borders of both nations on the other. What this ultimately amounts to is an undermining of 

nationalist logic and movement broadly conceived.  

Simultaneously, attending to the sense of a (post)colonial Philippine nation as one 

inaugurated by the moment of colonial crisis and always-already imbricated (even in erasure) in 

the nexus of “Philippine American,” I consider the ways that literary-historical interrogations of 

US national character and borders also entails an attendant interrogation of the logics of a 

Philippine nationalist project. Ultimately, I take the theoretical and political “problems” that 

issue forth from Post-Martial Law era Filipino American literary objects as occasion to consider 

and advance a re-thinking of postcolonial reading practice, free of the narrow constraints of 

nationalist orientation and more dynamically attuned to the material conditions and life modes of 

a global stage in the wake (or at the logical ends) of neoliberal capitalism’s trans and post-
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national restructuring of power.  

 As both a material cultural positioning and symbolic American construct, the concept of 

“Filipino American” is particularly generative of a critique of the interlocking notions of U.S. 

citizenship and idealized-democratic-pluralist national U.S. identity because of the distinct 

features of “categorical flux” that have been historically attendant to the term “Filipino 

American” itself.3 Chuh’s discussion of “Filipino American” as a category bound up with, and 

yet conspicuously outside of the categories “American” or “Asian American” positions “Filipino 

American” as a category of deconstructive critique more than a coherent or stable category of 

assimilated and normalized American identity. In brief, Chuh’s text examines the processes by 

which early Filipino immigrants were denied citizenship along racial lines of argument— despite 

their material participation in the U.S. military or their legal status as “U.S. nationals” under U.S. 

jurisdiction.  

Resonant with these readings, Alan Punzalan Isaacs’ 2006 American Tropics: 

Articulating Filipino America also discusses the peculiar problems posed by the early Filipino-

American relationship; in “Imperial Grammar,” Isaac explains that, during the period of 

American occupation following the Spanish-American (or Philippine-American) War and prior to the 

Tydings-McDuffy Act of 1934 that granted the Philippine’s national sovereignty, Filipino and 

Filipino immigrants to the U.S. could neither claim national citizenship in the U.S. as they were 

classified as “non-citizen nationals” nor in the Philippines, as the Philippines was under U.S. 

jurisdiction as a national territory. The “non-citizen national” status of the Filipinos thus 

effectively rendered the Filipino a curious example of what might be called a “stateless 

subjectivity.” Of this phenomenon, Isaacs goes so far as to ask, “Is the Filipino American but a 

                                                             
3 Ibid. 56. 
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set of traces, masks, and misrecognitions in American law, borders, drama?”4 (Isaacs xxiv). 

Taken together with Chuh’s flagging of the instability of national identity at large, Isaac’s 

question sheds light on the critical immediacy of reading the period of Martial Law in the 

Philippines as a moment of American history as much as Filipino American history. In light of 

these assertions, I hope to position my project not only along the lines of what might be 

characterized a “decolonisation project” or an “alternative historiography project” but also as a 

critically transnational project that works to interrogate the processes and technologies of 

colonisation and nation-state formation, with the goal of mapping out certain consequences of 

these technologies on both sides of the colonizer/colonized continuum. 

This history of denied citizenship and contradictory practices of inclusion (as a U.S. 

territory / as members of the U.S. military body) and exclusion (as alien and unworthy of U.S. 

citizenship) troubles state-sanctioned narratives of U.S. universal democratic pluralism and 

exceptionalism and undermines the strains of celebratory multiculturalism and representational 

politics currently attendant to the American academic setting. From these assertions, Isaacs goes 

on to theorize what he calls the “return effect”— as a marker that categorizes a series of 

reactions to postcoloniality (such as displacement immigration and transnational cultural 

hybridity) as “returns” to an imperial center or metropole. In my own reading oriented 

specifically around literary objects produced by transnational “Marcos generation” authors, I 

frame the recurring phenomena of Martial Law in the Philippines—reiterated in the presidential 

tenures of Gloria Macapagal Arroyo and now Noynoy Aquino as much as during the Marcos 

regime—as a “return effect” of the troubled relationship between the U.S. and the Philippines. 

Here, I do not mean simply to rehearse the material history of U.S. complicity in the period of 

                                                             
4 Allan Punzalan Isaac. American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2006. xxiv.  
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Marcos dictatorship in the Philippines. Instead, I examine the ways in which Filipino and 

Filipino American authors address and interrupt the logic of a contemporary American imaginary 

that figures Martial Law as a spectacle that substantiates earlier claims that the Philippines were 

“unfit for self rule” and effectively covers over earlier history of the Philippine-American war.  

In this sense, my project is also inspired and informed in great deal by Jodi Kim’s reading 

of the implications of the Cold War on Asian America in her text, Ends of Empire: Asian 

American Critique and the Cold War. In this work, Kim engages with films, literary texts, and 

legal documents of the Cold War era to provocatively theorize the Cold War as not so much a 

discrete or closed historical moment or event in U.S. or even world history as much as an 

ongoing epistemology, a site and process of knowledge production. In examining how the so-

called Cold War was staged and managed as an ideological rivalry between “Manichean” forces 

of “good” and “evil” or capitalist democracy and communist socialism (two ideologies that Kim 

exposes as often surprisingly congruent in their relation to power), Kim asserts that the Cold War 

now enjoys a period of “protracted afterlife,” as its gendered and racialized rhetoric and logic are 

revisited both locally in the racialization of Asian Americans and internationally in the so-called 

U.S. War on Terror. That is to say, Kim’s reading of “the Cold War as a structure of feeling and 

production of knowledge for interpreting and acting upon new geopolitical configurations in the 

“post”-Cold War era” calls attention to several, at times startling, continuities between the Cold 

War, The First Persian Gulf War, and the second Persian Gulf War.5 Beyond merely presenting a 

radical critique of the durable qualities of the American imperial character, Kim’s reading of a 

Cold War that has not yet met its “end” is also resonant with Isaac’s tracing of U.S. 

colonialism’s “return effects.”  

                                                             
5 Jodi Kim: Ends of Empire: Asian American Critique and the Cold War. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2010. 238. 
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In Ends of Empire, Kim discusses the rhetoric of U.S. narratives of the Cold War that 

seek to minimize or occlude altogether the material reality of the “Hot War” in Asia, specifically 

in the Korean and Vietnamese context. Because these narratives work to respond to U.S. national 

anxiety by positioning the Cold War as a closed and discrete (victorious) event rather than as an 

epistemology, Kim reads a series of Asian American cultural objects in order to expose Korean 

apartheid as a compulsorily forgotten American construct and U.S. anxiety about loss in Vietnam 

as a key yet hidden animating feature of the War on Terror. Specifically touching on the ongoing 

and continuous nature of the Korean American War, Kim writes, “the silent memories of the 

Korean War are carried transgenerationally, passed from father to children as ‘a hole, a silence.’ 

As such, ‘it is not the past,’ and the Korean War thus remains … a ‘still present past.’”6 It is this 

perception of transgenerational trauma and ‘still present past(s)’ that I find so resonant in my 

own readings of the Filipino American experience. By focusing not so much on the remembering 

or recuperating of traumatic memory for the sake of rectifying history or clamoring for 

institutional inclusion, Kim aims to broaden “the interrogation of the intersecting genealogies 

that have produced our contemporary moment of neoliberal globalization, imperial mandate, and 

enduring gendered racial regimes of domination.”7 That is to say, in distancing her project from a 

kind of generic identity politics that gesture towards facile/naive notions of “solution” (via 

representation, via inclusion, via legibility), Kim advocates for renewed analysis of the rhetorics 

through which we come to “understand the problem” altogether. 

In terms of my own work, the theorists and texts discussed thus far have helped me to 

understand the period of Martial Law in the Philippines and its cultural representations in the 

U.S. and Philippine contexts as a particularly generative site of analysis with immediate 

                                                             
6 Ibid. 144. 
7 Ibid. 241.  
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implications for our understanding of U.S. immigration and nation-state formation domestically 

and the far-reaching processes of U.S. imperialism, Philippine national formation, and the global 

deployment of neoliberal capitalism internationally. As with Kim’s tracing of Korean apartheid 

as a product of U.S. imperialism, the period of Martial Law in the Philippines, as a system of rule 

and a phenomenon of Philippine history, can be understood in the larger sense as a “return 

effect” of American intervention and occupation in the archipelago. Indeed, as a recurring theme 

in both literature and criticism that engage with the period, a common sense is that political 

oppression during and around Martial Law, seems to flag the Marcos dictatorship as a regime 

that effectively took the place of the colonial order (thereby enacting postcolonial continuity) 

with its institution of a new, neo-colonial, form of violence. As noted above, there is already a 

wealth of scholarship that discusses at length, in the material sense, the participation and 

complicity of the Reagan and Bush administrations in facilitating Marcos’ rule of the 

Philippines. What I am interested in tracing in my project, however, is the life that this regime 

takes on after the fact, in cultural representations of it in both (white) American, Filipino, and 

Filipino American contexts. Specifically, as a salient locus for thematization and analysis, the 

figures of Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos stand out as a kind of crucible for testing the durability 

of competing U.S. and Philippine state-sanctioned narratives of Philippine history. Insofar as 

Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos (often described by way of their branding of “The Love Team” or 

“The Philippines’ Camelot”) defy facile attempts at wholesale vilification either by Filipinos, 

Americans or Filipino Americans in a wide range of cultural productions and representations, 

they seem instead to embody the lived contradiction of the Filipino American cultural 

positioning8.  

                                                             
8 Cf. Vicente Rafael. “Patronage and Pornography.” White Love and Other Events in Philippine History. Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2000. 
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Aside from these effects and in complicating my reading of cultural representations of the 

period of Martial Law, I am also particularly interested in Kim and Isaacs’ respective texts in 

terms of their implications for our understanding of the function of memory in cultural 

production. Borrowing somewhat loosely from psychoanalysis, my reading of Martial Law is 

also informed in part by Gabriele Schwab’s 2010 Haunting Legacies: Violent Histories and 

Transgenerational Trauma and Michael Rothberg’s 2009 Multidirectional Memory: 

Remembering the Holocaust in the Age of Decolonisation. These texts, respectively, allow me to 

position Martial Law not only as a moment of U.S. history as much as Philippine history, but 

also as what Rothberg describes as a “screen memory,” or a memory that is made to cover or 

erase a more troubling memory. Whereas in Schwab and Rothberg’s respective texts, both 

authors theorise an array of “screen memories” that occlude the memory of the Holocaust in the 

national imaginary (i.e. discussion and representation of the Vietnam War in German contexts as 

a screen for access to national memories of the Holocaust), I read U.S. and Philippine 

representations of Martial Law as “screens” for the more troubling and upsetting (troubling in the 

sense of upsetting state-sanctioned narratives of an idealized pluralist democracy or ‘benevolent 

assimilation’) national memories of the earlier Philippine-American war and subsequent 

occupation. In my reading of post-Marcos authors Hagedorn, Linmark, and Barrios, I outline the 

ways in which these transnational authors variously take up the problematics of “return effect,” 

“screen memory,” and “haunting” respectively, collectively calling for an alternative 

postcolonial reading practice that responds more critically and generatively to these 

problematics.  

 In my first chapter, “Haunted ‘Nevertheless—’: Unstable Origins, Figures of Exile, and 

the Poetics of Persistence,” I open my dissertation with a reading of Jessica Hagedorn’s 2003 
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novel, Dream Jungle, in conversation with Epifanio San Juan Jr’s reading of her 1990 novel, 

Dogeaters. Attending to the strains of Marxist literary critique by which San Juan Jr. dismisses 

Dogeaters as “an aestheticist resignation9” to an overdetermined sense of American cultural and 

psychic neo-colonialism, I trace the ways in which narratological and affective departures from 

the author’s canonical Dogeaters function in Dream Jungle to evince a theoretical re-thinking of 

dated postcolonial politics. In contrast to what he reads in Dogeaters as the pervasive 

fetishization of American cultural productions—including though not limited to U.S. cinema, 

popular music, or general product branding—Dream Jungle presents a radical narrative logic and 

nexus of feeling that work together to subvert traditional binaries of “resistance” and 

“assimilation” even while these departures work to expose and interrogate the porous spatial and 

temporal borders of the U.S. and Philippine nation states. Framing Dream Jungle as 

representative of a different kind of postcolonial novel that privileges narratological 

indeterminacy and irony over neat resolution or explicit “resistance” politics, I trace the figure of 

the exile in Hagedorn’s 2003 novel as a figure and positionality that exceeds the binary between 

anticolonial-nationalist resistance and multicultural assimilationism. In exceeding this binary, the 

novel calls for an updated postcolonial reading practice in light of the particular vicissitudes of 

Philippine American history as well as the dynamic life practices attendant to the always-already 

imbricated Philippine American national contexts. 

 While both novels are set against the backdrop of Martial Law and are formally 

characterized by the structures of vignette and pastiche that are representative of Hagedorn’s 

long form fiction broadly conceived, the narrative arcs that animate Dream Jungle are concerned 

much more with framing the Marcos regime in the larger schema of Philippine (and American) 

                                                             
9Epifanio San Juan Jr., After Postcolonialism: Re-mapping Philippines-United States Confrontations (Lanham: 
Rowman and Littlefield Press, 2000): 128.  
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“post”-and-neo-colonial history than in specifically dramatizing the spectacular quality of 

Martial Law era excesses as in Dogeaters. Though Marcos era logics and legacies bleed through 

temporal and spatial settings in the novel as ever-present conditions of life, the narrative force of 

Dream Jungle is anchored by two moments in Philippine history that exceed the temporal 

bounds of Martial Law even while occurring within and effectively bookending those bounds—

namely the contested 1971 “discovery” of the Tasaday Tribe in Mindanao, and the 1979 filming 

of Francis Ford Coppola’s Vietnam war epic “Apocalypse Now.”  

 Central to San Juan’s critique of Dogeaters is the notion that the 1990 novel’s recurring 

meditations on and narratological performances of a Philippine “acquisitive lust10” for all things 

American effectively undercuts any potential to read the novel as an effective decolonizing 

project, despite—and perhaps indicated by—its canonical status in literary markets and 

circulation stateside as well as worldwide. In his reading of the novel’s preoccupation with 

American pop-cultural brands, products, and especially cinematic artifacts—such as the 1955 

film “All That Heaven Allows”—as well the novel’s attention to the pervasive cultural practice 

of making Filipino characters and lives intelligible by way of American analog (in recurring 

descriptive constructions such as “the Barbara Walters of the Philippines11”), San Juan maintains 

that the 1990 novel’s “oppositional impulse dissolves in exhibitionist and stylized gestures of 

self-transcendence.”12 In essence, it is this sense of pervasive and quasi-religious devotional 

obsession with US productions and artifacts that Hagedorn’s characters struggle with and against 

in Dogeaters is effectively the reflection of neoliberal capitalist commodity fetishism that makes 

the novel familiar and accessible to imperial and neocolonial audiences and readerships.    

                                                             
10 Ibid. 
11 Hagedorn, DE, 21. 
12 San Juan Jr. 128.  
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 When I first read through San Juan’s critique of Dogeaters for a short seminar paper for 

Christine Balance’s 2011 graduate seminar “Contemporary Issues: Asian American as Cultural 

Critique,” I was struck by two questions that would later spur the broader lines of inquiry in my 

first dissertation chapter as well as my project as a whole. The first question, occasioned by a 

consideration of my own affective investments in and aesthetic enjoyment of Dogeaters, was 

why the novel had always served as my touchstone for the genre of Filipino American literature 

writ large, as well as why so much contemporary scholarship on Filipino American literature 

(coming out of Asian American or Ethnic Studies disciplines as well as English, American 

Studies, and the general constellation of assorted literary studies disciplines broadly conceived) 

deals specifically with Dogeaters in relative comparison to Hagedorn’s other works, and even 

other high-profile Filipino American works that deal with Martial Law, including Ninotcha 

Rosca’s 1988 American Book Award recipient, State of War. The second question (which issued 

from my affectively and theoretically reflexive response to what I perceived as an overly 

dismissive logic at work in San Juan’s critique) was why the Philippine American Martial Law 

historical novel needed to be of a certain kind of narrowly defined “oppositional” impulse to 

function productively in a decolonising project.  

 In her reflection on the thematics of “returning home” and “reinventing history” that 

aligns her fiction (and poetry) with the larger context of Filipino American literature, in 

“Perpetual Motion,” Hagedorn writes, “I learned a lopsided history of myself, one full of lies and 

blank spaces, a history of omission—a colonial version of history ... In those days even our 

language was kept at a distance ... I scorned myself, and it was only later, after I had left the 

Philippines to settle in the country of my oppressor, that I learned to confront my demons and 
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reinvent my own history.”13 Resonant with Hagedorn’s own discussion of “reinventing history,” 

I had always read Dogeaters as literary-historical object which marshaled a diffuse “oppositional 

impulse” as a corrective to U.S. state-sanctioned historical archives that covered over U.S. 

complicity in the Marcos Regime and earlier Philippine-American war, but San Juan’s critique 

impelled me to re-think the kinds of “work” that postcolonial literature, and specifically 

Philippine American historical literature, does or can be asked to do. 

At the heart of San Juan’s critique of Dogeaters is the notion that “stylized gestures of 

self-transcendence”—what amount to fatalistic resignations to neocolonial logic or escapist 

fantasies of self-oriented plenitude secured via acquisition of capital (in so many words, 

“Americam dreams”)—are, on a fundamental level, reproductive rather than deconstructive of 

colonial logics and life conditions. San Juan’s thinking here is of a part with Aijaz Ahmad’s 

writing on postcolonial literature and anticolonial politics in which he characterizes postcolonial 

literature and theory as engaging in and overdetermined by what he describes as “posthistorical 

melancholy.” In his “Postcolonial Theory and the Post-Condition,” Ahmad speaks of “a 

posthistorical melancholy,” or what he perceives as the quality of “becoming deeply skeptical 

not only about the feasibility of collective social projects of any kind … so that modes of 

withdrawal [range] from stoical a-sociality, to … Care of the Self.”14 In reading of Dream Jungle 

alongside and against the grain of Dogeaters, I also attend to this conception of postcolonial 

political feeling and practice.  

Indeed, at first blush, the four principal characters and attendant narrative arcs of Dream 

Jungle do seem to end in asocial and apolitical escapist withdrawal in various exilic forms (as 

ghosts, as ex-patriated non-citizens, as trans or post-national wanderers). Far from deracinated, 

                                                             
13 Hagedorn, “Perpetual Motion,”  
14Ahmad, Aijaz. “Postcolonial Theory and the Post-condition.” The Socialist Register. 1997. 353- 381. 
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free-floating and apolitical figures, however, I read these exiles as figures that are marked by 

tenacity, fluidity, and isolation or disorientation on the one hand, but also simultaneous tethering 

to that which is beyond the nation-space on the other. In the Philippine American context, the 

postcolonial exile is a figure that simultaneously evades localization within the borders and 

logics of the nation while also networking and reaching across spatial and temporal borders to 

orient a sense of grounding and home “both here and elsewhere.” In the novel’s dealing with the 

occluded histories attendant to the 1971 Tasaday tribe controversy and the 1979 filming of 

“Apocalypse Now,” Hagedorn’s privileging Filipino/American exiles as a figures engendered in 

response to a sense of history that has “forgotten” gestures towards the haunted quality of the 

spatiotemporal national border in the Philippine American context.  

Like the ghost, the exile is what survives “nevertheless,” yet both figures remain 

inscrutable or illegible in nationalist or assimilationist logics. In effect, this sense of 

“nevertheless” describes a Philippine American ontology that responds to alternately 

corroborating and competing senses of history and survives state-sanctioned technologies of 

historical and literary erasure. In proposing a different kind of relationship with the past 

(analogous perhaps to a sense of the dream that, upon waking, defies forgetting as much as 

remembering), Hagedorn’s novel functions as neither a wholesale corrective to historical 

metanarratives of emancipation, nor as an aestheticist departure from political engagement, but 

rather, as testament to the socio-historical shifts that necessitate a re-thinking of collective social 

projects. As a Filipino-American novel dealing with contested and competing Filipino-American 

histories, Dream Jungle concerns itself with social justice, but looks necessarily beyond the 

nation or national project for the means to approaching this justice.  
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In my reading of Dream Jungle—informed in part by Vicente Rafael’s literary approach 

to history in White Love and Other Events in Philippine History and Reynaldo Ileto’s work on 

national memory and Philippine wars—I theorize a poetics of persistence in the novel’s 

engagement with postcolonial memory. Such a poetics does not so much offer a corrective to any 

sense of national or state-sanctioned history, but performs instead an ironicizing of history that 

occasions a re-thinking of postcolonial approaches to literature and historiography in general. 

Attending to the varied meditations on memory in the novel, my work in this chapter also 

investigates the aesthetic and mnemonic technologies by which state-sanctioned narratives of 

memory act as “screens” for memories the state would rather forget.15 This dynamic (or process) 

is illustrated in Dream Jungle specifically in the modes by which American memories of military 

heroism in Vietnam cover over the history of Philippine American conflict in the filming of 

“Apocalypse Now” in a Philippine space and landscape that seems to seamlessly stands in for 

Vietnam. This sense of the “screen memory”—in terms of mnemonic occlusion or palimpsest as 

much as filmic imaginary—as that which survives forgetting also preoccupies my reading of 

post-Marcos Philippine American historical literature in my second chapter. 

In the “‘The Monkeys Have No Tails in Zamboanga’: Balikbayan Tourism, Cinematic 

Memory, and the Politics of the Postnational,” my reading of R. Zamora Linmark’s 2011 novel, 

Leche, continues to work out Filipino American literary approaches to memory and history 

insofar as Linmark’s treatment of these alternately competing and corroborating archives are tied 

to tropes of dreaming and cinema. A novel that conceives of a Filipino American protagonist’s 

return visit to the Philippines, in part, as a tragicomedic rehearsal of the Dantean journey through 

circles of hell, Linmark’s Leche, like Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle, deals with exile—here in the 

                                                             
15 Schwab, Gabriele. Haunting Legacies: Violent Histories and Transgenerational Trauma. New York: Columbia 
UP, 2010.  
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form of the hapless balikbayan tourist. Set in 1991—the year of U.S. evacuation of Subic Naval 

and Clark Air Force military bases in the advent of the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo—Leche frames 

the psychic and spatial terrain of the Philippines from the perspective of the expatriate Filipino 

American tourist who returns “home” to the Philippines only to grapple with the 

incommensurabilities and remainders of lived memory in competition with state-sanctioned 

narratives of history. As with Hagedorn’s text, I read Linmark’s novel as representative of a 

broader Filipino American literary mode of engaging with problems of history, and indeed, in its 

dealings with the afterlives of Marcos as well as U.S. neocolonialism, Leche conceives of 

historical archive, filmic representation, literary fiction, and memory as porous categories or 

epistemologies that inform each other as much as they discount each other. 

Whereas much of the narrative thrust of Dream Jungle is concerned with the material 

labor and production of “Apocalypse Now,” however, Linmark’s text deals with the psychic life 

and cultural imaginary produced by colonial film texts as the novel works through its 

protagonists dreams and nightmares of an entire range of remembered American films—most 

notably, the 1945 WWII epic, “Back to Bataan”—functioning in effect as a meditation on the 

durability of internalized colonial logics while also figuring the nexus of Philippine American 

context and history as intimately tied to so much celluloid dreamwork. In my reading of the 

novel’s engagement with the Filipino folkloric belief in bangungot—or the belief in a certain 

strain of nightmare that brings death to the dreamer who fails to awake from dreaming—I outline 

the ways in which Linmark’s text reflects on alternately occluded or disinterred histories that 

survive forgetting on the one hand, and casts traditional modes and models of anti-colonial 

Philippine nationalist heroism as anachronistic and ultimately limiting and disorienting idealisms 

on the other.  
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By anachronistic here, I don’t mean to refer to a sense of the Philippine nationalist or 

decolonising project as somehow old-fashioned but rather to a sense of the ways in which the 

postcolonial nationalist projects traditionally conceived turn on the notion of a discrete colonial 

past in contrast to a postcolonial present or future. Like Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle, Linmark’s 

text is populated by ghosts who haunt the novel’s characters as much as they haunt state-

sanctioned historical archives. In Leche, cinema dreams are acted out by the ghosts of the 

protagonist’s family as well as the ghosts of the Philippine American cultural imaginary, and 

Marcos’s spectre haunts the palimpsestic architecture of Manila as much as it does the social 

fabric of its populace. Beyond mere tethering to the past though, the ghosts who act and speak 

through the protagonist’s dreams ultimately lead the tourist-quester-dreamer not to a recuperative 

moment of affective or political transcendence, but rather to a present whose future seems 

hollow and indeterminate at best, and a recurring nightmare of disorientation and loss at worst. 

At the end of the novel, Leche’s protagonist ends his journey at the place of his birth, no more 

the better for his efforts to return to his point of origin.   

Building off the work of Sarita See in The Decolonized Eye: Filipino American Art and 

Performance, I read the ironicizing of conventional tropes of travel narratives in Linmark’s 

fiction as a mapping out of a literary model of what See describes as the propensity for the 

colony to “disarticulate” or deconstruct the empire. On the one hand, the empire attempts to 

purge itself of the memories of colonial violence involves mnemonic erasure of lived realities for 

both the empire and the colony; on the other hand, the inevitable afterlives of that which persists 

after forgetting ultimately haunts the collective ideals and character of the empire-nation as much 

as the postcolonial-nation. See writes:  
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“In short, ‘disarticulation’ refers to the act of breaking up or eviscerating something 

whole. Referencing the body in a rich variety of ways, Filipino American artists and 

cultural producers respond to a matrix of historical, psychic, and cultural dispossession 

by producing a visual and rhetorical grammar of violence that in turn ‘disarticulates’ the 

empire. That which is incorporated or ingested shall disarticulate the empire. According 

to the politics of this aesthetic, the empire falls apart—it is in fact cannibalized by its 

radical interior.”16  

In Filipino American post-Marcos literary historical productions—in general, but also to 

especially poignant, self-conscious effect in Linmark’s figuring of the balikbayan tourist—the 

“Philippine American” context is disarticulated, made fragmentary, and erased by the 

psychosocial technologies of empire (including though not limited to historical archive and film 

text) that cover over empire’s imperial character as such. In order to disavow the imperial nature 

of the “United States,” the existence of the neocolony must also be disavowed and cast as outside 

of the spatiotemporal national borders.  

Attending to these modes of disavowal and national construction, I read aesthetic 

productions such as Linmark’s as texts that re-articulate what See describes as the “rhetorical 

grammar of violence” that the nation covers over. In re-articulating these grammars, these texts 

also effectively disarticulate the very idea of a US nation that produces and re-produces itself 

through the maintenance of material and ideological boundaries and borders. As in Dream 

Jungle, Linmark’s novel of balikbayan return gestures towards a conception of U.S. and 

Philippine material and ideological spaces that are always-already, and enduringly imbricated, 

thereby dissolving the ideological and spatiotemporal boundaries of both states. In his exposing 

                                                             
16 See, Sarita. The Decolonized Eye: Filipino American Art and Performance. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2009. xviii.  
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of the empire-state and the post-national state as being of one in the same body while also 

fragmentary, Linmark’s Leche is not so much calling for Philippine inclusion, representation, or 

enfranchisement in the American empire or axis of global power so much as exposing the faulty 

foundations and porous ideological boundaries that the nation is built upon.  

In focusing my analysis around what Sarita See describes as the “unfinished business” of 

US (post)colonialism in the Philippine context, and building off the work of Jose Ponce in 

Beyond the Nation, I advocate an approach to Postcolonial Studies that takes the nation (as much 

as the empire) for its locus of critique. If, as Aijaz Ahmad and others have argued, Postcolonial 

Studies has not been effective in engendering a sense of colonial accountability in the case of the 

empire or a consistent decolonising practice in the case of the postcolony, the theoretical 

rejection of the nation as the organizing principle of study may help to more dynamically expose 

and outline the lived inconsistencies and uneven terrain of the trans-and-postnational 

engagements that now characterize the world stage.  

In my third chapter, “‘Panahon ng Digma’: Grief, Revolt, and (Life)Times of War,” I 

move from the literary historical and allegorical register of the Filipino American novel to the 

explicitly insurgent and actively oppositional forms of transnational Filipino American protest 

literature exemplified by Joi Barrios’ 2010 collection of poetry, Bulaklak sa Tubig: Mga Tula sa 

Pag-ibig at Himagsik (Flowers in Water: Poems on Love and Revolt). As a counterpoint to the 

aesthetic disavowals of anti-colonial oppositional politics in Hagedorn and nationalist logics 

Linmark, Barrios’s text on “love and revolt” is self-designated as an explicitly nationalist project. 

Whereas Hagedorn’s and Linmark’s texts gesture toward the limits of nationalist postcolonial 

opposition via literary and narratological conventions attendant to fiction—historical and 

otherwise—Barrios’s texts attend, in an immediate and unmediated sense, to resistance-oriented 
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modes and life practices that turn on the recurring sense of tenacity in the face of futility. From 

the EDSA revolution of 1986 (as well as the so-called repeat revolutions of “EDSA I” and 

“EDSA II” of 2011) to the Hacienda Luisita labor trade union struggles of 2004 that Barrios’ 

works attend to, anti-Marcos, anti-U.S. occupation, anti-Arroyo, and anti-neoliberal capitalist 

labor movements overlap, compete, and recycle themselves. 

Though, on the outset, Barrios’s oeuvre would seem to be at complete theoretical and 

political odds with Hagedorn and Linmark, reading her protest poetry in conversation with post-

Marcos literary historical novels offers a richer, more complicated sense of the messy 

vicissitudes of subaltern life modes and practices in the wake of martial law. Essentially 

chronicling more than 25 years of anti-colonial, anti-state, Marxist activist protest work in the 

Philippine and international contexts, Barrios’s texts turn on the notion of revolution. In my third 

chapter, I read her work alongside a consideration of the legacy of revolutionary political social 

movements in the Philippines—narrowly, in a tracing of the Hacienda Luisita labor movement 

conflicts that have preoccupied Philippine politics for the last three decades, and broadly, in a 

genealogy of anti-state oppositional impulse from the Spanish colonial moment to the present 

neoliberal orientation—and argue that, taken together, Hagedorn’s literary productions and 

Philippine legacies of repression and state-sanctioned violence evince a cyclical temporality that 

circles around always-already present and ever-reissuing moments of crisis.  

Though Barrios’ work is animated by revolutionary impulse, the revolutions she writes 

on are, materially speaking, failed revolutions. In reading her work in conversation with 

Hagedorn and Linmark’s, I work towards theorizing a kind of recuperation of the oppositional 

modes anchored to these moments of failure. Attending to the preoccupations with death, 

mourning, love, and social justice in her anti-colonial, anti-Marcos, and anti-Arroyo protest 
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poetry, I read in the corpus of Barrios’s text a material embodiment of the lived realities of 

cyclical time and psychic and political haunting that Hagedorn and Linmark aestheticize. 

Informed by Neferti Tadiar’s conception of “divine sorrow” in Things Fall Away: Philippine 

Historical Experience and the Makings of Globalization, I read the protest pieces and 

performances documented in Bulaklak sa Tubig as an encoding of radical affective technologies 

of survival and transformative agency that characterize Philippine leftist subaltern social 

movements which—as with the broader context of Philippine American literary objects—issue a 

diverse array of generative questions for contemporary postcolonial reading practice and politics 

broadly conceived. 

In this way, my project moves from an interrogation of Philippine/American national 

identity politics in the abstract to an investigation of the lived social affective strategies of 

postcolonial and post-globalization survival and unlikely life making that Barrios’s protest 

literature embodies. More than an elegiac flagging of the failure of revolutions in the Philippine(-

American) contexts, I read Barrios’s protest poetry in conversation with Hagedorn and Linmark, 

as a body of texts that occasion a re-thinking of resistance and social justice movements 

traditionally conceived, even, and especially now, in what historical scholars and analysts such 

as Aijaz Ahmad, Michael Denning, and others have identified as the post- Cold War, 

“End-of-History” era of globalization. In her coupling of “love texts” and “revolutionary texts,” 

Barrios tethers affective bond and collective bereavement to the work of leftist insurgency. In 

effect, Barrios’s work frames the diverse and radical strategies and technologies of interacting 

with time, life, and death that obtain in the struggle to survive and make life amidst ongoing 

national and post-national crises. 
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From the erasure of Cold War legacies in the filming of the Vietnam War epic in 

Mindanao that I discuss in chapter one, to the preponderance of Cold War logics effectively 

refigured in the global arms race and re-militarization set against the backdrop of the Panatag 

Island or Scarborough Shoal conflicts that I identify in chapter 2, to the legacies of recurring 

violence and state sanctioned repression from Marcos to Arroyo that I trace in chapter 3, the 

Philippines and the Philippine American context in the wake of the Marcos regime provides a 

dynamic case study on contemporary understandings of postcoloniality in the global south. Now, 

more than ever, the problematics and lines of inquiry that issue forth from the Philippine 

American context seem especially salient and generative in the sense of reading a troubled 

Philippine American space and temporality as the logical outcome of a crisis-centered political 

mode inaugurated by colonialism and transformed by neoliberal globalization. In my readings of 

Filipino American post-Marcos literary objects, I work to outline the contours of an 

imperial/national construction—the Philippine American nexus—that can only disorient in its 

attempts to broker theoretical plenitude via mnemonic erasure, and the trajectory of logical (and 

tragic) consequence of neoliberal capital and globalism that the “one world” of globalization 

seems to be collectively hurtling toward. 

What life can be made from death in the Philippine American context? How with the 

same words shall another tale be told? 

* * * 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
Haunted “Nevertheless—”:  
Unstable Origins, Figures of Exile, and the Poetics of Persistence  
in Jessica Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle 
 

“You wander the planet, Paz—seeking answers to questions without any answers, like some cosmic 
detective without grounding or direction, or an explorer who isn’t really interested in discovering anything 
new.”  
 
— Jessica Hagedorn, Dream Jungle, 284 

 
“Paz had to laugh. She had no idea where she was.”  
 
— Jessica Hagedorn, Dream Jungle, 304 
 
 
Thirteen years after publishing her widely acclaimed and by-now canonical 1990 novel 

Dogeaters, Jessica Hagedorn published her second novel set in the martial law-era Philippines, 

namely, Dream Jungle (2003).17 Spiraling around two specific moments in Philippine cultural 

history—the still-contested discovery of the purportedly “lost” and “paleolithic” Tasaday tribe in 

the southernmost regions of Mindanao by Manuel Elizalde in 1971 and the filming of Francis 

Ford Coppola’s 1979 Vietnam War film, Apocalypse Now, in the same region—the multiple and 

competing narrative arcs of Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle center around the lives of four exilic 

characters: A barely-teenaged probinsyana at work in the sex industry, a wealthy Spanish-

American playboy, a drug-abusing American actor, and a Filipino American journalist. In criss-

crossing paths of doomed love, sexual predation, and disoriented wandering, these characters are 

bound up in stories of violence, displacement, and persistence that cut across spatial and 

temporal national boundaries and explore the sociopolitical and affective contours of the 

Philippine-American relationship in the midst of the Marcos Regime. And yet, whereas Dream 

Jungle, like the earlier Dogeaters, also deals with this important moment in Philippine and 

                                                             
17 Jessica Hagedorn, Dogeaters. New York: Penguin Books, 1990; and Dream Jungle. New York: Viking Penguin, 
2003. Hereafter, I refer to Dogeaters as DE and Dream Jungle as DJ. 
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American history, the later novel is underrepresented in both literary market presence and Asian 

American Studies scholarship. In what follows, I account for this absence and argue that Dream 

Jungle takes up a transnational approach to thinking nation and history that troubles both 

mainstream American readership—in its dealing with the register of “forgotten” memory—as 

well as much of Asian American studies scholarship that —in its refusal to position itself in 

terms of “nationalist” resistance or “assimilationist” acculturation. Specifically, the novel returns 

to the history of the U.S.-backed Marcos Regime but disavows the spectacular commodity 

fetishism and gendered figuring of the nation that made Dogeaters more palatable to American 

readership. At the same time, the novel defies clear positioning in Asian American Studies 

scholarship along traditionally privileged axes of resistance or assimilation, opting instead to 

radically privilege figures of self-imposed exile on either side of the colonizer/colonized 

continuum. Thus, in Dream Jungle, Hagedorn engages with a multiplicity of competing histories 

of the Philippine-American colonial relationship, but does not offer any offer any facile 

resolution to these conflicted national narratives. 

In theorizing the exilic quality of Filipino American writing, Oscar Campomanes asserts 

that “[e]xile becomes a necessary, if inescapable, state for Filipinos in the United States—at once 

susceptible to the vagaries of the (neo)colonial U.S.-Philippine relationship and redeemable only 

by its radical restructuring.”18 It is this “radical restructuring” of the U.S.-Philippine colonial 

relationship in Dream Jungle that makes the novel challenging to both U.S. readership and 

traditional Asian American Studies scholarship. Returning to Dream Jungle now, I situate this 

chapter as part of an exploration of the implications that public privileging of Dogeaters over the 

later novel has for our understanding of the contemporary trends in American literary market and 

                                                             
18 Campomanes, Oscar. “Filipinos in the U.S. and Their Literature of Exile,” Kent A. Ono, ed., A Companion to 
Asian American Literature. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2005. 298. 
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audience in general as well as of traditional currents in Asian-American studies scholarship in 

particular. Building on the work of Viet Nguyen in Race and Resistance: Literature and Politics 

and Allan Isaac in American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America, I read Dream Jungle as a 

novel that unsettles its American readership by engaging with dangerous memories of the vexed 

and forgotten Philippine-American colonial relationship, thereby thrusting that readership 

headlong into engagement with histories it would rather forget, including both the Philippine-

American War (1899-1902) and the history of U.S. complicity with and backing of the Marcos 

dictatorship (1965-1986). The novel is, in various ways, illegible in or recalcitrant toward dated 

logics that have characterized early Asian-American Studies scholarship because of the novel’s 

refusal to position itself clearly along traditional axes of resistance or assimilation. Instead, 

Dream Jungle offers the figure of the self-imposed, persisting exile as a theoretical alternative to 

the more explicitly self-actualized and resisting figures that traditional Asian-American studies 

scholarship has so often tried to locate in Asian-American texts. Dream Jungle’s figure of the 

exile represents an alternative figure, neither celebratory and resistant nor wholly assimilated or 

consumed by grief or trauma, but rather marked by tenacity and flexible strategies more able to 

manage the multiple axes of lived contradictions that Asians and Asian-Americans face today. In 

effect, this figuring of exile as a liminal mode that functions outside of both the Philippine 

nationalist project and the American cultural imaginary thus also works to complicate prevailing 

notions of public representation.  

In using the term “representation,” in this chapter, I invoke two senses of the word. First, 

I use the term to index the sense of voicing or public intelligibility made possible by the literary-

historical storytelling that postcolonial authors such as Hagedorn engage in. In this sense, I point 

specifically to the intervention Hagedorn performs in the (re)production of competing American 
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cultural imaginaries at the level of collective memory. Later in the chapter, I also use the term to 

refer more broadly to what Aijaz Ahmad and others describe as “socio-political recognition,” 

granted by political representation within the liberal U.S. state—in terms of the potential for 

postcolonial texts to “correct history” or compete with state-sanctioned historiographical 

narratives—,and the attendant limitations and pitfalls of this sense of recognition within the 

nation-state. In tracing modes of “representation19” in Hagedorn’s novel at the level of voicing or 

storytelling, I work to draw attention to the ways in which representation can function not (only) 

as part of a process of liberatory inclusion and enfranchisement, but rather, as a voicing or 

storytelling that occurs in spite of these kinds of processes, that remains after the fact, and 

survives forgetting in a haunted state of “nevertheless.” Attending to the tropes of ghosts and 

haunting tied to the figures of exile that anchor the overarching narratives of Hagedorn’s novel, I 

work to call attention to the ways in which these preoccupations with alternative representation 

are characteristic of post-Marcos era literary objects situated within the broader context of a 

Philippine American nexus itself marked by mnemonic erasure and historical omission. 

 

Commodity Fetishism and the Filipino American Novel 

In Race and Resistance: Literature and Politics, Viet Nguyen mounts a self-reflective 

analysis of the ways in which Asian American cultural producers (aesthetic and academic) 

sometimes participate in the self-same capitalist practices that the discipline itself attempts to 

critique. Nguyen’s argument is controversial in its flagging of Asian American complicity in 

systems of marginalization via ethnic minority entrepreneurship. Yet, this mode of self-critique 

                                                             
19 For a more extended discussion of the notion of disparity between public “representation,” and democratic 
“liberation,” in alternative (here stretched broadly to more generally reference Filipino-American) communities, see 
Martin F. Manalansan’s Global Divas: Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora. Duke University Press, 2003. 
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can be more constructive than destructive. Here, it sheds light on certain contradictions and 

complexities that emerge in a comparison of Hagedorn’s two martial law-set novels. In “Queer 

Bodies and Subaltern Spectators,” for example, Nguyen’s chapter on Hagedorn’s Dogeaters and 

Ninotcha Rosca’s State of War briefly discusses a certain mode of “ethnic entrepreneurship” in 

which both Filipino American novelists effectively participate  as a means of gaining purchase in 

an American cultural imaginary and, by clear extension, in the American literary market writ 

large. In his analysis, Nguyen outlines the way in which both novelists, and with greater 

economic success, Hagedorn, center their texts around “one of the few times of Filipino history 

that American audiences may be aware of, the period of martial law under Ferdinand Marcos 

(1972-1986).”20 Nguyen asserts, moreover, that Hagedorn’s Dogeaters attained greater currency 

than Rosca’s State of War in the U.S. because of its privileging of spectacular21 commodity 

fetishism—expressed in Dogeaters as recurring, rhapsodic touting of American pop-cultural 

brand names, products, and celebrity figures—over an extended and critical engagement with 

history. This argument seems particularly germane if we consider its usefulness for the reading 

of Dream Jungle. 

According to Nguyen, the “task” of the Filipino American author who must “gain a 

foothold” in the American literary market is to somehow create an awareness of the Philippine-

American historical relationship while simultaneously traversing and anticipating resistances to 

U.S. recognition of this unsettling relationship. In specifically theorizing the success of 

Dogeaters in this task, Nguyen highlights the novel’s romanticized preoccupation with American 

                                                             
20 Nguyen, Viet Thanh. Race and Resistance: Literature and Politics in Asian America, New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2002. 126. 
21 In Hagedorn’s DE, as in R. Zamora Linmark’s Rolling the R’s and, to lesser extent, Nick Joaquin’s El Grupo 
MacDonalds and Jose Dalisay’s Killing Time in a Warm Place, American product and brand names crop up in 
seemingly ecstatic parades and devotional litanies—spectacles at once nostalgically reminiscent of an idealized 
American-Philippine relationship and indicative of the pervasive and durable sense of cultural imperialism attendant 
to the spread of a particularly American brand of neoliberal capitalism.  
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cultural commodities22 as well as its adherence to—if partial queering of—gendered metaphors 

of the state and attendant heterosexual resolution over the course of the narrative.23 Dream 

Jungle reacts, I would argue, to the problematic success of Dogeaters precisely in terms of these 

two criteria. In effect, the later novel responds—consciously or unconsciously—to Epifanio San 

Juan Jr.’s overly dismissive claim that “[Dogeaters] is less a resolution of conflicts and 

ambivalences than a symptom of aestheticist resignation to them. Less feminist than feminine, its 

oppositional impulse dissolves in exhibitionist and stylized gestures of self-transcendence.”24 

San Juan’s critique of Dogeaters stems, in large part, from what he reads as the fetishization of 

American cultural production—cinema, melodrama, popular music, and product branding—in 

the novel as well as the ambivalence of its concluding “Kundiman” chapter. Even while 

critiquing pop-cultural devotion to American film and music celebrities25 through the nationalist 

voice of the fictional Senator Avila’s speeches and essays,26 Hagedorn’s recurring meditations 

on capitalist greed and cinematic grandeur in Dogeaters, effectively dull the novel’s critique of 

cultural (neo)colonialism. By San Juan’s logic, in lieu of robust critique, the novel reflects back 

to the American reader a fantastic-yet-familiar sense of prevailing commodity fetishism and 

mitigates the impassioned, subversive quality of Hagedorn’s lyrical take on the Lord’s Prayer in 

Dogeaters’ oft-cited concluding “Kundiman”27 chapter. For both San Juan and Nguyen, any 

                                                             
22 Here, I am thinking specifically in terms of the economy of fetishized American products and brands, cultural and 
material, in Dogeaters that functions to make the novel intelligible and familiar to both U.S. and Filipino audiences, 
even while laying bare the ultimately pernicious quality of this economy. 
23 Nguyen, 127.  
24 San Juan Jr., Epifanio. After Postcolonialism: Re-mapping Philippines-United States Confrontations. Lanham: 
Rowman and Littlefield Press, 2000. 128.  
25 “The Barbara Walters of the Philippines;” “novenas to Tina Turner and Donna Summer.”  Hagedorn, DE, 21, 34, 
170, etc.   
26 Ibid. 101-102. 
27 In terms of Filipino popular culture, a “Kundiman,” traditionally names a genre of love song or serenade ballad. 
More recently, the “Kundiman” form has also been linked to Filipino nationalism, wherein the “beloved” is taken to 
represent the Philippines itself. In Hagedorn’s “Kundiman,” blending conventions of lyrical poetry and Catholic 
prayer, an unnamed supplicant addresses “Ave Maria,” in a tone that is, by turns, mock-devotional and righteously 
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satire or critique of commodity fetishism in Dogeaters is overshadowed by Hagedorn’s virtuoso 

portrayal of the all-consuming “acquisitive lust”28 of the novel’s characters. In this way, 

Dogeaters mirrors back to its cosmopolitan U.S. audience, an entertaining, if conflicted, vision 

of the Philippines as, at best, a nation built on innovative bricolage and flattering imitation and, 

at worst, a culturally derivative, self-selecting martyr—charmingly familiar, yet-unfit for self-

rule.  

Eschewing the commodity fetishism and heterosexual resolution of Dogeaters, Dream 

Jungle is thus unfamiliar and unattractive to American readership, and implacably outside of 

predominant (gender-based) narratives of nationalist revolution and identity formation. This 

analysis resonates with San Juan’s critique and highlights the ways in which Dream Jungle re-

thinks the presentation of history alongside representation of cultural imperialism. Whereas, 

according to Nguyen, “the postcolonial state in Hagedorn’s Dogeaters both aestheticizes the 

commodity and fetishizes it, suppressing the acknowledgment of the relations of production that 

make the commodity both possible in its existence and impossible in its attainment for the 

majority of the people,”29 the postcoloniality of the Philippines in Dream Jungle is one in which 

“the social relations” that generate commodities, here specifically American films, are explicitly 

brought to the fore in the representation of the filming of Apocalypse Now, thereby exploding the 

“mysterious” quality of commodity’s production. As both a film-text and as a particular episode 

in the history of the Philippine-American relationship, the filming of Apocalypse Now in the 

Philippines—fictionalized in Dream Jungle as “Napalm Sunset”—speaks as much to American 

anxieties about failed heroism in the Vietnam War as the desire to cover over earlier engagement 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
enraged. In this lyric/prayer, the Virgin Mary is also “Our Lady of Radio Melodramas,” and “Mother of Revenge.” 
Hagedorn, DE, 250. 
28 San Juan, 128. 
29 Nguyen, 127. 
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in the Philippine-American War.30 In Dream Jungle, the uncanny continuity between the 

Philippine-American War, Vietnam, and ongoing colonial presence in the Philippines is exposed 

not only as a fact of history, but also as a material condition that effectively enables the film’s 

production. 

Resistance to Cinema as Counter Commodity 

 Unlike Dogeaters in which the novel’s urban Luzon-based characters are pervasively 

shown to be enraptured by American cultural forms, the rural Mindanaoan-based characters of 

Dream Jungle show explicit awareness of the pernicious quality of the U.S. production 

company’s engagement with the Philippine people and landscape. Most prominently, Aling 

Belen, an village elder and matronly caretaker, speaks out explicitly against U.S. presence in the 

region. When principal character, Rizalina “Lina” Cayabyab’s child becomes sick, Aling Belen 

attributes the child’s sickness directly to the production company, “They bring typhoon and 

sickness with them,” and later, “A bad thing, that movie. All it does is bring trouble to our town 

… You all think this movie is going to change your sorry lives. Is he going to marry you? … 

Your Amerikano movie star?”31 Even earlier in the novel, neither Rizalina (under the 

prostitute/dancer stage name of Jinx) nor her pimp-manager-caretaker, Peaches, is particularly 

impressed by American movie star, Vincent Moody. Peaches attempts to bar his access to Jinx 

and refers to him condescendingly as “Pretty Boy,” a moniker that Rizalina later continues to use 

                                                             
30 In “Headhunter Itineraries: The Philippines as America’s Dream Jungle,” one of the few essays dealing with the 
novel currently in print, Vernadette Gonzalez argues convincingly that the novel’s engagement with the Vietnam 
and Philippine-American wars also recalls the logic and progression of American imperial projects in the American 
South (and West) as much as in the Global South. In relating the Filipino American and Vietnam wars to the violent 
pacification and reconstruction of the American South, Gonzalez writes: “This counterethnography is also a 
mapping practice: it locates the history of the Philippines and Filipinos not only within the overlapping cultural, 
social and political cartographies of American colonialism in the Pacific, but also in the earlier and 
contemporaneous projects of U.S. nation-making on the American continent. These myriad colonial ways of 
looking—exported to the Pacific—acquired their coherence from the sedimented archive of earlier framings of 
racialized Others on the American continent, an archive which was then reaffirmed in the Pacific.” (146) 
31 Hagedorn, DJ, 250, 261. 
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even in her lukewarm sexual relationship with him. Even some of the American actor characters 

display an ambivalence toward the film’s production, however problematic and ineffectual: 

This is one of the most beautiful places on earth. Sacred land, man. Can you feel it? … 

No need to bullshit me, Vince. You see the way the cast and crew walk around here like 

they own the place? Pierce is the worst. Think’s the country’s nothing but a backdrop for 

his movie. The people don’t matter, except when they service him and his family. They 

serve us, they feed us, they fuck us.32  

Beyond these vocalizations, the novel also portrays the way in which the production engages in a 

mutually destructive relationship with the very environment of Lake Ramayahh itself—fish float 

dead in the water, birds screech and cry, out of time or season, and the production crew is 

plagued by torrential rain, unbearable heat, and bouts of sickness. In these ways, Dream Jungle 

functions as a something of a corrective reaction to the earlier Dogeaters, especially with regard 

to the ways in which the earlier novel can be read less as a “love letter to the Philippines,”33 and 

more as an eroticized dream vision of U.S. cultural productions. By explicitly demonstrating the 

destructive effects of Napalm Sunset’s filming on the fictional Sultan Ramayyah region, Dream 

Jungle exposes the ambivalence of commodity fetishism at the level of production.  

  In addition to highlighting the violence enacted by the film’s production on the land and 

people of Sultan Ramayyah, Hagedorn also shows the production of Napalm Sunset (and thus, 

Francis Ford Coppola’s production of Apocalypse Now) to be both implicated in and materially 

indebted to the Marcos establishment. In the chapter entitled “Dinner Party,” American movie 

star and principal character, Vincent Moody, oversteps his bounds by asking mayor of Sultan 
                                                             
32 Ibid, 179. 
33 Hagedorn has elsewhere described Dogeaters as: “a love letter to my motherland. It is a fact and a fiction born of 
rage, shame, pride, and my ongoing struggle and resistance to what I will simply refer to as white supremacy … I 
wrote Dogeaters  on my own terms, in the English I reclaim as Filipino: the English mixed with Spanish and 
Tagalog. I did not want to use a glossary. I sought to subvert, exorcise, celebrate.” (148). “[Untitled Essay].” Critical 
Fictions: The Politics of Imaginative Writing. Seattle, WA: Bay Press, 1991. 146-150. 
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Ramayyah and illegitimate nephew of the novel’s fictionalized Marcos, Fritz Magbantay, about 

the Philippine military helicopters loaned to the production crew. While shooting the film, the 

helicopters were suddenly called away to engage with guerilla insurgents. Moody, intoxicated, 

asks, “How many people were killed? Would you happen to know, Mayor Fritz? It happened 

right around here—”.34 This indiscretion leads Magbantay to invite Moody to a late-night private 

dinner, an occasion which Magbantay uses to intimidate the American film star. Later, the film 

director’s wife, Janet Catteneo Pierce, explains, “[T]he MNLF rebels (‘Moro National Liberation 

Front’—Moro for Moors?) are up in the hills only ten miles away from us. The air force guy 

needed his helicopters for some kind of little ‘bombing’ mission on MNLF territory. We’re in the 

middle of a real war, which makes me tense and uneasy but seems to excite Tony [the 

director].”35  In a more chilling scene earlier in the novel, the “real war” overlaps with the 

production of Napalm Sunset once more when the film crew is presented with a warehouse full 

of real “unclaimed” corpses as film props: “Pierce requested dead bodies … He never specified 

that he wanted props.” In order to “deal with this problem” the Filipino workers on the 

production offer them to a local Filipino director at work on his own film: “Maybe you could use 

them … For your movie?”36 Later still, in the chapter entitled “Graveyard,” Magbantay explicitly 

links the film to the Philippine-American War when he discusses the Balangiga Massacre at 

Samar. Thus, in the logic of the novel, Napalm Sunset/Apocalypse Now functions as a 

commodified link in the historical chain of colonial and (neo)colonial violence that extends from 

the Philippine-American War to the Vietnam War and, finally, to the U.S.-backed Marcos 

regime and period of Martial Law.37 In this way, Hagedorn demystifies the film’s production; the 

                                                             
34 Hagedorn, DJ, 202.  
35 Ibid, 276. 
36 Ibid, 240.  
37 Thus, the Marcos regime itself takes the place of earlier American colonial order.  
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film is not only a spectacular production about war, but a material product of war and an active, 

transnational participant in and producer of “real war.”  

Sexuality and Nation 

 Dream Jungle also breaks away from the logic of Dogeaters thematically in terms of 

participation in gendered metaphors of the nation and nationalist revolution via mimicry of 

heterosexual resolution. At the end of Dogeaters, for example, Daisy Avila, however single and 

widowed, is paired alongside Joey Sands, however queer, as a masculine-feminine dyad that 

resolves heterosexual anxiety and allows for a celebratory reading of successful revolution, 

thereby also informing the affective thrust of “rage and vengeance” in the concluding 

“Kundiman” chapter of the novel.38 In Dream Jungle, by contrast, Hagedorn does away with 

heterosexual resolution and celebratory portrayal of nationalist revolution precisely by choosing 

to end her later novel with a Spanish colonialist ghost’s reflections on memory, forgetting, and 

persistence, rather than on facile expressions of vengeance or identification via national language 

and products as in Dogeaters.  

 Nguyen provides useful terms for understanding this process by way of providing a 

commentary on how Asian-American novels have been conventionally read. He writes:  

“sexuality also provides gendered metaphors for decolonization … A nationalist revolution seeks 

to cast its language in the terms of a familial and heterosexual romance; this is the logical 

inversion of the colonizer’s use of heterosexuality and romance to justify colonialism.”39 It is for 

this reason, Nguyen argues, that the novels traditionally privileged by Asian-American Studies 

discourse are the novels that invert the “white men saving brown women from brown men” trope 

                                                             
38 While invoking “Ave Maria, mother of revenge,” the unnamed supplicant of “Kundiman” also explains, “I would 
curse you in Waray, Ilocano, Tagalog, Spanish, English, Portuguese, and Mandarin; I would curse you but I choose 
to love you instead.” Hagedorn, DE, 250. 
39 Nguyen, 128.  
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into the “brown men saving brown women from white men” trope of nationalist resistance. Here, 

the nation is figured as a feminine body paired with the masculine government or state. In the 

following sections, the four principal characters in Dream Jungle stand as figures of various 

forms of self-imposed exile that collectively highlight the ways in which “no men save any 

women from any men” in the novel, and to posit that, on both sides of the U.S.-Philippine divide, 

male gendered attempts at saving women are shown in Dream Jungle to be hollow and 

ultimately doomed attempts at self-saving and self-redemption. In this way, Hagedorn privileges 

figures that escape the nationalist logic of redemption-via-inclusion. In choosing exile, these 

characters simultaneously refuse the logic of uncomplicated or fixed notions of “home” or origin, 

as well as the trope of savior-heroes. The novel thus unsettles the gendered tropes that a 

colonizing U.S. deploys in order to understand its contradictory practices in Asia, but also defies 

knee-jerk attempts by Asian-American studies scholars to always already read “resistance” and 

“revolution” in the novel. Ultimately, there are no redemptive heterosexual or homosexual 

relationships in Dream Jungle, and outside of Aling Belen assuming the role of surrogate mother 

to Rizalina’s baby and preventing the former from being raped at the hands of ironically named 

Mayor Fritz Magbantay,40 no one “saves” or is “saved” by anyone else. Rather, as I show in the 

following sections, only the figures of self-conscious/self-imposed exile or, alternately, ghosts, 

are shown to persist, in any meaningful way. The trope of “persistence” in the novel thus offers 

an alternative to “being saved” by either nationalist or colonial heroes (thereby achieving 

inclusion or representation) on one hand, and destruction or historical/mnemonic erasure on the 

other.  

Engendering Exilic Identity in Dream Jungle 

                                                             
40 In Filipino, the verb “bantay,” literally means “to attend to, to watch over, to guard, to protect, to shepherd.”  
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 Though, as in Dogeaters, Dream Jungle follows the lives and narrative arcs of a nearly 

overwhelming host of characters ranging from the illegitimate nephew of a fictionalized Marcos 

in the form of Mayor Fritz Magbantay to auteur film-maker’s wife Janet Catteneo Pierce 

(Eleanor Coppola) to Ferdinand Magellan as documented by Antonio Pigafetta, the latter novel 

follows an arguably more cohesive narrative arc than the former. Organized into two principal 

books or sections, “Discovery and Conquest,” and “Napalm Sunset,” with a subsequent third 

section/epilogue, “Requiem for a Prodigal Son,” Dream Jungle gives a fictionalized account of 

Zamora Lopez de Legazpi’s discovery of the Taobo tribe (a fictionalized miming of Manual 

Elizalde’s discovery of the Tasaday tribe41) in the southern region of the Philippines followed by 

a narrative-linked fictionalized account of director Tony Pierce’s (Francis Ford Coppola) 

production of Napalm Sunset (Apocalypse Now) in the same region. Amidst the host of 

characters in the novel, however, four central characters tie the narrative arcs of the work 

together and function as figures of exile whose representation complicates understanding of the 

Philippine-American, and indeed, Filipino American condition: Rizalina “Jinx” Cayabyab, 

Zamora Lopez de Legazpi, Vincent Moody, and Pascal “Paz” Marlowe. All four figures have 

chosen one form of exile or other in the novel (as runaways, expatriates, or consummate travelers 

“at home” only in anti-context) thus challenging our understanding of tropes of resistance or 

assimilation in Asian-American cultural production. Read together, these characters shed light on 

the Philippine-American relationship and Filipino American condition by negating monolithic 

constructions of nationalist condition or ethno-nationalist identity. Their vexed-yet-persisting 

relationships engender certain generative counter-sites for thinking cultural and historical 

representation and complicating notions of cultural hybridity in Filipino American literature.  

                                                             
41 Karin Aguilar-San Juan, “A Conversation with Jessica Hagedorn,” The Women’s Review of Books 21:6 (March 
2004): 6  
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The multiple narrative arcs of the novel circle around and return to that of what might be 

called the novel’s main protagonist, Rizalina Cayabyab, alternately known by the novel’s 

characters as “Lina,” or “Jinx.” As the daughter of Zamora Lopez de Legazpi’s chef and servant 

Candelaria, Lina comes to live in Legazpi’s Manila mansion from her hometown of Sultan 

Ramayyah when, at ten years old, she becomes the only survivor of a 165-passenger boat that 

capsizes at sea with her brothers and sexually abusive father while en route to visit her mother. 

Lina is thus already figured from the outset of the novel as “miraculous” and surviving 

“nevertheless.” As a departure from the privileged vantage point of wealthy mestiza Rio 

Gonzaga in Dogeaters, Lina’s narrative arc42 moves by way of involving her with one colonial 

context after another—as an eleven-year old, she works for, and is almost romantically and 

sexually involved with Spanish-American multimillionaire Zamora, and then, as a fourteen-year-

old dancer at a Manila strip club, she becomes sexually if not romantically entangled with the 

American movie star, Vincent Moody. She is thus the physical embodiment of contact and 

continuity between Spanish colonialism, U.S. occupation, intervention, and ongoing cultural 

imperialism in the Philippines. Finally, the narrative of the novel also positions her as ghostly 

double and alternative exile to the Filipina American journalist Paz Marlowe, who also functions 

as an exilic character symptomatic of Hagedorn’s own authorial intent or authorial conscience.  

The reader is introduced to Lina in “Discovery and Conquest,” the first of two failed and 

incommensurable colonial “love stories”:  

Me, Rizalina. Born into a life of shit, but nevertheless voted best number one elementary 

student in all of Sultan Ramayyah. Champion speller, speed reader, secret keeper. 
                                                             
42 Unlike Dogeater’s wealthy, Metro Manila capitol-based and materially transnational Rio Gonzaga, Dream 
Jungle’s Lina represents the rural, Muslim, and subaltern Mindanaoan periphery. Hagedorn’s “Sultan Ramayyah,” a 
fictionalized region of Mindanao, reminds us that Mindanao continues to exist as something of a colony within a 
colony, itself a contradiction to notion of a united, Catholic / Christian Filipino nation-state, and an enduring and 
problematic hot spot in the “global War on Terror.” I return to this later in the chapter in my engagement with 
Reynaldo Ileto’s discussion of the five Filipino American wars. 
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Okeydokey fluent in English, as you can tell by now. Loves the word ‘nevertheless.’ 

Named after our beloved national hero, poet and novelist Dr. Jose Rizal. Voted ‘class 

comedian’ in grade four. Voted ‘girl most likely to succeed’ in grade five. Voted ‘most 

likely of anyone’ to graduate from school, until that piece-of-shit boat was blown around 

by winds and toppled into the raging sea.43  

Aside from the obvious tragicomedic aspects of gradeschool superlatives that stage the irony of 

her future as pre-pubescent-servant-sexual-object, and fourteen-year-old mother-dancer-sexual-

object, what I want to highlight in this passage is the peculiar introduction to the word 

“nevertheless.” As a word that comes up throughout the novel, often punctuating moments of 

alternating challenge, defeat, transcendence, resignation or surprise in Lina’s character arc, 

“nevertheless” becomes the prevailing trope or marker for Lina,44 but also for many of the 

principal characters in the novel. Zamora uses it to describe the Taobo (Tasaday) tribe: “Perhaps 

I misheard what Duan originally said to me. ‘They call themselves Tao, po.’ Human beings. 

Nevertheless, I wrote it down. Taobo.45 Janet Catteneo Pierce uses it to defend herself from her 

husband’s dismissal of her concerns about ongoing political turmoil in the region: “He says I 

should open my eyes, ‘be a REALIST, Jan, for fuck’s sake!’ (to quote my dear husband), but it 

bother me nevertheless.”46 Finally, though Paz Marlowe does not use the word “nevertheless” 

explicitly, she does use the analogously punctuating word “persistence” to describe her 

interactions with Zamora and her dis-ease in remaining in any one place—“Why did I care so 

much? To this day I do not know. He was not related by blood, yet he felt like blood. 

Persistence”; “I went back and forth from L.A. to New York, staying for extended periods of 

                                                             
43 Hagedorn, DJ, 14 
44 Most notably: Ibid, 14, 26, 72, 117, 196, 250, 255, 311.  
45 Literally, “People, sir.” Ibid, 123.  
46 Ibid, 276. 
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time in each place until my unease became too overwhelming. I looked to my husband for 

answers, which was a big mistake. He was as perplexed and annoyed by my vague yearnings as I 

was. Persistence.”47 “Nevertheless” tropes an alternative mode of existence or practice of 

postcolonial survival that does not fit into established paradigms of liberatory resistance or 

representative assimilation. In the novel, “nevertheless” is deployed as a state of postcolonial 

tenacity or persistence that maintains the “notwithstanding,” “in spite of,” or heterogeneous, 

culturally alien quality of the hybrid characters that interact along the colonizer-colonized 

continuum.  

In my tracing of the word as it crops up in the voices of Zamora and Moody as explicit 

mimings of Lina, and in an uncanny if not haunted translation in Paz’s recurring use of the word 

“persistence,” I am interested in the ways in which “nevertheless” circulates between characters 

in the novel. An English word “given” to or imposed upon Lina by her English teacher, Mrs. 

Angway, as much as the marker of an affective condition or sense of indeterminacy, tenacity, or 

recalcitrance, the term moves from Lina to the other principal characters (and even includes 

minor characters Janet Catteneo Pierce and Mayor Fritz Magbantay) in a continuum of 

transference between colonizer and colonized and back again. In the principal characters’ 

respective choices to choose exile over any stable relationship to “origin” or “home,” 

“nevertheless” characterizes their ability to persist within multiple world contexts as much as 

outside of them. Lastly, in the figurations of haunting by Zamora’s ghost in the book’s epilogue 

and Lina’s spectre in the chapter “Flashback,” “nevertheless” testifies to the durable quality of 

                                                             
47 Ibid, 227-228 
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colonial logics, relationships, and histories— from which no pure or stable origins can ever be 

discerned.48 

The notion of “unstable origins,” or self-imposed exile is especially interesting in 

Hagedorn’s portrayal of Spanish American conquistador Zamora’s and American film star 

Moody’s respective choices to remain and anchor themselves within the context of the 

Philippines. In the text, these characters are thematically linked not only in their respective 

colonial lineages and imperial posturing as would-be saviors of Filipinos, but also in their failed 

attempts at self-redemption in the Philippine context. Even after humiliating allegations that the 

discovery of the Taobo tribe is nothing more than an elaborate hoax spread internationally and 

Zamora’s wife and family repatriate to Germany and Spain respectively, Zamora chooses to 

remain in the Philippines, continuing to spend time among the Taobo who alternately revere and 

revile him. For Moody’s part, despite his failure to start a family over again with Lina and her 

child, Yeye, the Philippines and the Filipino film industry become a lasting escape from his 

earlier failures in America. Though Zamora’s and Moody’s respective paradisiacal dreams of the 

Philippines are fractured, both characters refuse to “wake” from these dreams, and instead retreat 

deeper into fantasy. In spite of these failed attempts at redemption, however, there are ways in 

which these characters do survive in the Philippines, in ways that they may not have “survived” 

(due perhaps in large part to their own self-destructive natures) in their imperial places of origin. 

Hagedorn’s novel is often shockingly sympathetic towards these characters, and offers them up 

as inverted models of cultural exiles, who, like Lina and Paz, find life, if not liberation, via 

transnational migration. In this way, the novel also functions as an illustration of Isaacs’s critical 

intervention in American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America:  

                                                             
48 C.F. Allan Punzalan Isaac, American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America. (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2006): 19.  
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I do not wish to rehearse here misrepresentations or to point to cases of bad 

representation, only to reinscribe the power of the defining terms and thus imply the 

inevitability of American manifest destiny … What interests me instead are the narrative 

operations through metaphor and allegory that carve out the unquestioned place of white 

American bodies in the Pacific, as liberators and eventually as rightful, if not righteous, 

settlers and ‘natives’ to the islands.49  

In his reading of a broad assortment of American cinema texts that function to situate white 

bodies as “rightful … settlers and ‘natives’ to the islands” Isaacs calls attention to the tropes by 

which figures such as Moody are able to “go native” or find “home” in the (neo)colonial tropics. 

While these tropes allow for the creation and maintenance of masculinist heroic narratives, they 

also function to vex the spatial and ideological borders of the U.S. nation state, simultaneously 

flagging imperial character on the one hand and reifying white nativity in the tropics as natural 

and inevitable on the other. Though Hagedorn shows these tropes of tropical belonging and 

nativity to be out of place, she does afford these characters survival and transnational persistence, 

“notwithstanding” and “in spite of” themselves. In the case of Zamora, who effectively gets the 

last word in the novel, this persistence extends beyond the grave. In the “Epilogue” chapter of 

the novel, Zamora–having been cremated and taken to New York to reside in an urn in his 

daughter’s apartment–muses, “I have no nose, but I can smell. No eyes, but I can imagine. No 

ears, but I hear everything.”50 Corporeal, yet incorporeal, extracted from the Philippines, yet 

free-floating between life and death and capable of “hear[ing] everything,” Zamora haunts for 

                                                             
49 Ibid, 19, my emphasis. 
50 Hagedorn, DJ, 319-20. Zamora continues:  
 “You’ve probably noticed that I refuse to call myself a “corpse.” I prefer the neutrality of “body” instead. 
“Corpse” is clinical and un-appetizing; even now, resigned to my Ziploc and the stifling darkness of my urn, I 
cannot bring myself to accept mortality or use that word. They say I am dead. But I have not gone to heaven, hell, or 
purgatory; I do not know any more than you do; I have not met God or Allah or Bathala—whoever and whatever is 
supposed to be in charge.” 
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the sake of haunting. His conscience, along with his colonial desires, passions, and grudges, 

persist.   

 In terms of Zamora and Moody’s continuity and connection via Lina or “Jinx,” both 

“Discovery and Conquest” and “Napalm Sunset” follow the colonizer’s incomplete and forever-

deferred desires to fully “possess” their colonial subject. After Lina runs away from the Legazpi 

compound, Zamora reflects, “Did I love money, did I love anyone or anything? I loved the 

jungle.”51 Later in the novel, Moody decides he is unable to return to the U.S. and makes 

awkward attempts at protecting Sultan Rammayah locals. Both Zamora and Moody desire to 

fully “know” Lina, but both are plagued with an inability to “read” her. Respectively: “Her gaze 

met his—steady and defiant. There was something else—did she also despise him? Zamora lifted 

her chin, drank in the sly sweetness of her face before reluctantly letting her go. He had read too 

much into it. She was just a child, after all;” and, “He gazed into her face. Tried to read it but 

couldn’t.”52 This illegibility exposes the uneven relationship between colonizer and colonized, 

but also the quality of persistence and remainder inherent in the illegible figure of the colonial 

survivor. From his crematory urn, Zamora avers, “Rizalina, do you ever wonder if I have 

forgotten you? … No, no mi paloma, no. I have not forgotten you.”53 Lina’s memory persists, 

but also remains inscrutable. Beyond nostalgia, Hagedorn’s exilic characters effectively haunt 

and are haunted by each other.   

 This subversion of American tropics of “white American bodies … as liberators and … 

righteous settlers” is arguably most telling in the various reversals of domination and subversion 

between Lina and Moody. Though Moody is able to “know” Lina in the physical sense that 

Zamora does not, both are plagued by their inability to fully possess or subjugate her. Observe 
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the parallels and contrasts in the following scenes between Lina and Moody. In the first scene, 

Moody has successfully gotten Lina to return to his rented room, and has attempted to engage 

her in conversation about her child. After she refuses, he is unable to stifle his lust further:  

Desire made me sweat. I loathed myself yet couldn’t stop—crawling on top of her, 

kissing and mauling every inch of her salty flesh. She lay there limply, making no move 

to escape. “Don’t you know how much I love you, Jinx?” … “Jinx don’t care,” she 

murmured. And neither did I. My brutal thrusts made her cry out. Then there was a 

terrible silence. I kept it up for as long as I could, fucking her in a joyless frenzy. I longed 

for her to make a sound, any sound at all. To surrender and utter the word ‘love.’ In 

Tagalog, in Bisayan, in whatever goddamn language she chose to speak. The night 

engulfed us, deeper and blacker than anything I had ever known. I was on the verge of 

tears.54 

This scene is both echoed and inverted later on in the novel, when Lina’s recurring dream / 

nightmare of all-consuming tigers transforms her: 

Moody slipped on his jeans. Tiger in his body of tigers. Lina grabbed his right arm taking 

him by surprise. She dug her nails into his arm. He gazed down into her face, shimmering 

with what he mistook for beads of sweat, then realized was some sort of caul. Stretched 

taught like a second skin over the delicate surface of face, her face—Lina who was not 

Lina now but something or someone else. […] His arm was bleeding. He started to pull 

away, but Lina tightened her grip.  

In this inversion of the violence of their first sexual encounter, Moody is again, unable to read or 

know her, but Lina’s force effectively decides his imposed exile in the Philippines: 
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Lina pulled him back down onto the bed. She covered his body with hers. The pupils of 

her eyes large, dilated. The caul over her face unearthly. He would lose himself forever if 

he didn’t look away. But he wouldn’t. Couldn’t. His body immobilized by hers. And he, 

lost forever. She made no sound. A child not a child …. Understanding the joke of it all. 

The earth seemed unearthly.55 

After this incident, Moody, in a daze, declares, “I don’t know if I’m ever going back” (273). This 

decision to remain in exile is prefigured in the novel in Moody’s adoption of Lina’s 

“nevertheless” in the “Lake Ramayyah” chapter of the text:  

“You are drunk,” she said, in a disapproving tone. 

“Sorry,” Moody said, meaning it. “Shameful, isn’t it?” 

Lina nodded, “Nevertheless.” 

“Nevertheless,” Moody agreed.56 

At this point in the novel, Moody has finally learned Lina’s real name. In watching her walk 

away from him, he concludes, “Love surely exist[s], and God is everywhere.”57 In miming the 

mark of the exile, Moody signals his future persistence in the “unearthly” context of the 

Philippines. 

Later, the novel progresses such that, although Moody remains in the Philippines, Lina 

does not. She leaves him to live in his old apartment in Santa Monica, California, and when 

tracked down by Zamora’s bodyguard and right hand man years later, explains that she is happy 

being unknown and effectively off the grid, and asks to remain where she is, undisturbed and 

invisible. In this way, the novel effectively disavows heterosexual resolution of cross-cultural or 

nationalist anxieties, and, more, rejects the logic of visibility and representation as liberation that 
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finds currency in traditional Asian-American studies’ privileging of resistant characters and 

figures: “‘I stay near the beach,’ was all she said. ‘I am happy now. I want to stay happy.’” Lina 

is lost to Zamora, Moody, her mother, and even her child. And yet, she is not “lost.” She is 

happy—in hiding, obscurity, exile. She persists, “nevertheless.”  

Figures of Exile and the Poetics of Persistence 

 In considering the novel’s engagement with memory, I return now to the epigraphs at the 

beginning of this essay. In these lines, Pascal “Paz” Marlowe is first addressed posthumously by 

her mother Pilar Ternero de los Santos Marlowe via Pilar’s deathbed memoir, entitled “Mi 

Ultimo Adios.” In the second epigraph, Paz, having returned to the Philippines for her mother’s 

funeral, and also on assignment from her magazine Groove Rocket to write a story first on 

Zamora and the Taobo tribe, then on Pierce and Napalm Sunset, Paz finds herself lost in the 

unfamiliar Mindanaoan countryside. In nervous laughter that seems to signal both fear and a 

certain sense of acceptance, Paz laughs at her predicament and its resonance with her exilic 

relationship to both the U.S. and the Philippines. Certain resonances between Paz’s character and 

statements Hagedorn has made in interviews occur in the novel to position Paz as the textual 

representation of authorial conscience. Like Hagedorn, Paz reflects on her ambivalent desires to 

return, to leave, and return again—at home only in airports.58 Just as Hagedorn reflects on her 

familial relationship to Manuel “Manda” Elizalde, Paz knows Zamora de Legazpi as an old 

family friend. As a seemingly undisguised response to the problematic success of Dogeaters 

then, Paz even has a conversation with her editor about the international cultural currency that 

the Marcoses continue to embody: 

“I like this angle with Imelda.” 
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“I think it’s trivial and irrelevant,” I said. 

“Oh yea? Lemme tell you Paz— the only thing most of our readers know about that 

wacky country is Imelda.” 

“That wacky country happens to be where I was born.”  

“Yeah,” Annie said, “I know.”59 

Even the nod to Conrad in her name self-consciously situates her as postcolonial afterthought. 

Moreover, Paz remains in-between worlds. Unlike Lina, Paz is never quite at ease. In fact, in one 

of the most uncanny moments in the text, Paz is figured as haunted, I submit here, by Lina’s 

atemporal ghost or phantom.  

In the chapter, “Flashback,” Paz’s narrative reflections are repeatedly punctuated by her 

use of the word “persistence,” which I read as a slightly more straightforward and pro-active 

translation of Riza’s uncanny “nevertheless.” Most tellingly, after returning to the Legazpi 

compound around midnight for a failed attempt to interview Zamora one last time, Paz has an 

encounter with the following figure:  

The scent of rotting kalachuchi hit me as I headed back to the car. My father’s parting 

words came back to haunt me: Whatever you do, don’t go there and make a fool of 

yourself. A wispy young girl suddenly crossed my path, running toward a cluster of 

banana trees. Was she a ghost? She wore a faded blue dress, much too big for her skinny 

frame. Rubber slippers on her dusty feet. The girl returned my smile. ‘Psst,’ I called out 

softly, but she was gone.60  
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Though Paz later has a memory of herself as a child at her parents’ home wearing “rubber 

slippers. A faded blue dress that I’d outgrown,”61 the Legazpi compound and size disparity 

between the dress she’s outgrown and the dress that was too large for the figure she saw certainly 

seems more resonant with an earlier scene in the novel:   

The day she ran away, Rizalina wore one of the dusters her mother had bought her a year 

ago, for her eleventh birthday. It was one she hadn’t quite overgrown, her favorite— blue 

cotton sprinkled with tiny orange flowers. Rubber slippers were on her feet. A size too 

big, which meant they would last a little longer.62 

This uncanny tethering and identification between Lina and Paz indexes the thematic tensions 

between Hagedorn’s earlier martial law-era novel and her later one. As an index of the 

incongruous postcolonial thematics from Dogeaters to Dream Jungle, this Lina-Paz dyad of 

“lost” yet “not lost,” impossibly-foreign-yet-always-uncanny postcolonial exiles positions 

Dream Jungle as more antithetical to U.S. readership in its refusal to assimilate either character 

into the U.S. settings in which they arrive. At the same time, the Lina-Paz exilic index, at first 

reading, does not fit traditional axes of resistance or assimilation.  

 In Dream Jungle, self-imposed exile is thus something of a “third choice.” Neither fully 

resistant (lacking any incontrovertible ties to stable origin or “home”) nor fully assimilated 

(forever alien, forever at ease and dis-ease), the figure of the exile responds to the lived 

contradictions of those who want to survive. In flagging the novel’s troubling even of the 

traditionally anchoring trope of “home,” I do not mean to emphasize the pervasive sense of loss 

and displacement in the novel as a gesture of mourning. Rather, I want to call attention to the 

ways in which Dream Jungle works as a text that does not offer any easy answers to “the 
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Philippine problem,” and instead embraces remainder and undecidability as lived marker of 

verisimilitude. Along these lines of analysis, Campomanes writes: 

“Experientially, [the most recent wave of, mostly female, Filipino authors in the U.S.] 

create from the same sense of expatriation from the past and their history that stems quite 

immediately from the founding moment of American colonization and the cultural 

translocation through the master’s language. But the distance is not crippling, as they 

invert its anthropological commonplaces from their perspective as colonized natives or 

immigrants/citizens who regard from the outside that is also the country of the colonizer 

the whole spectacle of their transhistorical movements and displacements. Return for 

them is redefining and rewriting ‘history’ from the perspective of banishment…”63 

In the exilic positioning and privileging of Lina, Paz, Moody and Zamora, it becomes clear that 

Hagedorn’s characters are not only comfortably “at home in the world,” but rather also at home 

outside of it, in-between worlds, invisible to and persisting in spite of the world. In privileging 

problems of memory and the fear of being forgotten in her use of ghosts and exilic figures in 

Dream Jungle over the thematics of vengeance, justice, or revolution in her earlier text, 

Hagedorn engages in a poetics of persistence, that returns the reader to the sites of Philippine-

American colonial conflict and Filipino American transnational identity. In doing so, she shifts 

the focus from facile notions of resistant or assimilating figures to more complex renderings of 

self-conscious and self-imposed exile as a means of theorizing an alternative mode of being for 

postcolonial characters in American and Asian American literature and Asian American Studies 

scholarship. Moreover, because the reading of Dream Jungle against the earlier Dogeaters 

necessarily entails a more complicated and critical understanding of history, the novel highlights 
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the transnational (though not rootless or deracinated) scope of Filipino American writing—while 

also making plain the contingency of the U.S.’s spatial and historical borders.  

History “Nevertheless” 

 That Dream Jungle should ultimately end with Spanish-American playboy Zamora’s 

reflections on memory and forgetting is telling in terms of the complicated political stance 

toward postcoloniality and memory that the novel takes. Rather than ending the novel with 

Lina’s conflicted-if-triumphant declaration of escapist or transcendent individual happiness in 

decontextualized and free-floating obscurity, Hagedorn closes Dream Jungle with a seemingly 

hollow and fragmentary scene of banal conversation between Zamora’s German ex-wife, Ilse, 

and estranged daughter, Dulce. Beyond any clear-cut politics of memory, what this scene 

encodes is a politics of persistence in spite of forgetting. As a novel that is explicitly animated by 

(even while complicating) the historical register, Hagedorn’s text also functions as a meditation 

on the phenomena of mnemonic and historical remainder in the face of state-sanctioned attempts 

at collective historical erasure. My use of the term “remainder” here, marks  a notion of psychic 

debris,or, that which is neither forgotten nor altogether remembered—in the space of the novel as 

much as in the space of collective or historical memory.  

In this final section, I read Dream Jungle’s “conclusion” alongside a brief discussion of 

Filipino wars and history in order to highlight the ways in which Hagedorn’s novel advances a 

poetics of persistence over any organized sense of historiography (radical or otherwise). In 

proposing a different kind of relationship with the past (analogous perhaps to a sense of the 

dream that, upon waking, defies forgetting as much as remembering), Hagedorn’s novel 

functions as neither a wholesale corrective to historical metanarratives of emancipation, nor as an 

aestheticist departure from political engagement, but rather, as testament to the socio-historical 
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shifts that necessitate a re-thinking of collective social projects. As a Filipino-American novel 

dealing with contested and competing Filipino-American histories, Dream Jungle concerns itself 

with social justice, but looks necessarily beyond the nation or national project for the means to 

approaching this justice. 

Referring to Zamora’s final scene in Dream Jungle as a conclusion suggests a sense of 

narrative coherence and resolution that is absent in the novel. His “discovery” of the 

“paleolithic” Taobo/Tasaday tribe publicly debunked as a supposed hoax funded in part by 

President Marcos64 as part of the regime’s attempts at fomenting a nativist-nationalist movement, 

Zamora lives in relative obscurity until his death. In the final scene of the novel, his ghost 

affirms his undying memory of Lina (herself a representative or stand-in for the idealized native 

savage-subject that animates Zamora’s colonial obsessions) while also bemoaning his failure to 

be remembered by his family:  

“Dulce is much too excited by her mother’s surprise visit to point out the the urn 

and reveal the me inside it. Instead they sit on the sofa for hours, slurping cocoa 

and chomping greasy churros, catching up on international chismis and laughing 

at each other’s feeble jokes. Ilse inquires about our son. He is doing so well! 

Dulce marvels. Ilse sighs again, this time with relief. Mother and daughter ask 

each other’s forgiveness, making vague promises to see each other again as soon 

as possible. Not once does my name come up. No mention of my glamorous 

photo and the lengthy obituary published in newspapers around the world […] 

The girls are having fun. And not once does my name come up. Not once.”65 
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Zamora haunts for the sake of haunting, but in this final scene, however Ilse and Dulce might be 

haunted by mixed nostalgia for the Philippines (Dulce has, of course, relocated to New York), 

they are not in the least bit haunted by him. The novel ends flatly, disjointed and hollow. Unlike 

Dogeaters, the fragmentary narrative arcs of Dream Jungle never seem to cohere; the disparate 

voices never come together to endorse any nationalist narrative. The novel concerns itself as 

much with forgetting as it does remembering. 

 In borrowing from history for its multiple narratives, Dream Jungle exposes the colonial 

links between the Tasaday tribe controversy, the filming of Apocalypse Now, and the U.S. wars 

in Vietnam, the Philippines (and by extension, the global War on Terror) to be sure, but in 

privileging exile over any position of resistance, the novel does not offer any sense of nationalist 

resistance to or transcendence from the (neo)colonial condition. In considering the novel’s 

conflicted, if at times inscrutable, position towards postcoloniality, it will prove useful to return 

to Epifanio San Juan Jr.’s critique of Hagedorn, and to open our discussion a bit to broader 

critiques of postcolonial literature, theory, and reading practice.  

 We recall that in his Marxist critique of Dogeaters, Epifanio San Juan Jr. remarked that 

“[Dogeaters] is less a resolution of conflicts and ambivalences than a symptom of aestheticist 

resignation to them. Less feminist than feminine, its oppositional impulse dissolves in 

exhibitionist and stylized gestures of self-transcendence.”66 In his critique of Dogeaters, San 

Juan Jr. evinces a sense of reading practice that privileges seemingly direct political engagement 

over more ambiguous and decidedly meditative works. I have argued above that Dream Jungle 

functions, in part, as something of a re-thinking of the problematic political overtures that many 

have read in her earlier Dogeaters, but far from returning with a less politically ambiguous front, 

Dream Jungle troubles traditional notions of political engagement altogether. While, Dream 
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Jungle responds in part to San Juan Jr’s concern by eschewing the fetishization of commodity 

(specifically American products and film) that characterized the earlier novel, San Juan’s 

flagging of “stylized gestures of self-transcendence” do resonate with Lina’s transnational exile 

in Santa Monica. Before considering the applicability of San Juan’s earlier critique to the context 

of Lina’s narrative arc in Dream Jungle, it may help to frame San Juan’s position in relation to 

like lines of argument in the broader debates surrounding critical approaches to postcolonial 

literature. 

 San Juan Jr.’s critique is of a part with the re-thinking of postcolonial theory and its 

application to literature advanced by Aijaz Ahmad. Echoing the kinds of theoretical and political 

concerns indexed by San Juan’s reading of Dogeaters, Ahmad laments what he perceives in 

contemporary postcolonial discussions and literature as ineffectual celebration of 

hybridity/undecidability and a cynical departure from collective political engagement replaced 

with a focus on individual acts of personal liberation. In his “Postcolonial Theory and the Post-

Condition,” Ahmad speaks of “a posthistorical melancholy,” or what he perceives as the quality 

of  “becoming deeply skeptical not only about the feasibility of collective social projects of any 

kind but also about what Spengler had already called ‘rose-coloured progress … so that modes of 

withdrawal [range] from stoical a-sociality, to (to use a Foucauldian phrase for our own 

purposes) Care of the Self, to quasi-aristocratic clericism of Being.”67 I refer to San Juan Jr. and 

Ahmad here in part because I share their concern for “collective social projects” in the service of 

progressive social change broadly, but also because Dream Jungle provides an opportunity for a 

contemporary re-thinking of their somewhat traditional conceptions of political action with 

respect to the potential function of postcolonial literature.  
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In his sweeping critique of postcolonial approaches to literature, Ahmad argues that, 

“postmodernity itself becomes yet another version of fin de l’histoire, not in Hegel’s sense of 

History discovering its Vocation as Pursuit of Equality and Freedom, but in the much more 

recent and tawdry sense of living, jubilantly, in the aftermath of the end of meaning itself.”68 Of 

this sense of an “aftermath of meaning,” in history and generalized disavowal of historical 

narratives, advanced in large part by the Frankfurt School, Ahmad writes, “Adorno, who himself 

seems never to have been intrinsically part of a mass movement, even a defeated one, could 

identify ‘optimism’ only with the aesthetic intensities and narrow plenitudes of avant-garde Art; 

History, in the older philosophical sense of a project in which the emancipation of some was 

inextricably linked with the emancipation of all, seemed now to have virtually no prospects.”69 It 

is precisely this sense of wariness towards history that serves as point of entry in a discussion of 

the novel’s contribution to the broad tradition of postcolonial literature. Far from simply 

engaging in resignation to “narrow plenitudes of avant-garde art,” however, Dream Jungle 

engenders a re-thinking of nationalist history and collective social projects more suited to the 

lived exigencies and constitutive inconsistencies of the Filipino American postcolonial 

relationship.  

Returning once more to San Juan’s dismissal of “aestheticist resignation,” and “self-

transcendence,” Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle works as a self-conscious disavowal of historical 

projects, radical or otherwise, in favor of a more open-ended poetics of persistence. Though 

Hagedorn’s Lina, Paz, Moody, and Zamora each offer a variation on the theme of exile, escape, 

or anti-context, this narrative privileging of self-transcendence does not function as a pessimistic 

departure from action but rather as a meditation on Filipino-American historiography marked by 
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cyclical return, erasure, reversal, and remainder. In discussing approaches to Filipino and 

Filipino-American history, I turn briefly now to Vicente Rafael’s70 arguments for literary 

approaches to thinking history, and Reynaldo Ileto’s71 discussion of Filipino war narratives and 

historical erasure.  

In White Love and Other Events in Filipino History, Rafael locates his project at the 

intersection of History and Literary studies. Resonant with the style of pastiche and vignette 

employed by Hagedorn in both Dogeaters and Dream Jungle, Rafael’s historical analyses are 

marked by a privileging of fragmentary or “episodic” accounts of history (histories that do not 

always cohere, occasionally compete, and often resurface somehow changed from one “episode” 

to the next) over monolithic or “epic” long-view accounts of history. In terms of contributing to 

our understanding of the kinds of theoretical and political leaps that Hagedorn’s novel makes 

between aesthetic narrative and alternative to historiography, Rafael’s work is most generative in 

his discussion of the function of irony in his historical analysis. Rafael writes: 

 “As the trope of noncoincidence and willful dissimulation, irony’s power lies in its 

capacity to suggest other realms of meaning that have been repressed inasmuch as it 

points to those moments when meaning fails altogether. Hence, its political salience lies 

in its ability not only to to evade totalizing claims to power but also to delineate the limits 

of resistance to such power.”72  

If Dream Jungle’s refusal to position itself within the categories and modes of either resistance 

and assimilation engenders a sense of narrative or affective indeterminacy in the novel, this sense 

of “open-endedness” also  encodes the text’s most salient critique. Here, Rafael offers another 
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reading of this indeterminacy, as a mode of more critically engaging with processes of 

historiography at the level of language. Rafael continues:  

“To [attend to the ironic in historiography as in literary study] is to point to those 

moments that resist closure, when neither one nor the other has the last word, and this, 

final control over the means for the production of meaning and determination of history 

… In this way, attention to the ironic can never be merely an aesthetic pose (even if it 

takes aesthetics seriously), or worse, a retreat to sheer relativism. Rather, it is a way of 

arriving at a more objective view of the world where facts themselves are messy and 

unstable, subject to ongoing interpretations and contests, stubbornly resistant and at odds 

with any singular political will or cultural articulation.”73 

Considered in light of Rafael’s thinking on the function of the ironic in historiography, 

Hagedorn’s text is not a literary analog that heroically challenges either colonial power or 

nationalist fervor, but rather, a text that tilts the perspective, calling attention to instability and 

indeterminacy of postcolonial ontologies. Rafael goes on to write, “Facts are what are given 

under conditions that we did not choose but that we actively remake, that can be approached 

ironically and allegorically as the remains of a past radically exterior to ourselves, and thereby, 

the guarantee of futures whose horizons have yet to be discerned.”74 The politics of persistence 

that Hagedorn advances in her novel alludes to these undiscerned future horizons while 

complicating our relationship to the past. The significance of this kind of re-thinking of 

historiography gains a sense of particular immediacy when considered alongside Reynaldo 

Ileto’s rhetorical analysis of George W. Bush’s 2004 entreaty to the Philippines to join the U.S. 

War on Terror. 
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 In his “Philippine Wars and the Politics of Memory,” Ileto recalls former president 

George W. Bush’s remarks to a delegation of Filipino lawmakers regarding the 2004 U.S. 

invasion of Iraq—a U.S. invasion that Ileto likens to “the Philippines circa 1900 all over again.” 

In his speech, Bush called on the Philippines to cooperate in the war on terror, especially, but not 

only because of the contested space of the Muslim/Moro land in the southernmost Mindanao 

region of the Philippines (the region, we recall, in which Dream Jungle is set). Bush stated, 

“America is proud of its part in the great story of the Filipino people. Together, our soldiers 

liberated the Philippines from colonial rule. Together, we rescued the islands from invasion and 

occupation. The names of Bataan, Corregidor, Leyte, Luzon evoke the memories of shared 

struggle and shared loss and shared victory. Veterans of those battles are here today. I salute your 

courage and your service.”75 In linking the very existence of the Philippine state to a shared 

“history of struggle” against “invaders and occupiers,” then president Bush hoped to strike a 

chord with Filipinos on the basis of the memories of American aid in the Philippine wars against 

Spain and Japan respectively, as well as on the Cold War conflicts in the Philippines between the 

radical communist Hukbalahap peasant rebellion and more moderate, assimilationist nationalist 

movements.  

 Of this speech, Ileto explains, “A shared history of wars, he argued, makes it natural for 

Filipinos and Americans to conduct a ‘joint struggle’ today against the forces of totalitarianism 

and other evils represented by Saddam’s Iraq and the terrorists in the southern Philippines … 

The image of a joint struggle, therefore, rests uncomfortably on the historical residues of a 

conflict that the U.S. colonial state, and to some extent its Filipino offspring, have sought to 

expunge from the collective memory.”76 By and large, then President Bush’s speech was met with 
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enthusiasm and applause from the majority of the audience. In Ileto’s discussion of Philippine 

history, he attributes this success to the systematic erasure of the Philippine-American war 

(1899-1902) from Philippine collective consciousness—a process facilitated by U.S.-controlled 

education and censoring projects Ileto compares to like projects deployed by the Japanese during 

Japanese occupation. In his analysis of both Bush’s speech and the occluded histories that 

unsettle Bush’s claims, Ileto explains that, although Bush’s remarks relied on state-sanctioned 

collective memory of three shared wars, there are actually five Philippine wars involving the 

U.S. 

Those Philippine wars in which the U.S. played a direct part include: 1) the war of 

independence from Spain (1896-1898); 2) the subsequent U.S. denial and destruction of the 

republican government formed by Emilio Aguinaldo, first called “the Philippine Insurrection,” 

and now “the Philippine-American War” (1899-1902, with the U.S. proclaiming victory on July 

4, 1902); 3) The war against Japanese invasion of the Philippines in 1941, a joint effort between 

the U.S. and the Philippines to resist Japanese occupation, or what Bush considered the high 

point of America’s participation in Philippine history, (1942-1945); 4) The Hukbalahap peasant 

rebellion led by the Communist Party, including the war against the Hukbalahap and other 

radical left movements, more generally, a part of the global Cold War (1947), and finally, 5) the 

lengthy, and ongoing war in the southern Philippines, collectively called the Moro wars, 

sanctioned by the Marcos regime and backed by the U.S. military, constituting the fifth great war 

in Philippine history whose significance the present war on terror particularly seeks to displace.  

Considering Ileto’s chronology in concert with Rafael’s treatment of literary-historical 

irony, Dream Jungle’s multiple engagements with history and historiography, uncovered 

memory, fissures in consciousness, and half-remembered visions, then, manifest in her work a 
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poetics of persistence that deal as much with the processes of forgetting as remembering. Setting 

her novel in the Muslim/Moro south and also tying her novel to the Vietnam war, Hagedorn’s 

work touches on the wars that Bush and U.S.-sanctioned schooling projects have tried to erase 

from the collective memory, including the ongoing Moro Wars, and the legacy of Cold War 

logics that survived the Hukbalahap/Communist Party rebellion against the U.S. In Dream 

Jungle, Hagedorn thrusts readers headlong into engagement with troubling history, but undercuts 

any facile oppositional identification by choosing instead to explore the spaces inhabited by 

indeterminate, if recalcitrant, remainder. Ileto concludes, “[W]e can single out narratives of wars 

for their ability to organize memory and experience in socially comprehensible terms. The 

present war on terror, with its inbuilt justification of preemptive strikes, is built on a narrative of 

past wars that we need to scrutinize thoroughly and reconstitute, if the phrase ‘learn from the 

past’ is to retain any value for future generations.”77  

While Dream Jungle offers us with multi-layered and persistent narratives of war in the 

guise of Apocalypse Now or Vietnam as a screen for both the Philippine-American War and the 

Cold War logics that animate the ongoing Moro Wars and Global War on Terror, Hagedorn 

opens the notion of the task of “learning from the past,” up to interrogation and radical re-

thinking. As a text concerned as much with remaindered voices, stories, and structures of feeling 

that survive forgetting but are not actually remembered—in terms of memory as such—as it is 

with historical archives that blur the distinction between dreams and memories, Dream Jungle 

offers the trope of “persisting nevertheless,” as an ontological mode or process of tenacious 

being that escapes the binary between resistance and assimilation or accommodation. 

Emphasizing the disjointed fragment over the unified narrative, Hagedorn’s text responds to 

contemporary critiques of postcolonial thinking and feeling, positioning postcolonial literature as 
                                                             
77 Ibid. 217. 
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a nexus of thought and feeling that does not function so much as a corrective to postcolonial 

history as much as an occasion for re-thinking the divide between the historical and the literal as 

such. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
“The Monkeys Have No Tails in Zamboanga”:  
Balikbayan Tourism, Cinematic Memory, and the Politics of the Postnational  
in R. Zamora Linmark’s Leche 
 

“Yes, surr. You see, where I come from, we believe that when we’re sleeping, our soul leaves our bodies. It 
travels, you know—the soul. It goes on a journey. And like many journeys, it runs into problems. The soul 
gets lost or gets tricked by spirits. When that happens, that’s when the banungut appears and drags us to 
hell.” 

 
— Linmark, Leche 305, emphasis added 

 
“Inside Killer Pogi, chronology does not exist, time is derailed, the past becomes present, tsismis is truth, 
and who is speaking is secondary to what is said.” 

 
— Linmark, Leche 346 

 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic anymore. 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic anymore. 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic, 
Where they mix our wine with tubig, 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic anymore. 

 
— “Wolfhound March / The Monkeys Have No Tails in Zamboanga,” Official regimental march of the 
27th US Infantry Regiment 

 
While en route from Manila to visit his provincial hometown of San Vicente for the first 

time since he left the Philippines for Hawaii thirteen years ago at the age of 10, Vicente “Vince” 

De Los Reyes, protagonist of R. Zamora Linmark’s 1991-set Leche, is interrupted mid-trip and 

mid-reverie, when the air-conditioned Japanese tour bus he is riding is stopped at an intersection 

on the General Douglas MacArthur highway to let a convoy of U.S. military vehicles pass. The 

convoy that Vince is unexpectedly delayed by, “expected to be three kilometers long and 

carrying over 14,500 servicemen and their dependents,” shuttles the US military from Clark Air 

Force Base in Pampanga to Subic Bay in Olongapo where the soldiers will be airlifted to Guam 

in the advent of the volcanic eruption of Mt. Pinatubo.78 

                                                             
78 Linmark, 323. 
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In June of 1991, I was also in the Philippines, visiting my mother’s extended family in 

Manila when Mt. Pinatubo erupted—the second largest terrestrial volcanic eruption of the 20th 

century.79 I was seven years old at the time, and I remember the ash that I mistook for miraculous 

snow falling from the sky one morning while I had been playing outside with neighborhood 

children. I remember the bandannas my cousins and I had to wear over our mouths when running 

out to the corner grocery and video store to rent movies to watch while we stayed indoors for the 

rest of our trip. I remember the lahars, or ash-fueled mudslides, that made the news every night, 

and the adults alternately joking and arguing about the military evacuation: “Pinatubo,” 

transliterates to, “forced to erupt / made to grow,” and I hazily remember the conspiracy theories 

my uncles tossed around about military dumping and weapons testing as the cause for the 

eruption after protracted dormancy. Mostly though, I remember the perverse, seven-year-old 

excitement of just being in a place where “natural disaster” was happening near enough to make 

time and life strange—it was hazy and dark for most of the days before we flew home to 

Virginia—but too far away to interrupt my enjoyment of cartoons from home on video and 

ravenous consumption of local confections. An environmental disaster was unfolding, and the 

US military was pulling out of the Philippines, but as a child on summer vacation away from 

home, it may as well have been Christmastime, complete with snowfall. 

I pause on these memories because much of the affective force of Linmark’s novel is 

animated by the interrogation of childhood memory in the face of contradictory accounts of 

history and lived experience. As a novel that spans one Filipino American’s return visit to the 

Philippines in 1991, Linmark’s Leche returns these blurry recollections to me, with the addition 

of context, color, and the gravity of a history that seems, as Vince notes in the epigraph above, 

                                                             
79 "The Cataclysmic 1991 Eruption of Mount Pinatubo, Philippines, Fact Sheet 113-97." U.S. Geological Survey, 
n.d. Web. 28 Nov. 2012. <http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/1997/fs113-97/>. 
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unfixed by time. In researching the setting and context of the novel now, I am struck, for 

instance, to learn that the emergency evacuation of US military in the weeks before the eruption 

was named “Operation Fiery Vigil.”80 Defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as, among other 

things, “a period of keeping awake during the time usually spent asleep, especially to keep watch 

or pray,” or, “a stationary, peaceful demonstration in support of a particular cause, typically 

without speeches,” or “(in the Christian Church) the eve of a festival or holy day as an occasion 

of religious observance,” or, “nocturnal devotions,”81—the irony of naming the variously-

contested military evacuation “Fiery Vigil” figuratively indexes several of the themes or objects 

of concern in the novel as well as key issues of debate and controversy in contemporary global 

politics in the region: dreams that can kill if the dreamer does not resist sleep, the static and 

seemingly endless wait for departure, the eve or advent of inevitable return, gestures of “peace” 

anchored to the withholding of speech, and lastly, “nocturnal devotion” of varied shade and 

substance. 

Published in 2011, Linmark’s novel, Leche follows the travels, trials, and misadventures 

in memory of protagonist Vicente “Vince” De Los Reyes. The novel functions as something of a 

narrative sequel to Linmark’s canonical 1995 novel, Rolling the R’s, which centered on the lives 

and voices of a group of school-aged first generation children in U.S. Hawaii, and included 

Vicente as one of a handful of principal characters. Both novels are also linked together 

chronologically and narratively, though not formally or stylistically, by Linmark’s short story, 

“Mr. Porma,” published in 2004 in Jessica Hagedorn’s Charlie Chan is Dead 2: At Home in the 

World: An Anthology of Contemporary Asian American Fiction.  

                                                             
80 "Operation Fiery Vigil." GlobalSecurity.org. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Dec. 2012. 
<http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/fiery_vigil.htm>. 
81 "vigil, n.1". OED Online. December 2012. Oxford University Press. 14 December 2012 
<http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/223328?rskey=ssewqd&result=1>. 
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Unlike in Rolling the R’s, characterized by a host of voiced characters, mediums, genre-

switching and experimental structuring, Leche follows a relatively more conventional (though 

still in large part experimental) novel structure, and is narratively bound by central protagonist 

Vince. Vince, a gay Filipino American who immigrated to Hawaii from the Philippines at the 

age of 10 in order to join his parents (who had immigrated 6 years prior, leaving Vince and his 

two siblings to be raised by Vince’s grandfather), returns to the Philippines as part of an “all 

expenses paid” vacation, having won the trip as first-runner up in a “Mr. Pogi” men’s pageant in 

Hawaii. Throughout his travels through Manila and its surrounding environs, Vince struggles 

with the sense of abandonment, homelessness, and dislocation engendered in him, first by his 

parents’ departure and six-year absence, and then then by his separation from his grandfather and 

San Vicente at 10-years-old. After witnessing his parents’ violently dysfunctional relationship 

inevitably culminate in divorce, and after experiencing several of his own failed relationships, 

Vince sets out with the goal of “finding himself,” a well-worn cliche that situates the novel 

within the conventions of the travel literature genre. As such, his “return tour” trip is figured 

from the outset as something of a “quest” to interrogate his memories and locate a sense of home 

or grounding connection to his past. 

 As with Hagedorn’s explorations of the Philippine landscape at the height, and in the 

wake, of the Marcos era, Linmark’s treatment of Manila and the surrounding region in 1991 is 

concerned as much with interrogating collective memory, occluded history, and national 

character as it is with dealing in pop-cultural reference and capturing the texture of Manila’s 

social scene from all ranges of the class spectrum. Because Vince’s rewards/duties as the runner-

up in the Mr. Pogi pageant include an appearance on ABS-CBN live Talk Show “PM Talking” 

hosted by Kris Aquino, Filipina film star and daughter of President Corazon Aquino, Vince 
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inadvertently rubs elbows with the social elite of urban Manila, while also interacting with locals 

of all classes and social position in his search for identity and love/lust. Over the course of his 

travels through spaces indelibly marked and haunted by the afterlives of the US-backed Marcos 

regime, Vince also becomes afflicted with banungot (Filipino sleeping sickness or the equivalent 

in Filipino folklore of what is elsewhere characterized as Sudden Unexpected Death Syndrome), 

literally deadly dreams, inflected in Linmark’s text with currents of Filipino nationalist sentiment 

and the pervasive sense of disinterred histories. 

And yet, though the novel’s narrative can be read allegorically—in terms of Vince as an 

exilic figure caught up a quest for identity, uncovering “buried history” in his exploration of 

“home” and struggling with the nightmares of colonial war and the dream of postcolonial 

nationalism in his experience of bangungot—several formal elements of the novel function in 

part to complicate, undermine, or completely contradict this reading. Though much more 

conventionally narrative-based than Linmark’s earlier Rolling the R’s, or even Hagedorn’s 

Dream Jungle, Leche is also characterized by stylistic innovations that call for a formal analysis 

of structure and ironicizing pastiche. Though less pronounced than in Rolling, Vince’s narrative 

is interrupted or punctuated by several extra-diegetic elements. Among others: recurring “Tourist 

Tips” and “Postcard” reproduction sections combine and satirize the travel narrative with the 

travel guide while also simultaneously calling into question the target audience for the novel; 

several entries from the fictional “Bonifacio Dumpit’s ‘Decolonization For Beginners: A 

Glossary For Filipinos’ break up Vince’s interior monologue and serve to alternately critique or 

affirm his observations, laments, or seeming recuperative epiphanies; and, perhaps most 

parodically, the novel is broken up into nine sections or “books,” an organizational convention, I 

read as self-consciously borrowed from the “Nine Circles of Hell,” in Dante’s Inferno. In effect, 
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what Linmark presents in Leche is the travel narrative gone to hell. No one “finds himself” in 

Manila. 

But this is not to say that Leche functions as an assimilationist or apologist deconstruction 

of the travel narrative genre simply for the sake of critiquing the notion of anything resembling 

an exile’s recuperative “return to the home country”—though this reading does find grounding in 

the text. In my reading of Leche as a novel concerned as much with the interrogation and 

undermining of broadly conceived notions of American democratic pluralism on the one hand—

of accord with the much of the 20th century tradition of Filipino American Literature as well as 

the broader context of Postcolonial Literature—and well-intended, if ultimately untenable, 

notions of Filipino and postcolonial nationalism on the other, I work toward an alternative 

approach to postcolonial reading practice, occasioned by the critical mass of Filipino American 

cultural objects that sit outside of the analytic frames of conventional Postcolonial or Asian 

American Studies. In its dealings with an empire that has worked to strategically and 

categorically deny its nature as such, and in its spatio-temporal positioning as the remainder of a 

colony that is always already part of and cut off from the empire even while clamoring for 

national sovereignty forever deferred, Filipino America calls for an analytical practice tuned less 

to the dichotomy of metropole/colony and more to the exigencies and vicissitudes of the 

transnational restructuring of global power. 

 

Banungut in the Pacific Theatre: The Nightmare of Memory, The Dream of the National 
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In the first epigraph that opens this chapter, Burrnadette, a maid assigned to look after 

Vince during his stay in Manila,82 explains the belief in a particular kind of astral projection 

common to several varied traditions of Filipino folklore: “we believe that when we’re sleeping, 

our soul leaves our bodies. It travels, you know—the soul. It goes on a journey.”83 Having 

witnessed Vince’s seeming struggle to wake from an exceptionally distressing nightmare, 

Burrnadette goes on to explain the distinction between kaluha, or earthly soul, and kalag, the 

twin soul that comes to exist in the afterlife.84 In the sense of this “twin-souled” figuring of 

existence in Filipino folklore then, the dreaming body of the Filipino is, at once, a wanderer—

subject to the pitfalls often attendant to the act of wandering: directionlessness, dislocation, 

highway robbery, falling in pits, etc.—and also innately and incontrovertibly dual—at “home” 

even when “abroad,” persisting even when the soul has gone elsewhere, present even in absence. 

Indeed, in the scene directly preceding Burrnadette’s ministrations, Vince has traveled in dreams 

to his grandfather’s deathbed, a scene removed from Vince’s waking experience by intervening 

years as well as the fact that he was not in the Philippines when his grandfather died. As a novel 

ostensibly animated by travel, Leche plays on this sense of wandering in dreams in order to 

advance the character development of its central protagonist, but also to open up spaces in which 

to consider historical and mnemonic archives alternative to state-sanctioned narratives, here 

specifically in terms of the Philippine-American context—even while calling the legitimacy of 

such archives into question. 

In many ways, Vince’s journey to Manila, and eventually, to his hometown of San 

Vicente, is organized around controlling metaphors of sleeping, wakefulness, and dreaming. Late 

                                                             
82 Notably, Burrnadette is actually “A maid’s maid” (113), in that she is an auxiliary or assistant maid to Vince’s 
actual assigned maid, Aning. Throughout the novel, Linmark riffs on the various strata and micro-strata of vertical 
social relationships and class hierarchy in Manila. 
83 Linmark 305. 
84 Ibid. 310. 
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in the novel, Linmark sketches a moment of Vince’s reconnection with his past as a moment of 

language and memory “waking up” inside of him. Having just unconsciously spoken “his first 

Tagalog words in years”—tellingly, in the form of negotiation with a taxi cab driver—Vince 

experiences a jubilant sense of recuperation: 

In the backseat of a cab that’s exiting the labyrinthine streets of Pasay City, he wonders if 
the Filipino language ever left him. No, it hasn’t. He just stopped speaking it. The last 
time he spoke it was in elementary school, just months after he arrived in Hawaii. He 
chose not to speak Tagalog, or Pidgin-English, which is what Edgar and many of his 
classmates spoke, because thick accents and Pidgin from the plantation camps, as he had 
been taught, only led to a dismal future. But now, after all these years, the mother tongue 
that’s been silenced by years of assimilation and school-enforced laws is waking up, 
waiting for him to transform a simple phrase into music.85 
 

In this passage, the narrator muses on notions of volitional assimilation, silencing, and 

polyvocity. The tethering of successful American futures and sugarcane plantation pasts to an 

archive of memory and musical language in its first moments of “waking up,” sets up a telos of 

“waking from the dream” of assimilation. If Vince is a wanderer, he is also inevitably on a quest, 

to reclaim a connection to his past or uncover alternative memories and histories buried by the 

force of assimilation and (U.S.) national narratives. In this sense, he is figured in the novel as 

excavator as much as traveler. 

And yet, as the rest of Burrnadette’s explanations warn, the interrogation of memory in 

sleep and dreams is subject to dangers for both the sleeping and waking being: “Trapped in your 

sleep, surr. We call it banungut, surr. You know bangungut? Deadly dreams.”86 Along with more 

generalized astral projection or dream wandering, Linmark also explores the traditional folkloric 

belief in banungut,87 or the dream that kills the dreamer, trapping the afterlife-bound-soul on 

earth and relegating it to a sense of directionless itinerancy should the sleeper fail to awaken in 
                                                             
85 Ibid. 296. 
86 Ibid. 305. 
87 "Update: Sudden Unexplained Death Syndrome Among Southeast Asian Re Fugees -- United States. September 
23, 1988." Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, n.d. Web. 14 Dec. 2012. 
<http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00001278.htm>. 
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time. Burrnadette likens this sense of consummate itinerancy to the broader tradition of Filipino 

migrancy and overseas domestic work—or the dispersed and transnational character of the 

Filipino population and global Filipino diaspora—explaining, “Because the soul, surr, it just ends 

up wandering. Like it’s homeless. But that’s part of being Filipino, surr, because we are all 

wanderers. We’re here, we’re there, we’re everywhere. Scattered like the stars. That’s us, surr. 

Kalat kalat.88 Even in our sleep.”89 Burrnadette’s commentary on dreaming and the dangers of 

the banungut effectively indexes the sense of Filipino-migrant cosmopolitan homelessness, 

wandering, and exilic transnationalism, theorized variously in the writing of Oscar Campomanes, 

Yen Le Espiritu, and others, and characteristic of the broader tradition of 20th century Filipino 

American fiction in English on which Leche turns.90 

 The tropes of troubled sleep and waking in Linmark’s novel also function to illustrate 

what Sarita See has elsewhere described as the “unfinished business” of US colonialism. In 

discussing the challenges and consequences of reading contemporary Filipino American cultural 

objects in The Decolonized Eye: Filipino American Art and Performance, See cites “Filipino 

America’s positioning in American culture as that which must be categorically erased or 

misrecognized in order for America to deny its imperial history and presence” as, ironically, that 

which fuels the critical force of these cultural objects as engines of deconstructing American 

empire.91 According to See, the work of thinking the Philippine-American socio-political 

relationship or  tracing Filipino American cultural history in works of contemporary Filipino 

American cultural production involves negotiating “the compulsive, organized nature of imperial 

                                                             
88 The phrase “kalat-kalat” approximately transliterates to “scattered-scattered,” and can signify dispersal, 
untidiness, or an even spreading, depending upon usage.   
89 Linmark 306. 
90 Campomanes, Oscar. “Filipinos in the U.S. and Their Literature of Exile,” Kent A. Ono, ed., A Companion to 
Asian American Literature. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2005. 298. & Espiritu, Yen Le. Home Bound: 
Filipino American Lives across Cultures, Communities, and Countries. Berkeley: University of California, 2003. 
91 See, Sarita xvi. 
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forgetting [which] has rendered inarticulate and incoherent the history of colonialism. Unlike 

other Western colonial projects, American imperialism traditionally does not recognize itself as 

such.”92 In works such as Linmark’s that trouble the notion of American anti-imperial 

exceptionalism and benevolent assimilation—specifically in terms of engagement with the 

register of the “forgotten”—from within (yet simultaneously outside of) the spatial and cultural 

borders of the nation, America comes face to face with the inconsistencies and 

incommensurabilities of its national/imperial character. See goes on to write: 

Moreover, because the American empire constitutively forgets that it is an empire, it 
offers neither space nor speech for the exploration of its post/colonial cultures. For more 
than a century now, America’s official policy of benevolent assimilation and its dominant 
culture of imperial forgetting have made it nearly impossible for Filipino America to 
articulate its history of multiple colonialisms and racial subjugation. The attempt to create 
the space for such an intervention is very much an ongoing project, hence my decision to 
use the solidus in “post/colonial” to indicate the unfinished business of American 
colonialism.93 
 

Literally and figuratively, in its dealings with speech, silence, and memory, Leche intervenes in 

this unfinished business and functions in large part in terms of what See describes as the “politics 

of articulation.” Whereas Hagedorn’s novels participate in like interventions in their dealings 

with communicative ghosts and haunting memories of cinema, Vince’s dreams and nightmares 

in Leche effectively take the form of remembered cinemas re-enacted and orchestrated by ghosts. 

While Vince must struggle to “wake” from the dream of assimilation in order to reconnect with 

his past—figured more immediately in his struggle to wake before the banungut can claim his 

soul forever—dreams are also the means for him to interrogate memory. 

In keeping with the organizing logic of travel-become-quest, the narrative of Vince’s 

journey to and through Manila is punctuated by nightmares of increasing violence and 

immediacy the nearer Vince gets to his reluctant return to San Vicente. As though approaching 
                                                             
92 Ibid. 
93 See, Sarita xvii.  
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some kind of affective/archaeological relic, Vince’s unconscious seems beset with boobytraps 

that only scale upwards in terms of menace and danger. The first of these banungut-beset 

nightmares94 occurs early on in the novel, while Vince is on board the plane from Honolulu to 

Manila: 

Vince opens his eyes as heaven slowly drops him from an empty sky. The plane 
and everyone in it have vanished except him. He is still strapped in his seat, still praying 
to the Marys. 

A procession of canned goods, led by a can of Libby’s Vienna sausage, floats past 
him.95 

 
First taking the shape of a plane-crash a la Oahu-filmed ABC television series, LOST (the 

plane’s tail is said to break off inexplicably, sending the vessel into freefall), Vince’s dream 

eventually morphs into an amalgamation of re-interpreted cinema vignettes, an organizing logic 

that continues for the majority of Vince’s later nightmares: 

“You’re ruining my movie!” It’s Tippi Hedren, her face beak-sliced; on her 
forehead, a hematoma the size of a mango. 

“Who are you? Where are my birds?” she shouts at him, as a voice in the 
background yells, “Cut!” followed by “Vicente.”96 

 
Comically, the first of Vince’s nightmares includes references to SPAM and Libby’s Vienna 

Sausage; US-foodstuffs-turned-island-staples—first brought to Hawaii, Guam, and the 

Philippines during respective periods of military occupation—now literally rain from the sky, 

imperiling both Vince and Tippi Hedren, and taking the place of Hitchcock’s birds. The spam, 

sausages, and presumably Vince himself, effectively “ruin” the picture. What strikes Vince as 

most salient about this dream, however, is the uncanny presence of the voice of Vince’s late 

grandfather, yelling ‘cut!’ and speaking his name: 

Vince opens his eyes, startled not just by the bizarre unfolding of scenes dreams often 
assume, for he’s had many. It was the voice of his grandfather, a voice gone raspy from 

                                                             
94 Though the term is also more often spelled “bangungot,” I use the spelling consistent with Linmark’s usage.  
95 Linmark 14. 
96 Ibid. 15.  
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decades of smoking, that made him sit up and search the cabin for signs of his presence. 
A voice too distinct and too much of the present to be part of the dream.97 
 

Along with the projection of US cinema into Vince’s memories (doubled by Vince’s projection 

into the films themselves), Vince calls attention to the presence of his grandfather in the 

nightmare both as “director” of the dream-film, but also as paradoxically “too much of the 

present,” in spite of his having died several years in the past. Though this is the first instance of 

unfixed time in Vince’s nightmares, this trope resurfaces at several points throughout the rest of 

the novel, troubling the conventional logic of mnemonic and historic archive. This insistence on 

interrogating spatio-temporal boundaries also presents interesting challenges for conventional 

postcolonial and Asian American studies scholarship, intent as these analytic traditions are on 

articulating a decolonized future based on stable and clearly delineated temporal distinctions 

between a colonial past and a postcolonial present. 

In her reading of Filipino painting, plays, sculpture, and comic performance, See writes 

that the contemporary Filipino American cultural moment “reveals a peculiar temporality that 

has not been satisfactorily explained by [postcolonial studies, Asian American Studies, or 

American Studies]. Born of America’s persistently forgotten imperial past, this contemporary 

cultural moment is both vestigial and incipient. A remainder from the past that nonetheless reads 

as new and alien, the Filipino American cultural moment proposes a temporal paradox that 

throws into crisis the ‘post,’—the pastness—of postcolonialism.”98 In Leche, Linmark takes this 

notion of temporal paradox to its literal conclusion in his exploration of a Filipino American 

subject’s inability to distinguish between past and present, thereby complicating his “quest” to 

neatly reconcile with the ghosts of a past that has been buried or covered order, even while 

persisting to disrupt the ideological conventions and contours of the present. 
                                                             
97 Ibid. 
98 See, Sarita xxxi. 
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While Vince’s dreams continue to escalate in terms of violence and temporal disruption 

throughout the course of the novel, they also become more and more entrenched within 

Philippine nationalist logic and shading as he moves ever toward San Vicente, the mnemonic and 

geographic core that his childhood recollections effectively issue forth from. Once in Manila, 

Vince’s dreams become full on cinemascapes: 

Pagsanjan Falls, Laguna. South of Manila. 
 Asians, Americans, and Europeans dangle naked from the branches of balete 
trees. 
 In the shallow part of the river—more brown and white people impaled on 
bamboo stakes. […] 
Daylight disappears inside a cave lit by a kerosene lamp. Vince, Alvin, and Jing as 
children, laughing while they smear each other’s faces and bodies with blood and 
toothpaste. Out of nowhere, Don Alfonso appears and begins talking more to himself 
than to them about forms and shadows. 
 In the dark, the three siblings hold their breath as they listen to him recite the first 
lines of a T.S. Eliot poem. He is the shadow they pray to. They are his children. His 
jungle bastards.99 
 

In this chapter, entitled “Son of Brando,” Vince’s cinema-dream first takes the form a miming of 

Francis Ford Coppola’s Vietnam war epic, Apocalypse Now. Like Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle, 

Leche plays on the screen memory100 of the Philippines functioning as seamless stand-in for 

Vietnam in the American Hollywood imaginary. In the case of Linmark’s novel, however, that 

connection is drawn much more immediately, if complicatedly, in the figuring of Vince’s 

grandfather, Don Alfonso, as re-embodiment of Kurtz/Brando, and Vince and his siblings as 

Kurtz’ jungle followers. When time suddenly jumps forward in the dream, Vince is revealed to 

be the owner of a Planet Hollywood-esque restaurant/resort/tourist attraction that stands where 

the set of the film once stood. In this dream/nightmare, Vince is at once brainwashed “jungle 

                                                             
99 Linmark 63. 
100 In my use of the term “screen memories” from Gabriele Schwab’s Haunting Legacies, I tether the notion of one 
“memory,”—usually from childhood—concealing and encoding a more violent or distressing memory with the 
mechanics of cinema/cinematic apparatus.  
Cf. Schwab, Gabriele. Haunting Legacies: Violent Histories and Transgenerational Trauma. New York: Columbia 
UP, 2010. 
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bastard,” and opportunistic local entrepreneur. Later, Martin Sheen enters the dream only to be 

berated by Vince for “split[ting] my old man open with a machete,” before Vince promises to put 

Sheen up in the “Napalm Suite”101 of his establishment. Upon Sheen’s exit, however, Vince 

instructs one of his employees to return with Sheen’s severed head as “a bookend by midnight,” 

effectively completing the circuit of transformation from passive native devotee to Kurtz/Brando 

figure of colonial power and violence. Disorienting as this dream/nightmare is in terms of 

whether Vince emerges a Philippine nationalist self-consciously critical of Coppola’s production 

or as a figure of internalized colonial logic102 and imitation par excellence, the inscrutable 

aspects of this dream sequence effectively muddy the waters of distinction between either 

potential reading. What is at stake seems not so much the resolution of “what side,” Vince 

represents, so much as the inherent porousness of these categories of affinity and investment. 

In a projection of screen memories that links the Vietnam War to WWII (here 

specifically, in terms of the Bataan Death March) by way of US war cinema filmed in the 

Philippines, Vince’s Brando/Sheen dream progresses by suddenly jumping backwards in time: 

A dusty road. Bataan. 1945. 
Vince is a nine-year old informant for the U.S. Army. Under a burning sun, he 

and the barrio kids watch American and Filipino soldiers drag their war-ravaged bodies 
in two columns along a dusty road. One column is for the American soldiers and is 
headed by John Wayne, the other, led by Anthony Quinn, is for Filipino guerillas. 

[ … ] A soldier in tattered fatigues and a bowler hat catches Vince’s attention. He 
is waddling to and fro between the G.I.s and guerillas. 

Vince recognizes the matching paste-on mustache and brows, the cane in lieu of a 
rifle. “Lolo Al,” Vince calls out. “Get in line. Quick.” 

“But which one?” his grandfather asks. “Filipino or American?” 

                                                             
101 Here, Linmark’s use of the term “Napalm Suite,” to code Apocalypse Now and Vietnam is also pre-figured in 
Jessica Hagedorn’s fictional representation of the film as “Napalm Sunset” in Dream Jungle.   
102 In referencing the internalization of durable colonial logics in The Decolonized Eye, Sarita See writes: 
“Historically configured as the object of Western anthropological study, Filipinos cannot “have” culture. Filipinos 
instead “are” culture, displayed as dehumanized objects …Filipinos have internalized this colonial idiom and 
uncritically accepted the idea that Filipinos “have no culture” … Filipinos are at best superb mimics of Hollywood 
actors and Motown musicians. Such are the maxims of Filipino common sense. There is precious little recognition 
of the variety and sophistication of the cultural forms that have withstood the violence of American forgetting and 
that continue to proliferate in the twenty-first century.”(xxxiii-xxxiv) 
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“Doesn’t matter.” 
“Of course it does.” 
“Hurry, Lolo Al, hurry,” Vince says, his eyes on the Japanese soldier running 

toward them, the blade of his bayonet glinting under the sun.103 
 

As the dream shifts from one scene of war to another, even further in the past, the cinema-scapes 

and markers of Hollywood celebrity also shift, from those of Coppola’s Apocalypse Now to 

Robert Fellows’ 1945 filming of Back to Bataan.104 In this dream-scape, Vince and his 

grandfather are transported to the scene of the “Bataan Death March,” (known in the Philippines 

as “Martsa ng Kamatayan,” and in Japan as “バターン死の行進”) a gruesome event in WWII 

history in which the Japanese military, unprepared for the volume of prisoners they were 

responsible for following the three-month Battle of Bataan, ordered roughly 60,000 Filipino and 

15,000 US military prisoners of war to walk 81 miles to Balanga, the capital city of Bataan.105 

The march, in which anywhere from 3,000 and 10,000106 prisoners of war died, was 

characterized by summary mass execution, starvation, bayoneting, live burial, and a litany of war 

crimes. This moment in WWII history also marks a moment in which the US and Philippines 

allied against Japanese colonial efforts in the Philippines (after both the Spanish-American War 

and the Philippine-American War), and Ludlows’ Back to Bataan is animated by this moment of 

American heroism and cooperation between American Colonel, Joe Madden, and Philippine 

Captain, Andres Bonifacio. Allan Isaac, in his American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America, 

has read this film as a moment in which US anxieties over its imperial past and present manifest 

                                                             
103 Linmark 65. 
104 Interestingly, an Amazon.com editorial review of the film frames the film thusly: “John Wayne and Anthony 
Quinn star in this touching 1945 drama inspired by real-life heroism in the Philippines following General 
MacArthur's withdrawal in 1942 and the islands' subsequent conquest by the Japanese army … [U.S. soldiers and 
allied Filipino guerillas] sap the enemy's resolve through hit-and-run missions, but as time passes the locals wonder, 
with pronounced disillusionment, why America doesn't return with masses of troops and weapons…” "Back to 
Bataan (1945)." Amazon.com: Back to Bataan. N.p., n.d. Web. 14 Dec. 2012. <http://www.amazon.com/Back-
Bataan-John-Wayne/dp/B0001FVE4A> 
105 For extended discussion of Bataan, see Bilek, Anton F., and Gene O'Connell. No Uncle Sam: The Forgotten of 
Bataan. Kent, OH: Kent State UP, 2003 
106 Death tolls vary widely, as it was often difficult to discern soldiers and guerillas from civilian casualties. 
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themselves in filmic attempts to equate American heroism in the Philippines and Hawaii with a 

sense of American “nativity” to the islands, and Reynaldo Ileto has also highlighted the ways in 

which George W. Bush attempted to capitalize on this very trope in his 2003 exhortation for the 

Philippines to selectively remember this alliance and participate/cooperate in the Global War on 

Terror.107 

What is perhaps most interesting in Linmark’s figuration, however, aside from the 

indexing of the multiple temporal sites and overlapping axes of Philippine colonialism, is the 

date given to the setting, as well as the emphasis on “matching paste-on mustache and brows,” 

and the “cane in lieu of rifle.” Vince’s dream is set on a dusty road in Bataan in “1945,” but the 

Bataan Death March occurred in 1942. In this sense, Vince’s reply to Lolo Al—“doesn’t matter 

[which one]”—speaks to two varying logics. On the one hand, it doesn’t matter which line Lolo 

Al chooses because, at this point in history, Filipino civilians and US soldiers are all prisoners of 

war in the eyes of the Japanese military, subject to the same summary beheadings and 

bayonetings occasioned by perceived dishonorable surrender or infirmity. On the other, it doesn’t 

matter, because Lolo Al (who we learn later in the novel to be an actual survivor of both the 

march and protracted internment at Camp O'Donnell in Pampanga) is somehow mixed up in the 

1945 filming of Back to Bataan. On the surface, the drama in this nightmare seems to be Vince 

unconsciously struggling to choose between Filipino and American identity, but the scene 

simultaneously highlights the sense of competing narratives in filmic, mnemonic, and state-

sanctioned historical archives. The Pacific Theatre in Leche then is not only the site of naval and 

military operations in the Spanish-American War and WWII, it is also literally a theatre in the 

sense of mnemonic and historical cinema. 

                                                             
107 Cf. Ileto 
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 These nightmares punctuate the narrative throughout the novel, and other bangungut 

cinemas include Vince’s projection into the film adaptation of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s South 

Pacific—perhaps most notable because the dreamscape stand in for Emile de Becques tells a 

“Filipinese” Vince that their love will never work, “Because you are going to cause an economic 

revolution”108—but the nightmares reach their narrative height in Linmark’s “Coda,” chapter, 

where Vince is confronted with the colonial history of his own family. Directly preceding the 

(anti)climax of the novel when Vince decides he must travel from Manila to San Vicente to atone 

for having missed his grandfather’s funeral—because of a pubescent not-quite-love-affair with 

high school classmate, Carl Yamagita—Vince dreams of the ghosts of his familial forebears: 

A feast in the ancestral home of the Lewis-De Los Reyeses, San Vicente. 
 Seated around the banquet table are the people who are in the photographs that 
cover the walls of the living room. They are wearing the same clothes that they wore in 
their portraits. Occupying one end of the table is a blond, blue-eyed man, square-jawed, 
broad shoulders, wide forehead, trimmed mustache, a pronounced widow’s peak. He is 
Vince’s great-grandfather, who went to the Philippines at the turn of the twentieth 
century to fight the Filipino revolutionaries in the Philippine-American war. Beside him 
is his sister, wearing a Mother Hubbard gown with long sleeves and a high neck; Vince 
remembers her from one of Yaya Let’s bedtime stories because she was one of the first 
American teachers to arrive in the islands and introduce public education to the 
natives.109 

In this dream, Vince’s familial past stretches back to the inaugural moment of Philippine-

American history in the figures of a US military grandfather and his Thomasite sister110. Up to 

this moment, Vince’s dreams have suggested a logic of reconciliation with this past. In Leche, 

these dreams act as analogs to his waking sense of dis-ease at his inability to fix his identity to 

either the Philippines or America. In this final nightmare, Vince wrestles with his own family 

history’s indexing of the US’s imperial acts in the Philippines, acts that included, among other 

                                                             
108 Linmark 210. 
109 Linmark 299. Of note in this passage is the fetishizing inherent in Linmark’s “Hollywood” description of Vince’s 
white American great-grandfather, again resonant with, and especially evocative of Hagedorn’s stylized descriptions 
of Rock Hudson and Elizabeth Taylor a la “All That Heaven Allows,” in Dogeaters.  
110 Vince’s ancestry thus figure the inaugural moment of U.S. intervention and benevolent intervention in the islands 
by way of military pacification and Thomasite education programs.  
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things, the establishment and formation of families and kinship networks to be forgotten and 

abandoned later, in the recasting of history at work in the production, circulation, and 

maintenance of national(ist) narrative. Vince cannot speak to these ghosts; he is inarticulate, 

insofar as they cannot hear him. Though the dead cannot be spoken to in Leche, they direct 

dreams, and thus drive Vince (and the narrative) into a futurity that will hear the voices of the 

past. In this way, they are figured as disembodied agents in a past that is not past, a site of crisis 

yet in need of reckoning. For all of Vince’s attempts to cry out or communicate, he is only able 

to observe silently, as in some vigil decontextualized. In Vince’s troubled sleep, Linmark brings 

to the fore what See refers to as the lack of “space or speech,” for articulating Filipino-America. 

Figuratively, the sense of a contested collective national unconscious probed and discomfited in 

Vince’s dreams is not only unsettling, but also literally dangerous in the form of the banungut 

that threatens to doom the soul to eternal disorientation and waywardness. 

As this final nightmare progresses, the distant past of Vince’s family ancestry is stitched 

to the not so distant past in the form of Don Alfonso, who waits inexplicably upstairs on his 

deathbed: “Did you call them?” Vince hears him ask.111 The question is, at first, ambiguous. 

Does “them” refer to the ghosts downstairs? Is the interrogative directed to Vince? But as the 

scene unfolds, it is revealed that Don Alfonso is speaking to Yaya Let, the family maid and 

nanny to Vince. The question comes to suggest a reference to Vince and his family, at the time of 

Don Alfonso’s imminent death, but the uncanny and doubled quality of the ghost-memory of 

Don Alfonso remains. Vince’s dream of a memory he cannot have had continues, consistent with 

the voicelessness and inarticulation that characterizes Vince’s attempts to communicate with his 

past: 

                                                             
111 Ibid. 300. 
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But Don Alfonso does not hear him. He does not see him walking toward him, sitting on 
the edge of the bed. He does not feel Vince’s hand rubbing his, massaging it, trying to 
wake up its thin veins. He does not see Vince’s finger tremble as it brushes his brows, 
touches the lids of his half-closed eyes, his lips. He does not feel Vince’s breath when he 
bends to kiss his forehead, his hair. He does not hear Vince say, “I’m sorry.” Nor does 
he offer his hand for Vince to grasp, the grasp that guided Vince throughout his 
childhood in San Vicente, the grasp that Vince could not live without, and now could not 
let go.112 
 

Vince’s powerlessness to realize the dream of apology, reconciliation, and atonement for 

abandoning Don Alfonso and failing to return for his funeral (to honor Don Alfonso’s life, but 

also a sense of familial and national past more broadly conceived) is resonant with the 

unresolved (and haunted or recurring) character of the US military departure from Subic Bay. As 

if to suture Vince’s dream-cinemas to post/colonial narratives of familial relationship gone awry, 

Vince is awakened from his dream—and saved from the banungut—by the eruption of Mt. 

Pinatubo. In Linmark’s troubling of mnemonic and historical registers, the moment of departure 

is also the moment of return. Burrnadette’s final advice to Vince convinces him to make the 

journey to San Vicente, and drives the quest-narrative of reckoning with the past home: “You 

should always pay respect to the dead, whether they are strangers or not … They are the ones 

that guide us in and out of sleep. And they know, surr, they know what is inside our shadow.”113 

In this way, the ancestral ghosts that haunt Vince’s dreams are not unlike the knowing “ghosts” 

of the Philippine-American past—disembodied figures and forgotten realities that wear at the 

ideological and spatio-temporal borders and contours of the US empire-nation.  

 

Balikbayan (sex) Tourism, Transnational Architecture, and the Spectre(s) of Marcos 
 

                                                             
112 Ibid. 
113 Ibid. 309. 
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While Leche’s engagement with dreams and nightmares allude to earlier Philippine 

American sites and contexts that read as both “vestigial” and “new or alien,” the novel also 

concerns itself in large part with a more recent moment of nationalist reconstruction and U.S. 

intervention—namely the tenure and legacy of Ferdinand Marcos. The novel’s meditation on a 

politics of memory recovered or alternative history unearthed is at once complicated, augmented, 

and undercut by Vince’s implication in the modes and practices of colonial sex tourism, as well 

as by the novel’s dealings with the afterlives and vestiges of the US-backed Marcos regime. 

While Linmark’s reliance on the banungut trope effectively explores collective and national 

memory as filtered through the dreams and subjective memories of the novel’s protagonist, the 

narrative force of Leche also turns upon the figurative tracing and temporal mapping of the urban 

spaces of Manila—spaces indelibly marked by state-sanctioned technologies of memory and 

myth-making. In dealing specifically with Vince’s participation in sex tourism—and his 

gravitation toward the fictionalized sex club, “Leche,” from which the novel, in part, takes its 

name—the novel is also concerned literally with interrogating the legitimacy of alternately 

competing and corroborating US, Japanese, and Philippine nationalist projects and (revisionist) 

historical archives. 

As much as Vince is figured in the novel as a Filipino exile on a return-voyage odyssey 

of self-discovery and postcolonial recovery, the narrative momentum of Leche is also propelled 

by the positioning of Vince as an American tourist who internalizes colonial logics and modes of 

desire in his engagement in sex tourism in and around the urban centers of Manila. Vince arrives 

in the Philippines, after all, as a reward for having won a Fil-Am men’s pageant in Hawaii, and 

this nationalist idealizing of the Filipino body in diasporic Filipino American communities finds 

its subjective correlative in Vince’s fetishizing of Filipino male bodies and (nationalist narrative 
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affirming) masculinities. In this section, I read one (of several) of Vince’s libidinal exploits and 

subsequent exploration of the red-light districts of Malate in Manila insofar as these episodes 

function as both an index for the logics and practices of colonial sex tourism in the Philippines 

and as an ironic queering of Ferdinand Marcos’s nationalist projects of idealized Filipino hyper-

masculinity114 (gendered projects indexed by the currency of Marcos’s deployment of the term 

“maharlika” or “noble warrior” as nationalist ideal as well as by his public performances of 

gendered romance and sexual virility vis-á-vis his wife Imelda Marcos and mistress Dovey 

Beams)—libidinal exploits in the novel that are themselves played out against the backdrop of 

competing visions of history. 

After struggling to get through his televised interview with presidential daughter Kris 

Aquino on her ABS-CBN talk show, “PM Talking With Yours Truly,” in which Kris and another 

Philippine cinema celebrity, Sister Marie, argue with Vince on national television about whether 

or not he can claim the Philippines as his home or “Filipino” as a marker of his identity, Vince 

flees the urban sprawl of metro Manila and embarks on a guided tour of the historic walled city 

of Intramuros—former civic and economic center of Manila—the social periphery located in the 

historical center of the capital city. This seemingly transparent attempt at immersing himself in 

Philippine history after being accused on national television of being irreconcilably “American,” 

is quickly made humorous in Vince’s immediate sexual attraction toward and pursuit of Filipino 

tour guide, Jonas. What becomes interesting in this episode, however, is the way in which Jonas 

functions as a figurative stand-in for Marcos—and all of the Marcos-Imelda projects of gendered 

nationalism attendant to this figurating. This association happens fairly early in the chapter 

entitled “Blow Up” when Vince first hears Jonas’s voice and describes his language as, “A 

                                                             
114 For extended discussion of these projects of gender performance and maintenance, in specific reference to 
Linmark’s Rolling the R’s, see Joseph Ponce’s “The Diasporic Poetics of Queer Martial Law Literature,” in Beyond 
the Nation: Diasporic Filipino Literature and Queer Reading. 
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dialect Vince recognizes immediately as former president Ferdinand Marcos’s native tongue—

Ilocano. Spoken by the majority of Filipinos in Hawaii, Ilocano sounds like a head-on collision 

between High German and Vietnamese: guttural, glottal, and nasal.”115 Contrasted with the A, B, 

and D-list film and television celebrities and socialites of urban Manila who speak Tagalog, 

Jonas’s Ilocano dialect recalls the propagandic image of Marcos as something of the strong man 

from the provincial north. 

Linmark plays up on this queer association and figurative desiring of Marcos throughout 

Vince’s pursuit of Jonas, but this narrative move is also complicated by its setting against the 

backdrop of the tour, in which the novel engages explicitly with conflicting portrayals of 

Japanese, Spanish, American, and Filipino accounts of history. On Jonas’s tour of Intramuros, 

Vince is joined by only two other tourists—Masa and Reiko—a veteran of the Imperial Japanese 

Army who first came to the Philippines during occupation, and his wife, who accompanies him 

on his own quest for alternative historiography: “The Japanese couple’s interest in the tour is 

ostensibly to educate themselves about the atrocities the Japanese Imperial Army perpetrated 

against the Filipinos. War crimes that are absent in their history textbooks.”116 Like Vince, Masa 

and Reiko join the tour in order to immerse themselves in histories denied them in their 

US/Japanese contexts. Unlike Vince, Masa’s lived experience as a soldier during occupation 

makes his experience of the tour much more immediate and visceral—a contrast in perspective 

and affective investment made all the more humorous in Vince’s reading of the tour as an 

opportunity to attempt to “hook up” with its Ilocano tour-guide: “‘This is where the Japanese 

imprisoned American and Filipino soldiers during the three-year occupation, from 1942 to 1945,’ 

                                                             
115 Linmark 243. 
116 Ibid. 242. 
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Jonas says. Vince inches closer to Jonas, brushes his hand against his. Jonas slides his hand over 

Vince’s, guiding it into a fold.” 

The dark humor of Vince’s crass attempts at sexual advance in the midst of a tour 

outlining multi-layered histories of war and imperial occupation in the walled city reaches its 

comic height (or affective interruption, depending on your susceptibility to melodrama) in 

Masa’s sudden emotional breakdown on the tour: 

“They weren’t given food or water,” Jonas continues. “Most of them died from 
starvation, disease, or drowned when the river flooded the room during high tide.” 

Suddenly, Masa falls on his knees. Reiko urges him to get up. 
“Prease, forgive me,” Masa cries, the walls echoing his plea. “I very ashamed to 

be Japanese. I herp destroy your country.”117 
 

Having already experienced nightmares about his grandfather’s own experiences of Japanese 

occupation during WWII, Vince attempts, ironically, to defuse the situation by invoking the 

sense of “history,” as a past that is distinct, sealed off from, and benign to the present, even while 

struggling with his own sense of “history,” as that which survives forgetting: 

“It’s all history now,” Vince says, omitting the adjectives ‘hidden,’ ‘censored,’ ‘edit,’ 
‘selective,’ ‘amnesia,’ et cetera. 

[...] 
“You don’t understand. You see … I herp destroy history. Your histry. My histry 

too.”118 
 
In Linmark’s fictional account of an idealized if perhaps, unlived, moment of reconciliation 

between the agent of imperial force and violence, and the post-colonial subject or next-

generation survivor, what is interesting is Vince and Masa’s conflicting invocations of “history.” 

What is perhaps most interesting about this exchange is the way in which, despite possessing his 

own lived memories of the lived realities of the Japanese-Philippine context as a war-veteran, 

Masa laments what he reads as his place in the “destruction” of history—not only Philippine or 

                                                             
117 Ibid 245. 
118 Ibid. 246. 
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Japanese history, but also in terms of a shared or collective history. In this moment in the text, 

Linmark’s fiction maps out a literary model of what See describes as the propensity for the 

colony to “disarticulate” or deconstruct the empire—insomuch as, on the one hand, the empire’s 

attempts to purge itself of the memories of colonial violence involves mnemonic erasure of lived 

realities for both the empire and the colony, and on the other, in the inevitable afterlives of that 

which persists after forgetting as ultimately haunting and discomfitting the collective ideals and 

character of the empire-nation119. 

These competing usages of the term (or terms of) “history” continue to plague Vince’s 

interactions with both Jonas and other Filipinos on his travels through Manila in varying ways, 

but the specific sense of competing nationalist narratives of war that Reynaldo Ileto outlines in 

“Philippine Wars and the Politics of Memory” are figured explicitly in Linmark’s inclusion of 

Masa’s own memories and conflicted take on Japanese-vs-American occupation. Masa goes on 

to explain: 

“I was stationed in Raguna during three-year occupation time,” Masa says. 
“There, I ferr in rove with a Firipina, and I made her mine.” 

Vince looks at the dungeon walls, the supporting characters, the bad lighting. Am 
I in a Bino Boca sequel? 

“We got married and, right after war, she jumped in river someprace near here 
and drowned,” Masa continues. 

“Because Japan rost war against U.S.,” Reiko explains. 
Masa walks toward the iron-bar windows; Reiko continues the story. “She kirred 

herserf because she said Phirippines good under Japan. Japan gave Firipinos 
independence. But after war, when Japan rost war, she said Phirippines under U.S. 
forever.”120 

 
Unable to deal with Masa’s maudlin account of what is, by several accounts, a common trope of 

Filipina women who were—after either volitionally marrying Japanese servicemen or being 
                                                             
119 See writes: “In short, ‘disarticulation’ refers to the act of breaking up or eviscerating something whole. 
Referencing the body in a rich variety of ways, Filipino American artists and cultural producers respond to a matrix 
of historical, psychic, and cultural dispossession by producing a visual and rhetorical grammar of violence that in 
turn ‘disarticulates’ the empire. That which is incorporated or ingested shall disarticulate the empire. According to 
the politics of this aesthetic, the empire falls apart—it is in fact cannibalized by its radical interior” (xviii) 
120 Ibid. 
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taken forcefully as military concubines and subsequently having the children of Japanese 

soldiers—doomed to suicide or certain death at the hands of the Hukbalahap Filipino 

revolutionary insurgents after occupation,121 Vince is only able to make sense of the situation 

insofar as he can liken it to a Bino Boca (stand in for Lino Brocka122) film. Film continues to be 

Vince’s only “reliable” archive for puzzling out conflicting accounts of history, and “forgetting” 

for Vince as a Filipino American still offers both the sense of palliative comfort and ineffable 

loss. 

Interestingly, Vince’s conflicted take on the space or force of forgetting is troubled most 

deliberately in a discussion with Jonas about Imelda Marcos: 

“Exiled in ‘86, welcomed back in ‘91,” Vince says, shaking his head. 
[ … ]   
“Filipinos are so quick to forgive and forget,” Vince says. 
“Not true,” Jonas says, “We’re anything but the forgive-and-forget type. It just 

seems like it because we’re desperate. We’re sick and tired of this life. We want another 
life, another country. And we’ll elect even the most corrupt who can give us that better 
life, even if it’s brief. But we never forget, Vince. We remember everything. We may be 
a poor country, but we have our memory. That’s why it’s so hard for us to move on. 
We’re still hanging on to every scrap of our past.” 

“But memory’s fiction,” Vince says, unleashing the phrase so fast that by the time 
he realizes what came out, it’s too late to retract. 

“You believe that?” 
Vince shakes his head, what I mean is that memory has a way of embellishing the 

past, so that it doesn’t belong to us anymore.” 
“Maybe to you Westerners,” Jonas says. 
“It’s important to Americans too,” Vince cuts in. “If it weren’t, Americans 

wouldn’t have so much anxiety about Alzheimer’s or amnesia … ”123 
 

In this passage Vince, argues with Jonas, about the nature of memory—here specifically in terms 

of national memory and Philippine politics. In this scene, Vince, having divulged that he has 

returned to the Philippines on something of a homecoming tour as an adult, several years after 

                                                             
121 A historical nexus of conflict often thematized in Joi Barrios’s Flowers in Water: Poems on Love and Revolt.  
122 Catalino Ortiz Brocka, better known as Lino Brocka, lived from 1939-1991, and is often heralded as the foremost 
director of Philippine cinema history. 
123 Linmark 255. 
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immigrating to the U.S. by way of Hawaii as a young child, attempts to cultivate a sense of 

friendship and familiarity with his Filipino tour guide. In the small “Kamayan style” restaurant 

outside of Intramuros, Vince’s overtures to Jonas are motivated on the one hand, by the desire to 

forge a sense of kinship or recognition with “the locals,” and on the other, by the desire to sleep 

with Jonas, thereby linking himself to larger (First World) patterns of (sex) tourism in the 

Philippines. On the one hand, Vince reads Jonas as representative of a kind of provincial, country 

masculinity—first proffered in the idealization of Marcos as provincial Ilocano soldier fighting 

Japanese imperials turned hyper-masculine counterpart to Imelda Marcos and leader of the 

nation—and on the other as a fetishized Filipino body—a raced body always sexually compliant 

and available in the logic of colonial sex tourism. Having explained that, after leaving the 

Philippines, his family settled in Hawaii, Vicente experiences an awkward hiccough in his 

wooing of Jonas when the topic of Imelda Marcos’ return to the Philippines comes up. In the 

ensuing conversation, Vicente attributes the surprisingly warm, if mixed, reception to Imelda’s 

return to a sense of Philippine forgetfulness, or what he calls a distinctly Filipino tendency to 

“forgive-and-forget.” Taking offense to this, Jonas counters that Filipinos are “anything but the 

forgive and forget type,” going so far as to say, “Filipinos remember everything.” 

In the micro-context of Vicente’s search for a sense of anchoring or connection to the 

Philippines in Linmark’s novel, but also in the context of the larger sense of the “Filipino 

American cultural moment124” that Leche comes out of, this conversation indexes several salient 

features of the Filipino American experience. That Vince trips here on the notion of collective 

national memory as much as the anxiety of amnesia or willed mnemonic erasure speaks not only 

                                                             
124 For an extended theorization of the “Filipino American Cultural Moment” that indexes Filipino American 
cultural objects in production in the late twentieth century and contemporary context, see Sarita See’s “Foreign in a 
Domestic Sense,” in The Decolonized Eye. 
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to the “dislocated,” “incoherent,” and “contested” sense of Filipino American history/historicity, 

but also to what Sarita See describes as the “disarticulation” of the nation/empire. 

Vince’s desiring of the fetishized colonial body eventually leads him to a prominent 

Malate/Ermita district sex club/museum, “Leche,” which figures in the novel as the central locus 

of Manila glitterati social life and also comes to stand as something of an architectural vestige of 

serial colonizations—or “permanent” space of transient political affinities—an edificial 

shapeshifter that embodies several overlapping forms and temporal sites of inter/national(ist) 

desire, tourism economy, and political mobilization. Having made plans to meet Jonas at the 

storied club in the evening after the Intramuros tour, Vince learns that he must purchase 

membership with the transexual club host/ess, Tita G, before being allowed in. After doing so, 

Tita G offers Vince a tour of the establishment, upon which Vince learns that the building has 

stood since Spanish colonial time, and has enjoyed a central role in the imperial occupation 

projects of Spain, Japan, and the US, as well as the Philippine nationalist government of 

Ferdinand Marcos, before eventually coming to exist as both a hub of sex traffic, a museum of 

multi-colonial and Marcos-era history, and a favored site for the filming of Bino Boca’s auteur 

cinema projects. Through the literary mechanics and trope of “the tour,” Linmark is able to index 

the multiple sites of colonial contact and competing narratives of post/colonial history that 

characterize the building, but also by extension, Manila: 

An entire wall is covered with alphabet charts, flash cards, grammar lesson plans, and 
other visual aids printed in Spanish, English, and Japanese—the languages of the colonial 
masters, which Filipinos spoke at one point or another in their history. 

“Leche was founded in the 1870s by wives of Spanish government officials,” Tita 
G begins. “It began as a milk distribution center for young, poor Filipino mothers in the 
city. When the Americans took over in 1899, they converted Leche into an orphanage for 
children whose parents were killed in the Philippine-American War.” 
[...] 
“When Japan invaded the Philippines in 1942, the Japanese wanted us to be Filipinos 
again. They were furious at us. What were we doing? they asked. Sleeping? For over four 
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hundred years? How could we have allowed Spain and the U.S. to control us, brainwash 
us with religion and hollywood?” Tita G says. “They shut down the orphanage and turned 
it into their main headquarters.”125 
 

As in Masa’s account of his Filipina first-wife’s suicide recalled and recast while on Jonas’s tour, 

Tita G’s tour of Leche highlights the ways in which multiple sites of colonial encounter and 

state-sanctioned national narratives compete with each other for visibility, currency, and 

longevity in the collective national memory and unconscious imaginary of the Filipino 

population of Manila, to say nothing of the inter/national patrons of the club that frequent it. 

As a piece of architecture that is immutably ensconced in the land in position and form 

and—simultaneously—wholly mutable in its transnational orientation and function, the building 

mirrors the sense of adaptability, survival strategies, and persistence of the post/colonial 

populations in the face of colonial and neo-colonial force. After the war with Japan, the building 

is re-purposed again under the Marcos administration: 

“It curdled soon after the Japanese were defeated. Nobody wanted to touch it. Too much 
mixed history. Plus the government had no money to maintain it. It wasn’t until Marcos 
came along. That man was a genius. He was corrupt, but he was a genius. He knew how 
to milk Leche for what it was worth. He took the neglected property and had its interior 
repaired, but kept its deteriorating facade.”126  
 

For his part, Marcos fashions the building’s interior to function as an unofficial, low-profile, 

informal auxiliary residence, or home-away-from-home—with the dedicated purpose of housing 

his mistresses, most prominently, Dovey Beams. I return to this point further on in this chapter, 

suffice to say that—whether in Spanish colonial time serving the Filipino mothers of Spanish 

colonials or on the eve of Marcos-era martial law functioning as presidential mistress hideaway, 

Leche is tied inextricably to sex and gendered narratives of sexual economy in the novel, and by 

                                                             
125 Linmark 274, 277. 
126 Ibid. 282. 
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extension, Philippine colonial history. This continues on into the present context, in terms of the 

structure’s deployment and participation in cinematic recastings of the past. 

The building passes hands from empire to empire until finally assuming its current 

(shifting, part-time) form as a museum, sex club, and site of film production. In a particularly 

striking invocation of uncanny cinematic engagements with history, Bino Boca films his WWII 

documentary, In the Name of Shame—a docu-drama chronicling the brutal sexual abuse and 

internment of several Filipina “comfort women” in Leche during Japanese occupation who now 

seek retroactive justice for crimes committed against them—in the very structure in which the 

forced concubinage of several Filipina women, now “Lolas,” or grandmothers, took place. When 

Vince is surprised by this, Tita G explains: 

“Bino said the only way he could capture the nightmarish account of the comfort women 
was to film it exactly where the violation was committed. Right here in the former 
headquarters of the Japanese Imperial Army … He said it was the only way he could 
come closest to recording the factual events; otherwise he had no business messing with 
history. He called it ‘reciprocating memory.”127 
 

For Boca, the engagement with occluded history is necessarily violent. In recalling the history of 

raced and gendered violence during occupation, Boca’s cinema reciprocates not only ‘memory,’ 

but also the violence of those memories. There is a way in which Boca/Brocka, lauded as one of 

the greatest directors in the history of Philippine cinema is himself cashing in on the violence 

perpetrated on Filipina bodies, and at the same time, Boca’s production of a film text that brings 

to light these cites of occluded history for a target—international—audience128 is privileged in 

the novel’s constant positioning of cinema as counter and potential corrective to state-sanctioned 

                                                             
127 Ibid. 
128 Brocka’s films screened and toured along the international film festival circuit, including Cannes and the Berlin 
International Film Festival. 
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historical narratives. Vince, even as an ostensible patron of Leche also seeking sexual services,129 

picks up on the former, remarking,“It must’ve been so painful for the Lolas … to be brought 

back here and reminded of their fears, the torture, the rape. Then, on top of that, giving their 

testimonies on film” (281). For her part, Tita G responds: 

“Of course … it happens to anyone who has to confront an unwanted past. It was super-
intense nga e, with everyone breaking down into tears. Two of the Lolas had to be rushed 
to the hospital after recounting their nightmares. It’s very heart of darkness talaga 
whenever the reel mirrors the real, and cruel memories get resurrected.”130  
 

In the sense of the “reel” mirroring the “real,” in the filming of In the Name of Shame, and also 

in broader terms of the novel’s figuring of the site itself, Leche acts as a sort of palimpsest in 

which serial texts of gendered colonial violence bleed through in the very shapes and surfaces of 

the space itself. This sense of the “reel” mirroring the “real” also characterizes the projects of 

gendered ideal and image maintenance in the Philippine imaginary under the Marcos 

administration mentioned above. 

In Ferdinand Marcos’ meteoric rise to power and prominence in Philippine politics and 

imaginary, the demagogue-turned-dictator was able to capture and keep hold of the national 

imaginary, largely in part by virtue of his cultivation of a gendered ethos of heroism against 

Japan, hyper-masculine virility, and heterosexual resolution/coupling with idealized feminine 

Imelda Marcos.131 In service of this public projection of masculinity and heroism, Marcos 

became fixated on his incorrect reading of the Tagalog term “Maharlika,” as “noble warrior” of 

pre-colonial, feudal Philippine history—the term actually refers to a feudal, lower nobility 

warrior class—and upheld the term as representative of nationalist ideals during his Kilusang 

                                                             
129 Though all of Vince’s sexual pursuits in the novel end in frustration, Vince is propositioned by prostitute-actor, 
Dante, by way of Tita G who also serves as Dante’s pimp. Vince struggles with his decision, but loses the 
opportunity before he is able to commit to one course of action over the other.  
130 Linmark 281. 
131 For extended discussion of Imelda Marcos, see: Cimatu, Frank, and Roland B. Tolentino. Mondo Marcos: 
Writings on Martial Law and the Marcos Babies. Manila: Published and Exclusively Distributed by Anvil, 2010. 
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Bagong Lipunan or “New Society Movement” political mobilization from 1978 onwards. 

Marcos’s use of the term “Maharlika” took the form of a fabricated “Maharlika” military unit 

that supposedly existed during Japanese occupation and that, all-told, found Marcos to be the 

most-decorated Filipino soldier in history, and a campaign of public naming in terms of civic 

structures, organizations, a broadcast network, a highway, and the lobby of Malacañang Palace. 

“Maharlika” was also the name of the film that Marcos commissioned to tell the story of his 

“military heroism” against the Japanese—a film that his more-or-less-public mistress, Dovie 

Beams would star in: 

A busty, B-movie actress from Nashville, Tennessee, Dovie Beams had flown to Manila 
to audition for Maharlika, named after the guerilla unit that Marcos had supposedly led 
against the Japanese during World War II. ‘Maharlika,’ which means ‘noble warrior,’ 
was also Marcos’ nom de guerre. The allegedly CIA-funded film project was to be 
completed in time for the 1969 election, in hopes that it would boost Marcos’ image as 
commander of a 9,200-plus force and win him a second presidential term. (283) 
 

The film was never released to the Philippine public, however, after a jealous Imelda forced 

Marcos to end his affair with the American film star, eventually resulting in Beams’s sharing of 

cassette recordings of her sexual encounters with Marcos at Leche on nationally-broadcast radio, 

scandalizing the nation, and causing all manner of trouble for the Marcos administration.   

At the end of her tour, Tita G reveals that, in Marcos’s eventual flight from the 

Philippines, she was able to “liberate” a very impressive collection of national relics and works 

of art from Imelda’s personal collection at Malacañang Palace. Thus the building’s new dual 

purposing as a sex club by night and a museum or repository for Philippine history by day. In 

Linmark’s figuring of Vince as a sex tourist and Leche as the transnational locus of historical 

repurposing and gendered sex work, then, the novel effectively queers nationalist projects of 

heterosexual resolution. In Vince’s desire for Jonas—a desire that is, interestingly enough never 

satisfied as all of Vince’s sexual pursuits in the novel fail to end in consummation of any kind—
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and patronage of Leche, the novel also indexes something of a libidinal if at times homosocial 

relationship between the Philippines and the US. While Jonas stands in for Marcos and Marcos’s 

masculinity projects, this reference of Marcos in relation to sex work also calls to mind the ways 

in which Marcos gained cultural potency and political power in large part due to backing from 

the US (a la Taliban, Israel132) and lost power when the US pulled its support after Marcos 

proved unwilling to passively and unwaveringly support American interests in the Philippines. 

Reagan’s backing of Marcos is unconsciously re-embodied (and queered) in Vince’s 

internalization of the tourist’s desire for the Filipino body—on the one hand, Vince desires 

Jonas’ perceived masculinity, and on the other, Vince’s desires seem to turn on the notion of an 

always available (passive female) hyper-sexualized body. The tethering of these issues and 

anxieties to the architecture of Leche as a veritable stage for conflicting “scenes” and “cinemas” 

of imperial/nationalist narrative complicates both the potential to read Vince as a postcolonial 

“quester” and the novel as proffering any facile model of postcolonial or Philippine nationalist 

recuperation via engagement with history. In this way, the novel functions less as a celebration 

of history “recovered” and more as a broad problematizing of historicizing projects on either side 

of the empire/colony divide.  

 

“Nth” Circle, or, To Hell With Your Travel Narrative 
 

This problematizing of both imperialist/nationalist historicizing projects is further 

complicated by the organizing logic that Linmark employs to govern the progression of Leche’s 

central narrative—here specifically in terms of the division of the novel’s 52 episodic vignettes 

                                                             
132 For an incisive consideration of the sense of “returned violence” that characterize these sites, see Greenwald, 
Glenn. "The PSY Scandal: Singing about Killing People v. Constantly Doing It." The Guardian. Guardian News and 
Media, 12 Aug. 2012. Web. 14 Dec. 2012. 
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and extra-diegetic articles—into nine clearly demarcated books recalling the nine circles of hell 

in Dante’s Inferno. While the narrative of the novel would seem to function thematically and 

allegorically as a straightforward critique of imperial forgetting—animated as such by a 

figurative tracing of competing politics of memory—several formal elements and extra-diegetic 

breaks in the narrative interrupt the logic of essentialist, recuperative, de-colonizing project or 

impulse in the novel. At times resonant with the logic of the narrative, and alternately in direct 

contrast or conflict with it, these formal elements demand a praxis of formal analysis that does 

not traditionally fall within conventional analytic reading practices of either postcolonial literary 

studies—traditionally organized around binaries of the empire “here” and the colony “over 

there” and a colonial past somehow discernible from a postcolonial present—and 

Asian/American Studies—traditionally overdetermined by the logics of “resistance” or 

“assimilation. 

As much as Vince is figured as an exile or pilgrim on a quest to “correct” memory and 

history in his voyage to the “homeland,” Linmark’s narrative also lends itself to a reading of 

Vince’s journey as one to and through hell (and not necessarily “back again”). In a sense, the 

work of allegory in Linmark’s novel is, at least in part, undone by its self-conscious allusion to a 

different allegory—that is, the impulse to read Vince’s travel narrative in terms of 

conventional/generic travel narrative logics and schema is effectively undercut by the novel’s 

turning to that other, older travel narrative. The invitation to read Leche as a refiguring of 

Dante’s Inferno is figured from the outset of the novel in the dual epigraphs Linmark employs to 

open the text: 

Resist—a plot is brought home—The tour. 
—Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels 

But to draw the lessons of the good that came my way, 
I will describe the other things I saw. 
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—Dante, Inferno 

In tethering Swift’s travel narrative/political satire—specifically in this passage dealing with 

insurgent usages of codes or anagrams—with Dante’s travel narrative/allegory of the nine circles 

of hell, the novel calls into question the conventional logic of reading the exile’s return to the site 

of post/colonial homeland as an altogether recuperative or decolonizing act. 

For its part, the nine books in Leche do correspond in often notable (if not fully 

consistent) part to Dante’s circles of hell: Book II introduces Boca’s docu-drama of Filipina 

sexual abuse and forced/volitional concubinage, In the Name of Shame, in gesture to the second 

circle, or Lust suite of Dante’s hell; Book V finds Vince and the people he encounters venting 

their increasingly more vocal frustrations with the harsh vicissitudes of life in the Philippines, 

recalling the circle of hell oriented toward Anger, etc. Most tellingly, however, in Book IX of the 

novel, an episodic vignette entitled “Nth Circle” has Vince coming to believe that his affliction 

with banungut nightmares stems from his failure to return to the Philippines sooner to pay 

respects to Lolo Al, having chosen as a teenager to miss the funeral that the rest of his family 

travels back to San Vicente for due to his prioritizing of a short-lived, pubescent sexual dalliance 

with high school orchestra bandmate, Carl Yamagita. The ninth circle of Dante’s inferno is, after 

all, dedicated to Treachery—including and specifically trained on treachery towards community, 

nation, and family. Vince learns that he must atone for this treachery via the advising of maid 

and faith healer, Burrnadette: 

“‘Burnadette?’ 
‘Yes, surr?’ 
‘What happens to those who do wake up from the nightmare? Does it mean that 

their soul has returned to their body?’ 
‘That’s what they say, surr.’ 
‘Then how come I’m still getting nightmares?’ 
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Burrnadette looks at Vince with concern. ‘Maybe they’re more than nightmares. 
These nightmares, surr. What are they like?’”133  

 
When Vince explains his dream of the ghosts of his family ancestors coming to gather in his San 

Vicente home on the even of Lolo Al’s death, his mentioning of ghosts jar Burrnadette from her 

cooking: 

 
“Burrnadette’s eyes widen. ‘Did they talk to you?’ 

Vince shakes his head. ‘That’s the weird part … I tried to, but they wouldn’t. Or 
they couldn’t see me. As if I were invisible.’ 

‘A ghost.’ 
‘Yes.’ 
‘You mustn’t talk to the dead in your sleep, Surr Vince,’ Burrnadette says. ‘Bawal 

‘yun.’ Forbidden.”134 
 

Burrnadette then instructs Vince that he must return to San Vicente to pay respects to Lolo Al, 

and in doing so, to atone for his act of filial betrayal—as well as his treacherous failure to remain 

a dedicated nationalist after immigrating to the US as expressed in his frustrations with life in 

Manila. 

At this point in the novel, Burrnadette’s conversation with Vince seems set up to function 

as the climax of the narrative, suddenly making sense of Vince’s chaotic and listless wandering 

through Manila, and figuring his inevitable return. Vince’s building anxieties and increasingly 

affecting nightmares are finally cast as naught but the necessary trials and tribulations on the 

exile’s journey home. In keeping with the conventional strictures and markers of the travel-

narrative form, Vince—a consummate skeptic throughout the novel—even pauses at this 

juncture to recast his vain travels and tourism-driven exploits as part of a larger “plan,” invoking 

a (perhaps groan-worthy) sense of spiritual destiny: “Burrnadette’s last words are enough to 

convince Vince that he needs to return to San Vicente—his namesake, his genesis. Sister Marie 

                                                             
133 Linmark 312. 
134 Ibid 313. 
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called his homecoming fate, an inevitable return, whether by choice or not, providential or nor. Is 

it?”135 

In a conventional travel narrative, the answer to this question by way of return voyage 

might conceivably lead to a sense of pseudo-spiritual awakening or psychically recuperative 

epiphany. But the logics and terrain of Dante’s Inferno that underlay Linmark’s narrative remind 

us that Vince’s question is also the question of whether or not Vince will pass through this circle 

of hell and climb back through purgatory (in Linmark’s narrative: the baggage, ticketing, and 

check-in sections of the international airport terminal), emerging on “the other side” as an 

enlightened person for all his travels and trials. In the closing pages of the novel, however, Vince 

makes it all the way to San Vicente, only to find “nothing.” Inexplicably, Vince learns from a 

neighbor that Lolo Al had arranged it so that no object or trace of his (or of any of the Los 

Reyeses) past lives would remain in the house after his death, including furniture, family 

heirlooms, photographs, and other originary vestiges of a familial past—mirroring the 

compulsive and categorical national forgetting of/for/by the Philippine people that See, Ileto, 

Rafael, and other scholars have attended to. Vince, in distress, attempts to make sense of this 

inscrutable anticlimax: 

He took everything with him to his grave, Vince tells himself. He didn’t want me to 
return and reclaim what was mine—my family history, objects from my childhood  … 
Why did Lolo Al do this—erase all the dust and dirt of my past? Why did he renounce 
everything? Nothing salvaged. Nothing. Except this house smelling of newly waxed 
floors.136  
 

But Vince’s rationalizations are in vain. Linmark’s traveler, having toured the remnants and 

remainders of serial colonizations and violent forgettings, painted “hellish” in Vince’s first world 

complaints and disillusioned field notes, comes to journey’s end gaining only a more abiding 

                                                             
135 Ibid 315. 
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sense of loss, made palpable in the offending “newness” of the freshly waxed floors of his family 

house. Though it is assumed that Vince will eventually make his way to the airport and fly back 

to Hawaii to his (perhaps now bittersweet) relief, the novel ends somewhat flatly with Vince 

standing in Lolo Al’s living room, unlit cigarette in hand, watching the sun slowly set on San 

Vicente. 

In theorizing this sense of irresolution characteristic of much of the contemporary and 

20th century corpus of Filipino American texts in his own reading of Filipino/American 

literature in English, Ponce writes: 

Narrative endings about the subordinated and the subjugated are notoriously difficult to 
achieve. To the extent that the text, from its present vantage point, represents the 
oppressive conditions by which the represented come to be oppressed, it necessarily 
registers the ongoing nature of hierarchy and stratification. Since this unhappy state of 
affairs constitutes the preconditions of the text’s critical impulse, easily discernible 
resolutions of assimilationism, withdrawal, or radical transformation can read as abject, 
evasive, impossibly contrived, or otherwise dissatisfying—hence, why so many endings 
are, for lack of a more forceful word, ambiguous.137  
 

For his part, Linmark seems to keep with this sense of defaulting to ambiguity in Leche, as in his 

earlier Rolling the R’s.138 In tracing this sense of formal impasse and overall ambiguity further, I 

turn now to a consideration of two other formal elements—namely Linmark’s liberal 

employment of ironicizing pastiche as well as his replication/translation of U.S. military 27th 

Infantry Unit march, “The Monkeys Have No Tails in Zamboanga”—as formal strategies of self-

conscious equivocation that insist on a transnational or post-national reading practice, not yet 

fully conceived within conventional postcolonial literary analytics.  

 

Irony, Pastiche, and Caveat Lector 

 

                                                             
137 Ponce 221.  
138 See Ponce’s reading of the “Book Report” vignette that closes the earlier novel.  
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Along with news briefs, talk-show transcripts, postcard facsimiles, and other 

unconventional literary vehicles that break up but nonetheless help to move the narrative forward 

from varying angles and positionalities and in a diverse array of affective registers, Linmark also 

employs several recurring extra-diegetic elements—“Tourist Tips,” and selections from fictional 

“Bonifacio Dumpit’s Decolonization for Beginners: A Filipino Glossary”—that effectively 

interrupt, complicate, and contradict the novel’s narrative arc. Resonant with and in many ways 

explicitly recalling Jessica Hagedorn’s own reliance on extra-diegetic elements and narrative 

bricolage—in Dream Jungle, but also and especially in Dogeaters—the pervasive sense of 

ironicizing pastiche in Leche also unsettles reading of the novel by way of direct and indirect 

second-person address to the reader and in a generally conflicted and inconsistent orientation 

towards heterogeneous “target audiences.” 

The first of these extra-diegetic elements to appear in the novel takes the form of a series 

of glossary selections from an academic text or missive that alternately mimes the conventions of 

ethnic or area studies texts even while undercutting and parodying the critical thrust of these 

forms. Recurring throughout the novel and usually placed at introductory points or moments of 

narrative crisis in the novel’s episodic vignettes, these “glossary entries” are offset from the rest 

of the text by shaded box and header as in an academic reader: 

From Bonifacio Dumpit’s 
Decolonization for Beginners: A Filipino Glossary 

 
balikbayan, noun. I. coined by the Marcos regime in 1973 for U.S.-based Filipinos returning 
to visit the motherland and witness its vast improvements, attributed to martial law. 2. 
unwitting propagator of martial law propaganda. 3. potential savior of the Philippine economy. 
See also Overseas Filipino Workers, brain drain. 

139 

                                                             
139 Linmark 1.  
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Revealed near the end of the novel to actually be connected to the diegesis of Vince’s narrative 

by virtue of their being from an academic text from a University of Hawaii, Manoa, Political 

Science seminar that Vince attended while in college, these glossary entries, often deadpan and 

ironically humorous, nonetheless beg the question of who their inclusion serves in terms of the 

novel’s readership. As in Linmark’s inconsistent practice of only sometimes translating Tagalog 

words or phrases, it is often unclear as to whether the glossary entries are meant to edify a non-

Philippine readership in background information and context that opens the novel up to them, or 

whether they are included as “inside” musings in a miming of Vince’s own puzzling out of 

context and contradiction in his subjective relationship to the Philippines. In their placement 

throughout the novel in places where Vince is struggling with the reverse culture shock of 

immersion in the Philippines, these entries seem evocative of a kind of well-meaning scholarship 

that attempts edification and intervention, but only serves to make matters more confusing or 

disorienting for Vince—and the reader—in its reliance on flattened tropes of political ideal and 

rhetoric. In the example above, the definition Dumpit gives for “balikbayan”—which 

transliterates to “return-country” and in generally signifies, in common parlance, any person of 

Filipino ethnicity who visits the Philippines, regardless of citizenship status—implicates Vince 

from the outset as both a hapless proponent of the Marcos regime and an example of expatriate 

“brain drain,” without allowing room for a more nuanced reading of Vince’s heterogeneous 

subjective experiences and lived reality. Though the entries function, in part, at the level of 

comic relief and gest, they nonetheless index the pervasive sense that current conventional 

scholarship of the Philippines and diasporic Filipino/Americans—in the context of both the 

empire and the post/colony—is yet under-theorized and homogenizing in its flattening out of 

lived experience. 
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 The politics of target readership and direct address are complicated further in the 

recurring series of “Tourist Tips” that pepper the narrative in every “book” save Book VII. 

Falling along a wide range from genuinely pragmatic travel advice as one might find in a 

Frommer’s or Fodor’s travel guide to sardonic asides and “insider” observations of the 

challenges that arise in navigating the Philippines’s uneven social, political, and spatial terrains, 

these recurring sections are also set off from the main narrative by way of bolded heading, 

bullet-points, and horizontal rules, mirroring the visual convention of the travel guide, and ironic 

in their juxtaposition against the narrative account of Vince’s travels. In the novel’s structural 

and formal division between travel narrative and travel guide, Linmark’s text labors to make 

tourism strange for both the visitor and the informant. Selected highlights from this series 

includes: 

Tourist Tips 
 
• Filipinos cannot live without making noise, hearing noise, or being noise. (23) 
• Malls do not discriminate; there is a mall tailored for every class. A is elite, B is 

wannabe-upper, C is upper-middle, D is middle-middle, E is poor-but-not-so-poor, F 
is poor-enough, G is floating-on-air. (43) 

• You are a tourist and will be seen and treated as one. (43) 
• “Walang hiya”—or “having no shame”—is one of the worst insults you can give to a 

Filipino. It can lead to ostracism or murder-suicide. (70) 
• Nothing is personal or private in the Philippines. Everything is shared, like food and 

secrets. (85) 
• Filipinos make passionate lovers. They are more Latin than Asian in this regard. 

(120) 
• Filipinos love playing with language. To them, language is like a machine that can be 

taken apart, tinkered with, reassembled, decorated, and given a face-lift for that 
Filipino French-twist effect. (131) 

• The Chinese are the backbone of the Philippine economy. Many of them were forced 
to renounce their faith and convert to Catholicism around the mid-eighteenth century, 
in order to conduct business in the islands. Ma-Yi was their name for the Philippine 
Islands. (251) 
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• Kidnapping Chinese businessmen and/or their children is a common occurrence. 
(251) 

 

From political context and proffered caution, to class commentary, to riffs on sex stereotyping 

and the broad field of Philippine cultural imaginary, these tips are ambiguous and radically 

mutable in terms of address. Against the logic of the novel’s narrative, these tips disorient and 

destabilize the reader’s positionality and relation to the text: Are these tips “written” by Vince or 

to him? Do they index the perspective of the tourist or the local? The answers to these questions 

seem to change over the course of the novel and, like the glossary entries, serve much more 

readily to complicate the potential for critical force in the text than they do to corroborate or 

affirm such potential readings. The ambiguity of figurative authorship and address continues 

throughout the novel until the final set of tourist tips appear, more pronouncedly and 

aggressively engaging in their direct address to the reader/traveler, and serving to further 

ironicize the novel’s dual invocation of the travel narrative/guide: 

Tourist Tips 
 

• Manila is a never-ending, morphing city, constantly undergoing revisions and 
reversions. 

• Your Manila is only one of hundreds of millions of versions. 
• Bring a balikbayan box full of open minds. Otherwise, Manila will kick you in the 

ass and trip your soul. 
• Keep tourist tips where they belong: at the International Dateline. 
• Remember: in Manila, contradictions are always welcome, including—and 

especially—yours.140 
 

Appearing near the end of the novel, after Vince has decided to return to San Vicente but before 

his tourliner bus is stopped on the General Douglas Macarthur Highway, all but one of these 

final kernels of advice are actually imperatives directed at the tourist—demands made by the 
                                                             
140 Linmark 316. 
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“guidebook,” on the visitor rather than suggestions for how best to enjoy the exploits of foreign 

destination. Tellingly, in the penultimate directive to “keep tourist tips where they belong,” this 

final listing turns back on the “tourist tips” sections that have come earlier on in the novel, 

entreating the reader—and by extension, Vince—to actively participate in the interrogation of 

such discursive conventions, further complicating the novel’s relation to travel and tourism.  

 
The Monkeys Have No Tales in Zamboanga 

 

 In thinking the novel’s troubling of both travel and tourism—in the sense of both the 

vacation or holiday tour and the military tour of duty—I turn now to a final reading of the novel 

in terms of Linmark’s extra-diegetic and wholesale inclusion of US military march lyrics in the 

text. In Ponce’s theorization of the relative dearth of scholarship on the Philippine-American 

context in conventional literary and postcolonial studies and subsequent discussion of the critical 

intervention made possible by attending to Filipino/American literature in English, he writes that, 

“postcolonial literary studies in the U.S. academy has mostly bypassed the Philippines because 

the United States did not produce a robust body of ‘serious’ literature about its colonial 

involvement in the islands. This too is no excuse for the occlusion of Philippine literature in 

English in U.S. empire studies.”141 While this may be true in terms of a lack of U.S. novels, 

films, and scholarship on the Philippine-American context, one literary-cultural artifact that does 

survive that context is the military march of the infantry unit stationed in the Philippines during 

colonial time. 

                                                             
141 Ponce 219. 
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 In the third epigraph of the chapter, the lyrics to the recurring refrain of the “Wolfhound 

March,” tell of the sense of glib relief mingled with nostalgia that characterize military departure 

from the islands: 

Oh, we won’t go back to Subic anymore. 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic anymore. 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic, 
Where they mix our wine with water, 
Oh, we won’t go back to Subic anymore.142  

Though these are the actual lyrics from the march, I quote here from Leche, where Linmark has 

included the full lyrics of the song in a vignette entitled “We Won’t Go Back to Subic 

Anymore.” In the novel, the verses and refrain of the song are included in a section set off from 

the narrative of the novel, and are laid out structurally as though they were stanzas of Linmark’s 

own poetry, without attribution to alternate author or context. The only difference in Linmark’s 

version is that the word “tubig” is translated in the novel to “water.” Were it not for this detail 

along with the incongruity of the voice and idiom of the verses from Linmark’s own 

experimental and confessional poetry in collections such as his Prime Time Apparitions (2005) 

and The Evolution of a Sigh (2008), it would be conceivable, albeit barely, to mistake this section 

for satirical verses. 

 The lyrics, however, come from the regimental march of the 27th U.S. Infantry regiment, 

and were penned during the unit’s service in the Philippines sometime between their arrival in 

1901, and before 1907 when this official version was written by regimental band leader G. 

Savoca143. As with many military folk songs, the song functions to make light of the mixed sense 

of antipathy and nativity (in terms of Allan Isaac’s framing of American claims to native 

belonging in the islands) that the soldiers stationed in the islands experienced. Like the verse 

                                                             
142 Linmark 327. 
143 Crosley, Joseph W. The Book of Navy Songs. New York: Doubleday, 1926. 
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reproduced above that complains of wine mixed with water, other verses bear similar humorous 

half-complaints and include racially denigrating verses that liken the Filipino natives to lesser 

animals: 

Oh, the monkeys have no tails in Zamboanga, 
Oh, the monkeys have no tails in Zamboanga, 
Oh, the monkeys have no tails, 
They were bitten off by whales, 
Oh, the monkeys have no tails in Zamboanga. 

 
 2. 
Oh, the carabao have no hair in Mindanao, 
Oh, the carabao have no hair in Mindanao, 
Oh, the carabao have no hair, 
Holy smoke! But they are bare, 
Oh, the carabao have no hair in Mindanao. 

Racial discourse aside, what is interesting about Linmark’s inclusion of the full text of these 

lyrics in a section that precedes Vince’s witnessing of the convoy that bears the military away 

from the threat of Pinatubo and the holiday atmosphere of Subic Bay and Clark Air Force Bases 

is the way in which this song does not figure departure so much as it prefigures return. In 

Linmark’s lifting of the lyrics, the lyrical disavowal, “we won’t come back to Subic anymore,” 

only serves to encode the promise of atemporal return.   

Indeed, a striking feature of the 27th infantry regiment, nicknamed “The Wolfhounds,” is 

the fact of their “tourism” not only in the Philippines during the Spanish-American and 

Philippine-American wars (and later in the ongoing war against the Moros in the Islamic 

southern regions of Mindanao), but also in the Korean War—another forgotten war—as well as 

in the Vietnam War. Most recently, the Wolfhounds have been deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan 

for the Global War on Terror. In this way, Linmark’s deployment of the march’s lyrics—and the 

novel’s attendant reflection on the historical tenure and political features of the Wolfhounds 

themselves—the song connects the Philippines to a larger trope of invasion and pacification 
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projects—fiery vigils—in global contexts from the late nineteenth century all the way to the 

present. In this way, the text resists the impulse to be read as a straightforward send-up or 

critique of colonialism or military intervention in the Philippines. Rather, the novel calls 

attention to the ways in which disparate sites of colonial and military violence exceed the spatio-

temporal boundaries of their respective contexts, and overlap in a transnational ordering of force 

and capital that cannot be fully accounted for in postcolonial theorizing and modeling. In his 

discussion of the Philippine-American context, Ponce continues: 

“When we do analyze anglophone Filipino literature in the United States, however, we 
must remain self-aware of our reading practices. Though identity politics will likely 
persist as an organizing framework … the authentication and legitimation of cultural 
identity serves, at best, as starting point, but cannot be the endpoint of the discussion … 
[These texts] teach us otherwise, force us to come to terms with a body of work that spins 
away from any normative center. Read in this light, then, Filipino literature does not so 
much fortify cultural identity as unsettle it …”144 
 

Indeed, in Linmark’s text, the inclusion of the US military song-text unsettles not only “identity” 

and straightforward identity politics, but also upsets temporal boundaries of imperial past and 

postcolonial present. As the song progresses, the context changes from military tours in the 

Philippines to occupation and intervention in China. Of particular note are the claims to having 

lived for “ten thousand years,” in the Chinese base, parodying Chinese attention to antiquity even 

while asserting U.S. nativity and entitlement: 

Oh, we'll all go down to Shanghai in the fall, 
Oh, we'll all go down to Shanghai in the fall, 
Oh, we'll all get down to Shanghai, 
Those champagne corks will bang high, 
Oh, we'll all go down to Shanghai in the fall. 

 
 6 
Oh, we lived ten thousand years in old Chefoo. 
Oh, we lived ten thousand years in old Chefoo. 
And it didn't smell like roses, 
So we had to hold our noses, 

                                                             
144 Ponce 219. 
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Oh, we lived ten thousand years in old Chefoo. 

While the disavowal of return also prefigures the literal and figurative haunting that indexes neo-

colonial occupation projects, also serves to tether the Philippine context to U.S. military exploits 

in China, in an uncanny mirroring of the Philippine-China-U.S. triangulation that characterizes 

current conflict in the Pacific rim. 

 
Subic Bay, Yesterday and Today, or, Are you Going to Scarborough Shoal? 

 

I opened this chapter with the scene of Vince witnessing evacuation of the Clark Air 

Force and Subic Naval bases in the Philippines not only because this highway delay functioned 

as the penultimate obstacle that Vince faced on his protracted journey back to San Vicente, but 

also because of the uncanny form that US military occupation of Subic has come to assume in 

the contemporary global context. Indeed, in an interview with Asian American and Queer 

Studies Professor Robert Diaz of Wayne State University on the occasion of Leche’s publishing, 

Linmark reflected on the novel’s engagement with a historical moment that has not passed so 

much as bled into the present: 

Although the novel is set in 1991, nothing about it is dated or obsolete. The president 
back then was Corazon Aquino; the current president is her son, Noynoy; his sister Kris 
remains a bankable a star as she was back then. The U.S. military has not left completely; 
it’s still in the Philippines under a new treaty called the “Visiting Forces Agreement” (as 
opposed to the Military Base Agreement). There are as more entertainers and crooks now 
in politics than ever before.145 (Diaz n. pag.) 
 

Though at first glance, Linmark’s statements are little more than humorous observations about 

the little-changing character of foreign diplomacy and foreign conflict in the global south, the 

durability of political dynasties, or the sense of porous divide between celebrity and state official 

that characterizes 21st century government, Philippine and otherwise, these observations elide 
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the gravity surrounding Subic Bay in its current, transnational orientation. In expanding on the 

necessity for a revitalized approach to Postcolonial Study animated by a sense of politics more 

attuned to thinking social justice for the postcolony in the wake of transnational restructuring, I 

turn briefly now to discussion of Subic Bay in relation US-Philippine relations, recent conflict in 

the South China Sea, and the US pivot to Asia in what is being referred to elsewhere as “the 

Asian century.”146  

 In the fall of 2012, at a public demonstration commemorating the 20th anniversary of the 

closure of the US bases at Clark and Subic after the Philippine senate voted down renewal of the 

1947 Military Bases Agreement in September of 1991, visiting activists from Japan spoke out 

against the US Military bases stationed in Okinawa, and cited Subic Bay as a successful model 

of decolonization and reconstruction147. Once the cornerstone of US Military presence in Asia, 

and projected to fall into disrepair with the closing of US bases, Subic Bay has been transformed 

in the last 20 years—largely through volunteer efforts of the citizens of the the surrounding 

region—into an “international freeport zone.”  Subic Bay Freeport Zone, or SBFZ, a growing 

hub for international commerce in the region, and a major economic engine for the Philippines as 

well as for other nations leasing and maintaining commercial/industrial facilities in zone148. 

Along with the factories and corporate offices now housed at Subic, the freeport is also a 

destination for tourism, comprised of several high-rise hotels, restaurants, and shopping 

                                                             
146 James Hardy, Asia-Pacific Editor of IHS Jane’s Defense Weekly has been credited with saying, “The U.S. is 
rebalancing for very clear reasons - the 21st century is going to be the Asian century - and it has a lot to gain from 
being engaged and more to lose by not being engaged … Chinese missteps in the past two years have opened the 
door for the U.S.” (O’Callaghan & Mogato) 
147 In "Philippine Rejection of U.S. Bases an Example for Activists," Ronron Calunsod quotes Mitsuo Sato of the 
Japan Peace Committee: "More people are realizing that U.S. troops in Japan are committing crimes, instead of 
protecting Japan. I am not exaggerating but for the first time after the war 67 years ago, we have never seen a 
situation like this where people are doubting this treaty," said Sato, 74. He is heading a 48-member Japanese 
delegation in a gathering at the former U.S. Navy base at Subic Bay for the commemoration of the 20th anniversary 
of the closure of the U.S. bases. 
148 For more information, see: Official Website of SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY (SBMA). N.p., n.d. 
Web. 28 Nov. 2012. <http://www.sbma.com/>. 
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destinations. Subic Bay is also home for South Korea’s Hanjin Heavy Industries, the 4th largest 

shipbuilding facility in the world. In short, SBFZ is, on first glance, a success story in terms of 

decolonization and reconstruction calibrated toward transnational business and postnational 

capital. And yet, far from concretizing the divide between Philippine colonial history and 

contemporary national sovereignty, the transnational orientation of Subic has recently served to 

allow for a new kind of military occupation in the wake of a burgeoning political crisis—an 

occupation delimited not by international treaty or “bilateral policy,” but by transnational capital 

and “free” enterprise. 

 Since April of 2012, the Philippines has been locked in an increasingly volatile political 

standoff with the People’s Republic of China over territorial disputes surrounding a handful of 

micro-islands known internationally as Scarborough Shoal. Known, in the Philippines, as 

Panatag Shoal in the West Philippine Sea and, to China, as Huangyan Island in the South China 

Sea, the 150 square kilometer region is a rich environment for fishing and is believed to contain 

sizable oil and mineral deposits. Located 124 nautical miles from Zambales in the central Luzon 

region of the Philippines, and 550 nautical miles from Hainan Island, the nearest Chinese port, 

Scarborough Shoal is also claimed by the Republic of China (Taiwan), and has come to function 

as high-profile representative of larger international conflicts between China and neighboring 

nations (Brunei, Malaysia, South Korea, Japan) regarding China’s claims to sovereignty over the 

entirety of the South China Sea (claims that China maintains based on Chinese maps dating from 

the 13th century Yuan Dynasty). Since April 8, 2012, when Philippine naval authorities were 

prevented from arresting the crews of Chinese fishing vessels found to contain illegally fished 

coral, sharks, and protected wildlife, China and the Philippines have been engaged in a conflict 
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that has drawn international attention, and has manifested itself in growing military buildups and 

gunboat diplomacy in both nations. 

 While government officials from both sides have expressed strong desire to avoid 

military conflict—conflict which would be economically damaging for both nations, as they are 

major trading partners in the wake of China’s ascent as the next world power—popular 

nationalist feeling on both sides manifesting itself as mutual “defense of sovereignty,”149 has 

made it increasingly difficult for both nations to reach a resolution. Meanwhile, in re-elected 

President Obama’s announcement of a US pivot to Asia on the eve of the so-called “Asian 

century,” the U.S. returned to Subic Bay in what can only be seen as an attempt to jockey for 

power and influence with China, much to the consternation of the Chinese government, and at 

the expense of the Philippines which must face Chinese backlash without the assurance of 

support from the US. Though officials from the Pentagon have declared that the US has "no 

intention of re-establishing bases in the Philippines" Subic Bay’s status as international freeport 

now allows the US to find safe harbor in Subic without the responsibility of maintaining or 

defending a military base (O’Callaghan & Mogato). As of October of 2012, 70 US Navy ships 

have passed through Subic—15 more ships than in 2011, and 19 more than in 2010. International 

business and defense analyst, James Hardy has explained, "It's like leasing a car as opposed to 

buying it - all the advantages of ownership with a reduced risk … If you look at Subic, the U.S. 

will be leveraging Philippine bases and assets, privately owned assets, and all at a fraction of the 

monetary and political price of taking back ownership of the base. It gives the U.S. the same 
                                                             
149 In “Manila eyes new South China Sea horizon,” Richard Javad Heydarian explains: Watching China's aggressive 
showdown with Japan over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea in recent months, Manila has 
recognized the depth of Beijing's domestic dilemma: Despite the need for maintaining strong economic relations 
with neighboring countries, especially to sustain the current pace of growth, the Chinese leadership could (or 
perceives to) face a more severe domestic political backlash if it is seen as diffident over its territorial claims - so 
embedded in Chinese psyche - in adjacent waters. This is precisely why the Chinese leadership has tolerated - if not 
partly encouraged - massive protests against Japanese interests in recent months, despite the tremendous associated 
(diplomatic and economic) costs. 
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strategic reach that basing would have done but without all the hassle.”150 The US Military 

buildup in Subic has also contracted with South Korean Hanjin Heavy Industries in an arms race 

with China, thus cultivating a political climate unsettlingly reminiscent of the Cold War. In this 

sense, the decolonization of Subic Bay and the Philippines has been effective in name only, and 

transnational restructuring has actually led to an augmented sense of crisis as military presence in 

the region answers only to capital. In returning to Subic Bay under the auspices of “sending a 

message to China,” the US is able to leverage competing nationalist feeling between both China 

and the Philippines, at the expense of both countries conditioned by colonial pasts (with the US 

and Japan respectively) and to the benefit of US (imperial) interests. 

 In light of these transnational developments, Linmark’s rejection of nationalist projects of 

essentialist recuperation and assertion of sovereignty in Leche is all the more significant in terms 

of the impulse towards social justice tempered by the interrogation of nationalist fervor. Reading 

Leche as a novel concerned as much with staking out a space for Filipino and Filipino American 

subjectivity (even while tracing the conflicts of interest and cultural incommensurabilities that 

work to separate Filipino Americans from Filipinos) as with questioning the efficacy and merit 

of nationalist narrative, I hope to highlight the shift in postcolonial practice and imperative 

occasioned by the transnational Filipino American and Philippine contexts. 

 

Postcolonial Reading in a Postnational World 
 

As a novel that positions itself as travel narrative gone awry (specifically in terms of 

positioning the Filipino American balikbayan as wayward tourist in the Philippines), R. Zamora 

Linmark’s 2011 Leche, defies conventional postcolonial studies literary analytic and reading 

                                                             
150 Heydarian n. pag. 
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practice. In Linmark’s Leche, as in the novels of Hagedorn and other contemporary Filipino 

American authors, engagement with occluded collective memory and state-sanctioned historical 

narratives of the Philippine-American context troubles the spatio-temporal boundaries of both 

nations while also tracing the incommensurability of the projected anti-imperial character of the 

US metropole with its foreign policies of christianizing uplift and benevolent assimilation. At the 

same time as the novel’s narratological content and themes issue a by-now familiar critique of 

American intervention and imperialism, however, Leche’s figuring of the Filipino American 

“homesick” traveler as consummate (sex) tourist in the Philippines, in conjunction with the 

novel’s formal elements of parody and ironicizing pastiche, simultaneously interrupts the logic 

of essentialist, recuperative, de-colonizing project or impulse.  

In effect, as a novel that rejects the “empire over here vs. colony over there”151 

dichotomy that characterizes the majority of Postcolonial Studies centered around the European 

colonial context, Leche calls for a practice of reading that is more attentive to the wholly 

imbricated nature of the Philippine-American (post)colonial context(s) as well as the 

sociopolitical ramifications that continue to issue forth from this nexus. Resonant with Sarita 

Echavez See’s tracing of the national consequences of US Imperial amnesia in her analysis of 

contemporary Filipino American cultural objects and performance in The Decolonized Eye as 

well as Martin Joseph Ponce’s cataloging of expressive practices in Filipino American literature 

that “exceed the terms of colonial complicity, defiant nationalism, or conciliatory assimilation,” 

in Beyond the Nation, this chapter works toward a postnational reading practice animated not by 

the notion of recuperative decolonization as an end in and of itself, but instead by an impulse to 

expose the imperial character and directives of a nation (the US) struggling to reconcile its anti-

                                                             
151 Cf. Sarita See 
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imperialist posturing with the exigent realities of shifting global power and transnational 

restructuring.  

In focusing my analysis around what Sarita See describes as the “unfinished business” of 

US (post)colonialism in the Philippine context, I advocate an approach to Postcolonial Study that 

takes the nation (as much as the empire) for its locus of critique. If, as Aijaz Ahmad and others 

have argued, Postcolonial Studies has not been effective in engendering a sense of colonial 

accountability in the case of the empire or consistent decolonising practice in the case of the 

postcolony (I would suggest here, because of the more recent forms of occluded or disavowed 

imperialism in world powers such as the US and China, as well as the durability of internalized 

colonial logics and idioms), theoretical rejection of the nation as organizing principle of study 

may help to more dynamically expose and outline the lived inconsistencies and uneven terrain of 

the trans-and-postnational engagements that now characterize the world stage. In reading Leche 

as a text at odds with essentialist decolonising logic as much as homogenizing practices of 

assimilation, I seek to highlight the potential for contemporary Filipino American cultural 

objects to occasion a re-thinking of US empire in the wake of transnational global restructuring.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
“Panahon ng Digma”: 
Grief, Revolt, and (Life)Times of War in Joi Barrios’ Bulaklak Sa Tubig 
 

How does one bear witness to the criminality of the societal rule, which consigns the uniqueness of being to 
eternal forgetfulness, not through an act of dramatic transgression but through a descent into everyday life? 
Thus, how does one not simply articulate loss through a dramatic gesture of defiance but learn to inhabit 
the world, or inhabit it again, in a gesture of mourning?  
 
— Veena Das, Life and Words: Violence and the Descent into the Ordinary 
 
This world is not merely the world of human life, and yet it is not transcendent of merely human life, which 
is now fused with the natural world. The life of this world, moreover, is generated in communion with the 
other earthly, physical, and subjective presence of the dead, whose claims and losses are continuous with 
the claims and losses of the living. 
 
— Neferti Tadiar, Things Fall Away: Philippine Historical Experience and the Makings of Globalization 
 
Ang pagiging babae                (To be a woman 
ay pamumuhay                         is to live 
sa panahon ng digma.             in a time of war.)  
 
— Joi Barrios, Bulaklak Sa Tubig: Mga Tula ng Pag-ibig at Himagsik / Flowers in Water: Poems on Love 
and Revolt 

 

On November 16, 2004, in what is now considered to be principal among the bloodiest 

state-civilian conflicts in recent Philippine history, a joint force of Filipino National Police (PNP) 

officers and Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) soldiers were dispatched by National 

Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) Secretary Patricia Santo Tomas to disperse 

upwards of 6,000 labor union protesters at the Hacienda Luisita sugar mill and plantation, in the 

province of Tarlac on Luzon. Demanding cost-of-living wage increases, hospitalization benefits, 

and the reinstatement of 327 farm workers who had been illegally retrenched by plantation 

management, as well as the dissolution of a Stock Option Distribution152 scheme in favor of true 

                                                             
152 Conceived by the Management of Hacienda Luisita and the Central Azucarera de Tarlac sugar mill under 
pressure from the Comprehensive for Agrarian Reform Program in 1989, the Stock Distribution Option was a 
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agrarian land reform, members of the United Luisita Workers Union (ULWU) of farm laborers, 

along with members of the Central Azucarera de Tarlac Laborers Union (CATLU), had 

effectively shut down two of the plantation’s six gates in picket line and protest demonstration 

on November 6, two days after the management failed to negotiate with union leaders on 

November 4.153 

In a show of solidarity with the farm and sugar mill laborers, and in an attempt to stay the 

hand of PNP and AFP state violence, these union members were also joined by an outpouring of 

sympathetic villagers from the surrounding area—barangay leaders, priests, and the children of 

laborer families, such that, by November 16, full estimates of union and non-union protesters 

present ranged from 7,000 to 10,000, depending on who was reporting. After nine and a half 

days of sustained picketing and demonstration, protesters were able to weather three separate 

PNP attempts at dispersal, involving tear gas, water cannons, and truncheons—at least one 

dispersal attempt of which was actually illegal under the DOLE law that safeguarded the right 

for agricultural laborers to peacefully strike and protest, as it occurred before DOLE Secretary 

Santo Tomas had declared “Assumption of Jurisdiction” over the plantation. (Dychiuu)  

Of note in this consideration of state power alongside the broader history of social 

movements in the Philippines during and after Marcos (1965-1986), is Secretary Santo Tomas’ 

deployment of a decree effectively sanctioning “martial law,” that, once again, allowed for 

military intervention and the use of unrestricted force against an organized insurgent civilian 

body. In her GMA Network report on Hacienda Luisita, Stephanie Dychiuu explains, “The 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
scheme that allowed the wealthy landowners of Hacienda Luisita and other such plantations to retain control of 
farmland by fooling the farm workers into believing these laborers owned shares of the corporation, rather than 
granting them actual ownership of the lands their families have tilled since pre-Spanish period Philippines. In 
reality, the wealthy landowners maintained a majority of the corporate shares, effectively countering any laborer 
claims to sovereignty or influence. For an in-depth discussion of CARP and laborers’ struggles to escape the feudal 
system of land ownership that make up the Philippine agricultural economy, see James Putzel’s A Captive Land: 
The Politics of Agrarian Reform in the Philippines. 
153 Dychiuu n. pag.  
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Assumption of Jurisdiction, however, is like a declaration of Martial Law in a labor dispute. It 

strips workers of their right to demonstrate, and authorizes the use of law enforcement agencies. 

The Assumption of Jurisdiction is allowed by the Labor Code only if a strike jeopardizes 

national interest.”154 I discuss the intersecting issues of “jeopardy” or “crisis” and “national 

interest,” further in this chapter, suffice to say for now that, by the morning of November 16, the 

7,000-10,000 civilian demonstrators were met with “‘700 policemen, 17 truckloads of soldiers in 

full battle gear, 2 tanks equipped with heavy weapons, a payloader, 4 fire trucks with water 

cannons, and snipers positioned in at least 5 strategic places,’ according to [Dr. Carol Pagaduan-

]Araullo’s [Health Alliance for Democracy] report to the Senate.”155 

It was this mobilization of sovereign power freed from the constraints of law—what Carl 

Schmitt, and later, Giorgio Agamben described as sovereign power in a state of exception—that 

laid siege to the protesters’ blockade and picket line a third time on the morning of November 

16. In response, protesters buried the canisters of tear gas launched at them into the earth, and 

linked arms in order to withstand the truncheons and water cannons, while throwing rocks and 

assorted detritus at the firetrucks and tanks. When the stores that fed the water cannons were 

finally used up and the tear gas exhausted, the protesters and picket lines remained.156  

Buoyed by their own tenacity in the face of state power, thousands of farm workers and 

their allies began to cheer their own efforts and shore up their ranks in preparation for another 

wave of assault. This is when the PNP officers and AFP riflemen opened fire on the civilians 

with handguns, rifles, and at least one 60-calibre machine gun—from point-blank range, and 
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with live ammunition.157  

In the ensuing terror and chaos, fleeing men, women, and children were shot at, beaten, 

and dragged away to be round up in police and military trucks and arrested. In her GMA 

Network report, Dychiuu notes: 

“Doctors who later autopsied the dead and examined the wounded said the victims were 

running, crouching, or lying down when they were shot. At the December 1, 2004 Senate 

hearing on the massacre, videos of the bloody dispersal caught by the media were shown. 

It was revealed that an astounding 1,000 rounds of ammunition were used by the military 

and police during the shooting.”158  

All told, at the end of what is now known as the Hacienda Luisita Massacre of 2004, 14 

picketing farmers and their allies were reported dead, at least 121 were reported injured (31 of 

which sustained non-fatal gunshot wounds), and 114 were arrested and detained. Of the 31 non-

fatal gunshot victims, 11 were teenage-aged or younger, and 4 were elderly (aged 60 or older). 

Of the 14 dead, two were children (aged two and five) who had suffocated in the tear gas.159 

As of March 2014, none of the officers or soldiers involved in the 2004 massacre have 

been held accountable for their actions, and violent conflicts over agrarian land reform and 

farmers’ rights continue to escalate. 

* * * 

 I begin this chapter with the story of the Hacienda Luisita Massacre of 2004 in order to 

open up a broader discussion of subaltern insurgency and failed revolution in the Philippine 

context, as well as the protest literature—focused specifically in this chapter on the street 

                                                             
157 OMCT World Organization Against Torture. “Urgent Appeal: The Philippines: Summary Execution of Mr. 
Marcelino Beltran. 17 Dec. 2004. Accessed  2Apr. 2014. < http://www.omct.org/human-rights-defenders/urgent-
interventions/philippines/2004/12/d17198/>  
158 Dychiuu n. pag.  
159 Ibid. and Barrios.  
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performances, songs, and poetry of Maria Josephine “Joi” Barrios that span from the period of 

Martial Law under Ferdinand Marcos (1972 - 1981) to the similarly protracted presidential 

administration of Gloria Macapagal Arroyo (2001 - 2010)—that documents and, as I will argue, 

transforms these social movements. In considering the broader tradition and overlapping context 

of anti-imperial, anti-state, and anti-capitalist struggle and insurgency in 20th century Philippine 

history, Hacienda Luisita offers a time-worn perspective on the vicissitudes of peasant life and 

liberatory social movement in the Philippines from Spanish colonial time to the present.  

 In her poem entitled, “The Discourse of the State,” written in 2004 just weeks after the 

Hacienda Luisita Massacre, and reprinted and translated in her 2010 collection, Bulaklak Sa 

Tubig: Mga Tula sa Pag-ibig at Himagsik, or, Flowers in Water: Poems on Love and Revolt, 

Barrios writes, “We know the truth: / The state that spits / on the grave of the farmer / is a state 

of panic / at a world poised to explode, / in this, the moment of revolt!”160 Written for and 

originally published as part of a multi-author anthology entitled Pakikiramay: Alay ng mga 

Makata sa mga Magsasaka ng Hacienda Luisita, or, In Sympathy: Verse Offerings for the 

Peasant Laborers of Hacienda Luisita, Barrios’ poem affirms her solidarity with the Hacienda 

Luisita union workers’ movement as well as the larger Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas 

(Peasant Movement of the Philippines). In her figuring of the Hacienda Luisita Massacre as 

“this, the moment of revolt,” against a “state of panic,” Barrios’ poem suggests an immediacy 

and urgency in the peasant struggle against a corrupt and oligarchic state, while simultaneously 

drawing attention to the state’s dependence on a “politics of crisis” for its claims to excepted, 

sovereign power. While I return to a discussion of the politics of crisis, further in this chapter, I 

                                                             
160 Barrios, Joi. Bulaklak Sa Tubig: Mga Tula sa Pag-ibig at Himagsik. Flowers in Water: Poems on Love and 
Revolt. Anvil Press: Manila, 2010. 41. 
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pause here to reflect and expand on Barrios’ sense of “this … moment of revolt.”161  

While the corpus of Barrios’ protest literature spans three decades of activism and 

engagement with liberatory social movement and social justice projects from the Kilusang 

Magbubukid to GABRIELA Women’s movement to BAYAN (Bagong Alyansang Makabayan 

or New Patriotic Alliance), among others, as well as a host of attendant demonstrations, actions, 

and political events, there are two liberatory social movements in particular that simultaneously 

encapsulate and polarize the broad tradition of Philippine engagement with anti-state resistance 

at the turn of the 21st century. I have opened with a consideration of the overlapping labor 

struggles at Hacienda Luisita, but, chronologically, that is the second of these two movements. 

Along with the 2004 Hacienda Luisita peasant revolt and massacre at the height of the protracted 

administration of former president Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, the cyclical and episodic 21st 

century political history of the Philippine state turns on the 1986 EDSA (or People Power) 

revolution that effectively ousted Ferdinand Marcos.162 While Barrios’s poem seems to zero in 

on Hacienda Luisita as a pivotal moment of revolt, a tracing of the linkages and resonances 

between both social movements helps to illuminate Hacienda Luisita as not so much its own 

moment or discrete site of social rupture, but rather, as a continuation or logical consequence of 

the earlier revolt at EDSA.163  

Read together, these mobilizations also serve to expose the sense of parity and cyclicality 

                                                             
161 Ibid. emphasis added. 
162 EDSA, is an acronym for Epifanio de los Santos Avenue, a highway that circles through metro Manila serving as 
its central thoroughfare. The term “EDSA” is also commonly used to refer to the February 25, 1986 “People Power” 
revolution, in which Corazon C. Aquino (wife of Marcos’ assassinated rival, Benigno “Ninong” Aquino) led a 
peaceful protest of peasants alongside well-known political and military figures, as well as clergy members and 
religious groups in a march against Marcos. Over two-million protesters strong, the “EDSA revolution” resulted in 
the deposing of Ferdinand Marcos and was hailed as a striking example of non-violent, effective social movement 
protest. 
163 In the November 22, 2004 edition of his widely read weekly column in the Philippine Daily Inquirer, influential 
political commentator Conrado de Quiros went so far as to write, “Hacienda Luisita will always be a festering sore. 
It will always be the symbol of the failure of Edsa to move the country from tyranny to democracy, if by democracy 
is also meant—as Ninoy argued—the pushing back of oligarchic rule.” (De Quiros A14) 
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between the Marcos and Arroyo contexts as symmetrical moments in Philippine history when 

excepted sovereign power was seized and wielded under the aegis and exigencies of the rhetoric 

of national crisis—parity and cyclicality that mark the Philippines as a site of permanent crisis. 

Just months after declaring martial law, Marcos is famously quoted as explaining, “It is easier 

perhaps and more comfortable to look back to the solace of a familiar and mediocre past. But the 

times are too grave and the stakes too high for us to permit the customary concessions to 

traditional democratic processes.”164 These “grave stakes,” were, of course, a reference to the 

exaggerated sense of communist and Muslim insurgency that Marcos harnessed in order to 

justify Proclamation 1080, establishing martial law and excepting Marcos from the two-term 

limit on presidential tenure. For her part, along with taking the January 2011 EDSA II 

mobilization to impeach then presidential incumbent Joseph Estrada as an opportunity to ascend 

to presidency from vice presidency outside of due process of law, Arroyo would also declare a 

state of emergency with her own Proclamation 1017 in 2006, avoiding an ouster spurred by 

allegations of election fraud leveled against her in her second term in office. Indeed, from anti-

Spanish colonial contexts to American and Japanese occupation, to the presidential tenures from 

Marcos to Noynoy Aquino, the Philippines has been governed, in some form or another, under 

the aegis of crisis-driven claims to excepted sovereign power. In my discussion of Barrios’ 

protest literature as historical document in this chapter, I read both EDSA and Hacienda Luisita 

as contexts of failed revolt that, together, come to collectively embody the social, political, and 

affective impulses behind a broad spectrum of social movements and uprisings, from the 

Mendiola Massacre of 1987 (a precursor to Hacienda Luisita), to the EDSA II and EDSA III 

mobilizations of 2001 (two counter-posed mimings, if not effective repetitions, of EDSA 1986).  

In what follows, I position the Hacienda Luisita sugar plantation and its history as a 
                                                             
164 Marcos qtd in Time. “The Philippines: Farewell to Democracy.” Time. Jan. 29, 1973.   
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microcosm for the Philippine story writ large in the wake of an anti-colonial struggle that has 

shifted its energies and exigencies into a struggle to survive neoliberal globalization and trans- or 

post-national restructuring of power. In reading Barrios’ poetry in conversation with Hacienda 

Luisita, I work to trace the dual processes by which protest literature issues forth from the social 

movements that themselves drive and manage crisis in the Philippines at the turn of the century, 

while also functioning to inform, revitalize, and transform these social movements. When the 

overlapping and competing histories of anti-colonial, anti-state, and anti-capitalist social 

movement in the Philippines (and more broadly, the Global South) are read in light of their 

cyclicality and episodic features,165 what becomes interesting are the unexpected and radical 

ways in which protest literature texts and social movements—as texts themselves—interact with 

time, life, and history.  

From many conventional angles, contexts such as EDSA and Hacienda Luisita come to 

represent a sense of failure in terms of liberatory, social-justice informed action. In light of the 

perception that these “failures” are part and parcel of what has broadly been hailed as the 

universal “failure of revolution” in the era of post-Cold War globalization—the question of what 

insights can be gleaned from a reading of the protest literature tied to these foregone moments of 

“failure” becomes both a question of salvaging the dead and actively listening to the castoff 

voices of the past: what “life” can be made of and from death?  

Building from the work of Neferti Tadiar in Things Fall Away: Philippine Historical 

Experience and the Makings of Globalization, Patricio Abinales’s reflections on Philippine 

politics of the last 50 years, and my own arguments regarding temporality as covered in previous 

chapters, I marshal my readings of social movements alongside protest literature in this chapter 

in order to trace a radical engagement with death in Barrios’ work that attends to these questions 
                                                             
165 CF. Rafael, Vicente. White Love and other Events in Philippine History. 
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of salvaging and life-making. Taking Barrios as representative of the broader tradition of post-

Marcos Philippine protest literature, I am most interested in the affective strategies and literary 

processes by which this protest literature transforms literal and social death into new life that 

exceeds the biopolitical constraints of state power.  

 

Hacienda Luisita, and the Philippine (E)state of Crisis 

 

In order to fathom the extent to which Hacienda Luisita comes to stand as a locus of ever-

issuing crisis that has haunted and continues to haunt nationalist projects of reform and purported 

democratization, it becomes necessary to situate the plantation within the broader historical 

context of Philippine struggle—for sovereignty in the Spanish colonial context and for a turn 

from oligarchy and crony capitalism to democracy in the pre- and post-Marcos contexts. Indeed, 

from the onset of the Spanish colonial period through the Martial Law era and on until the 

current presidency of “Noynoy” Aquino (son of “Ninoy” and Corazon Aquino), the sugar 

plantation in northern Luzon has served as a stage on which the collective trials of the nation 

have played and continued to play out. As in the Spanish colonial period, the legacy of land 

ownership and laborers’ rights conflict remains the key to understanding Philippine political 

history writ large as well as the chokehold of neoliberal crony-capitalism that continues to plague 

the nation currently. 

First “founded” under Spanish rule in 1881 when the Compaña General de Tabacos de 

Filipinas (Tabacalera) acquired the land—itself seized from indigenous laborers who had already 

been tilling the land—from the Spanish crown, Hacienda Luisita is a sugar plantation located in 

the landlocked Tarlac province of Luzon, approximately 150 kilometers north of Manila. A 

sprawling locus of Philippine agricultural export economy, the plantation spans 6,435 hectares 
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and is roughly the size of the major metropolitan centers Makati City and Pasig City combined. 

The plantation has remained in (often considerably lucrative) operation through the general 

vicissitudes of three periods of anti-colonial Philippine revolt, continuing production under 

Spanish ownership when the U.S. gained control of the Philippines in 1898 and even throughout 

Japanese occupation when General Douglas Macarthur made it the advance U.S. military 

Philippine headquarters in 1945. In the period after the declaration of Philippine independence 

from the United States in 1946, the Hukbalahap communist insurgency of the 1950s—which 

agitated for, among other things, a return of the land seized by Spain to the indigenous tillers of 

it—and general unrest among the farm laborers incited Tabacalera to finally sell the land to the 

Philippines in 1958. This is when the plantation came under the ownership of the Cojuangco-

Aquino clan—of which purported champions of social justice, Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino, 

Corazon Cojuangco Aquino, and their son, current President Benigno III “Noynoy” Aquino are 

its most salient members.  

As a contested space that has been bound up with laborers’ landowning rights and claims 

to sovereignty since Spanish colonial time, Hacienda Luisita and its workers did enjoy a period 

of socialist-welfare-state organization under the joint leadership of Ninoy Aquino and his father-

in-law, Jose “Pepe” Cojuangco. Cojuangco was able to acquire the funds to purchase the land 

from Tabacalera only through a loan from the Central Bank of the Philippines under the 

condition that he would manage it in keeping with the administration’s “Social Justice Plan,”—a 

national platform which stressed agrarian land reform policy and bore the intended goal of 

gradually ceding the land back to the farmers who tilled it. Under Ninoy and Pepe, farm laborers 

enjoyed free healthcare and education benefits, free meals and lodging, and equitable shares of 

the harvest, among other benefits. When the political rivalry between Marcos and Ninoy Aquino 
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caused Aquino to go into political exile in Boston, however, it was clear that this period of 

reform would not last. In any case, under the conditions of the loan from the Central Bank 

Monetary Board resolution in 1957, the land was to be distributed to small farmers within a 10 

year span. The fact that the Cojuangco-Aquino clan retained full control of it after 1967 came 

and went has haunted both “progressive” Aquino presidencies ever since.166 

In Corazon Aquino’s 1986 campaign speeches, she cited land reform as a key component 

of her platform, and vowed to make good on the shortcomings of her father, late husband, and 

family members. In her January 16 speech, she declared that, “Land-to-the-tiller must become a 

reality, instead of an empty slogan,” and pre-empted further criticism by adding, “You will 

probably ask me: Will I also apply it to my family’s Hacienda Luisita? My answer is yes" (C. 

Aquino qtd. in Dychiuu). Her vows would prove to be empty promises, however, and by January 

15, 1987, less than a year into her presidency, protesting farmers of the Kilusang Magbuukid ng 

Pilipinas were joined by other activist groups, including Kilusang Mayo Uno (May One 

Movement), Bagong Alyansang Makabayan (New Patriotic Alliance), League of Filipino 

Students and Kongreso ng Pagkakaisa ng Maralitang Lungsod (Unity Congress of the Urban 

Poor) in a march of between 10,000 and 15,000 protesters on Malacañang Palace. In a police and 

military intervention that would later come to be known as the 1987 Mendiola Massacre, or 

“Black Thursday,” 13 protesters died under fire from state sanctioned military units, and 39 

others suffered non-fatal gunshot wounds, prefiguring the Hacienda Luisita massacre under the 

Arroyo administration by 17 years.167 

By 2012, during the Presidency of Corazon Aquino’s son, Noynoy, not much had 

changed. In November of 2012, in joint protests in Manila, Tarlac, and Quezon City, members of 

                                                             
166 Putzel, James. A Captive Land: The Politics of Agrarian Reform in the Philippines. London: Catholic Institute for 
International Relations, 1992. 148. 
167 Dychiuu.  
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the Kilusang Mayo Uno group commemorated the eighth anniversary of the Hacienda Luisita 

Massacre, protesting by and large the same issues: landlessness, low wages, and the repression of 

trade unions via abuses of the “Assumption of Jurisdiction” powers of the president and labor 

secretary—crisis marshaled state powers described by protesters as “a license to kill,” or “hands 

of steel being used to prevent workers’ attempts to launch a strike” (Salamat). The Kilusang 

Mayo Uno protest was joined by protests across the globe, as the eighth anniversary of the 

Hacienda Luisita massacre was also incorporated as part of the International Day of Action 

Against Trade Union Repression (Salamat). Beyond isolated moments in history, the Hacienda 

Luisita context speaks to larger trends of militarization of workplaces and communities in the 

Global South as well as a politics of crisis that allows the state to deploy military force in order 

to extract labor from the peasantry under the guise of the management of ever-issuing “crises.” 

In terms of the tropes of haunting, episodic or cyclical time, and temporal troubling that 

have concerned the broader analytical aims of my project, the historical crises tethered to the 

plantation provide a concrete site for observing the ways in which these tropes bear on lived 

reality in the contemporary Philippine context. While discussion of the International Subic 

Freeport Zone and Scarborough Shoal controversy provided me with a vehicle in which to 

present the need for a trans- or post-national approach to postcolonial thinking about ongoing 

relations between the U.S. and the Philippines in my second chapter, Hacienda Luisita is 

testament to the ways in which internalized, holdover logics from colonial time hamper not only 

decolonizing efforts, but processes of national development in the current Philippine context. I 

am referring here specifically to the logics of neoliberal crony-capitalism and crisis-based states 

of exception that characterize Hacienda Luisita conflicts. These conflicts situate the sugar 

plantation nexus within the broader context of economic and political crises that have defined the 
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Philippine state and context, from Spanish colonialism to the Marcos regime to the afterlives of 

Marcos's legacies that obtained renewed form and currency in the Arroyo administration.  

Like the Spanish colonial milk dispensary turned nationalist history museum and hub of 

sexual tourism of Linmark’s Leche, Hacienda Luisita comes to stand for the sense of haunted and 

cyclical (or what Vicente Rafael terms “episodic”) anti-colonial time and continuity that 

characterize the Philippine context. In both settings, the lived realities of anti-colonial crisis and 

conflict from the Spanish period bleed into the living realities of anti-crony-capitalist as well as 

anti-globalization crises during and after Marcos such that “crisis” and “state of emergency” are 

permanent features of the national character. In my reading of Barrios’ protest literature in the 

proceeding sections, I work to also frame the ways in which this body of work interacts with 

these cyclical (and always already present) contexts of crisis. As crisis-based logics of political 

and economical repression survive in the constant reproduction of imperial history and neoliberal 

orientation, so too do the forms of subaltern life and life-making that struggle to derail and reject 

these logics. Situating Barrios’s work alongside the context of Hacienda Luisita, I attend now to 

the ways in which this and like Philippine contexts and attendant social movements generate 

powerful examples of radical affective technologies of survival and transformative agency 

among peasants, agricultural laborers, and leftist insurgents. 

 

Love Among the Ruins: Pag-ibig in Himagsik  

 

From the spring of 2008 to the summer of 2010, I worked with Joi Barrios as the 

translator for her 2010 collection of poetry, Bulaklak sa Tubig: Mga Tula ng Pag-ibig at 

Himagsik, or Flowers in Water: Poems on Love and Revolt. A collection of her work spanning 

from the earliest selected 1988 poem, “Ang Pagiging Babae ay Pagmumuhay sa Panahon ng 
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Digma” (“To Be a Woman is to Live in a Time of War”) from which this chapter takes its name, 

to her 2009 “Babang-luksa” (“To Shed the Black Cloth”), the 65-poem volume documents over 

30 years of civil and national unrest (himagsik or revolt, struggle) in the Philippine and 

Philippine American contexts and is testament to a life’s devotion to the overlapping and 

interlocking social justice projects that have mobilized farm workers, overseas domestic care 

workers, students, educators, and feminist activists in the Philippines and abroad. As a poet, 

playwright, performer, and University of the Philippines, Diliman student activist come of age 

during the height of the Marcos era of Martial Law, Barrios’ literary career has been informed by 

and informs her social justice activist work in a wide array of organizations and movements. 

Along with her work with and for the Hacienda Luisita labor and trade unions around which 

several of her plays, street performances, and poems are organized, Barrios has been an 

outspoken and unswerving voice in leftist Philippine, Philippine American, and U.S.-based 

mobilizations, including but not limited to: Kilusang Mayo Uno (general May 1st workers’ rights 

center), Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (peasants’ movement), ACT (Alliance of Concerned 

Teachers), GABRIELA (womens’ movement), Karapatan (social justice and human rights 

group), BAYAN (New Patriotic Alliance), and even the student and faculty movement for 

protesting the 2009 budget cuts and austerity measures at the University of California, Berkeley 

campus, where she holds a post as lecturer in the Asian and Asian American Diaspora Studies 

program in the Department of Ethnic Studies. 

Loosely organized into four bahagi, or sections, named for flowers and floral 

iconography—Water Lilies (life in muck and mire), Cherry Blossoms (feminine performance 

and youth), Roses (age and filial bond), and Sampaguitas (sacrifice, exile, and martyrdom)—

Bulaklak sa Tubig, is also thematically bifurcated by the two poles of pag-ibig (love) and 
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himagsik (revolt) named in the volume’s title. Half of the collection is dedicated to selections of 

Barrios’ more explicitly political protest poetry, organized for the most part around social 

mobilizations during (and contra) the Arroyo administration. Informed by Barrios’ formative 

years as an anti-Marcos agitator, Barrios’ poetry in this volume figures the Arroyo administration 

as an uncanny re-embodiment of the Marcos regime in contexts such as Hacienda Luisita, 

Arroyo’s 2003 agreement to join former President Bush in the International War on Terror, and 

Arroyo’s own Oplan Bantay Laya (Operation Freedom Watch), a Philippine policy of 

surveillance and counter-insurgency analogous to the Homeland Security surveillance and 

policing initiatives in the U.S.  

The other half of Barrios’ collection turns on the notion of love: as affective labor, as 

interpersonal and community bond, as filial piety, and as surplus bloom or unseemly, non-

teleological expression of survival and life in times and spaces of crisis and devastation. In the 

introduction to the 2010 collection, she writes, “I wanted to look at flowers in different ways: 

flowers in embroidery that speak of a feminist’s inner contradictions, magnolias that signal the 

greening of leaves as metaphors for migrant woman, the water lily as a symbol of forbidden love 

amidst a war.”168 Read together, Barrios’ love poetry alternately grows from, builds upon, 

challenges, and transforms the narrative and affective thrust of her protest poetry. In Barrios’ 

“Flores del Agua,” from which the volume of poetry, in part, takes its name, the speaker 

declares: “Lover, I will never / be yours alone. / As you will not / be mine. / But to love is not / 

to own. / The lily blooms full / in muck and mire / that we might know beauty / beyond our 

grasping palms. // We risk everything to love this way. / We hazard all to know this bloom.”169 

As the opening poem to the entire volume, “Flores del Agua,” resonates in several registers. 

                                                             
168 Barrios 17. 
169 Ibid. 29. 
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Barrios’s own explication of the waterlily as “a symbol of forbidden love amidst a war,” speaks 

to the potential to read the poem as a celebration of tenacity, survival, and the unseemly value of 

affective bonds even, and especially in times of civil unrest. In the sense of risking “everything” 

and “hazarding all, to know this bloom,” the poem functions as a meditation on the pursuit of 

affective connection (even in the sense of ephemeral affinities that often characterize 

camaraderie or intimacy in war-time, and the making of lives in the face of crisis). When read in 

relation to the poem entitled “Litany of the Seeker” which I turn to later in this chapter—a lyrical 

meditation on the preponderance of desaparecidos, or insurgents and activists kidnapped, 

tortured, or “neutralized” by state-deployed military campaigns of anti-insurgency—that follows 

it, the figure of the singular lover grows to encapsulate a nationalist state in its grasping hands 

that clutch as to own, direct, and manage under the aegis of an impulse to “know.” The “blooms” 

themselves come to stand in for life, or more specifically, the lives of the peasant Filipinos who 

continue to flower “in muck and mire” in spite of all.  

Speaking on her decision to organize this collection around seemingly divergent poles, 

Barrios continues, “And so it is in this book. After all, we do not compartmentalize our lives: as 

we fight for human rights, women’s rights, and labor rights, we love. As we navigate through 

complex relationships, we find time to speak up against injustice, oppression, corruption, 

imperialism.”170 In what follows, I outline the processes by which the notion of love, radical in its 

propensity to exceed the situations, contexts, and affective labors that generate it is deployed in 

order to mobilize, revitalize, and transform social movements, even and especially in relation to 

death. Moreover, I work to flesh out the sense of love in Bulaklak sa Tubig that Barrios describes 

as, “the purest love of all … that which one offers for the ‘bayan’ (the country, the people).”171 In 
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reading Barrios’s work within the broader context of Philippine social movements in the 21st 

century, the workings and deployments of “love” and affective bond are tied to and indeed 

generative of the potential for protest literature to transform social movements. In Barrios’s 

marshaling of love poetry alongside protest poetry, affective bond and affective work link the 

socially constructed force of love to revolution and revolutionary movement. From Barrios’ 

framing of filial love that exceeds the limits of death in her poems that deal with the victims of 

state-sanctioned repression and violence to her calls for justice and the repayment of debts of life 

and honor in her protest poetry to her confessional pieces on romance and affinity in moments of 

struggle, anguished laments and protests are linked to songs of love and solidarity, kinship, 

shared struggle and tenacious strategies of survival and life-making. That is to say, Bulaklak sa 

Tubig functions as what Neferti Tadiar describes as “a chronicle of the life force of sentiment 

that is the hidden and yet indispensable force of political commitment and community.”172 It is 

this “life force of sentiment,” or affective economy, that I work to unpack in this chapter as a 

way of situating Barrios’s work within the broader re-thinking of the binary of postcolonial 

resistance vs. postnational assimilation or accommodation that I attend to in my earlier 

considerations of Hagedorn and Linmark respectively.   

An examination of the Hacienda Luisita mobilization, and like peasant and labor union 

struggles in which Barrios has played a longstanding role, sheds light not only on the “past” 

history of resistance movements in the Philippines but also on the “here and now” of crisis 

management in the Global South more broadly conceived. Written at the intersection of 

bereavement and leftist militancy, Barrios’s protest literature encapsulates the broader affective, 

social, and spiritual processes by which the subaltern live and "make life," in the Philippines 

through radical engagement with death. That is to say, to read and work through the history and 
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protest literature of the peasant and laborer movements in the Philippines—demographics that 

Tadiar has aptly theorized as “surplus,” or “waste” populations that exist as the logical 

consequence of capitalist neoliberal and globalist restructuring of power173—is to bear witness to 

the radical poetics and politics that have enabled this wasteland, cast-off population to navigate 

the vicissitudes of bio-and-necropolitical power structures of both the past and present. 

Inaugurated by crisis, born (and reborn) in death, and transformed from the last bastion of an 

organized and militant Leftist insurgency (by way of the Communist Party of the Philippines) to 

a locus of capitalist socioeconomic modes accelerated to their logical outcomes, the Philippine 

nation state stands as a prescient figure that anticipates the grand-scale devaluation and 

commodification of life in the wake of the crisis of an unsustainable, developmentally crippling, 

and neoliberally oriented crony-capitalism in the Global South broadly conceived.174 

Building upon the engagements with Walter Benjamin’s conceptions of “Messianic 

Time,” and “Divine Violence,” and Achilles Mbembe’s notion of “necropolitics,” that Tadiar 

marshals, I outline the dynamic and varied strategies of post-colonial and post-globalization 

survival and life-making at work in the Philippine context. Presenting insurgent, politicizing 

declarations and calls to arms alongside poems ostensibly concerned with quotidian “love” (in 

the registers of romance, filial bond, and leftist nationalist love of “bayan”) Barrios’s protest 

poetry bridges these seemingly discrete poles via engagement with grief. In Barrios’s poetry, the 

death of a comrade initiates a variety of transformative processes: grief saturates the instance of 

unlikely romantic love between survivors with the urgency of “war time” or “crisis time,” 
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turning shared loss into ardor and making fragmentary moments “count;” the loss of kin 

instantiates new kinship bonds among networks of grief management and shared struggle; and 

finally, bereavement is reincarnated in the expanded life of social movement and continued 

insurgent action. In effect, Barrios’s poetry encapsulates insurgent strategies and technologies of 

interacting with time, life, and death that occasion a radical re-thinking of resistance and social 

justice movements traditionally conceived, even, and especially now, in what historical scholars 

and analysts such as Aijaz Ahmad, Michael Denning, and others have identified as the post-Cold 

War, “End-of-History” era of globalization, wherein liberation movements and politics are all-

but-dead or doomed-to-collapse under the totalizing and liquidating force of capital.  

Situating the Philippines within the larger scope of colonial history, Tadiar invokes the 

work of Michel Foucault and Achille Mbembe in order to describe the coupled biopolitical and 

necropolitical economies of governance and resistance that obtain in the Philippine context. 

Beginning with Foucault’s notion of the transformation of death, Tadiar writes:  

For Foucault … until the end of the eighteenth century in Europe, death was a 

spectacular, ritualized event, marking a moment of transition from earthly sovereign 

power to eternal divine sovereign power as well as a moment of transmission of the 

power of the dying to the living. Under the regime of biopolitics, in which power 

increasingly takes the form of “the right to make live and let die,” death is transformed 

into a private, negligible event marking the very limit to biopower: “Death becomes, 

insofar as it is the end of life, the limit, or end of power too.”177  

After the eighteenth century, and especially in context with peoples and contexts outside of 

evolving (and revolving) conceptions of whiteness, however, this divide between life and death 

is troubled in the maintenance of sovereignty over subjugated populations. Siting the deployment 
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of sovereign power “in third world contexts, which since colonial times have served as 

laboratories for the development and exercise of the sovereign power of imperial will” through 

“practices of torture” that keep the “prisoner alive but always at the edge of death,” Tadiar builds 

off the work of Mbembe in order to outline the processes by which slaves and colonized peoples, 

and Filipinos, as “colonized savages” are divested of their status as properly “living” humans: 

Achille Mbembe argues that the plantation and the colony were the original sites where 

sovereignty consisted of the exercise of power and a right to kill that obtained outside the 

rule of law. Predicated on the conception of slaves and colonized savages as living 

beyond the pale of humanity, this permanent state of exception … comes to shape 

contemporary forms of colonial sovereignty and warfare. Mbembe notes, for example, 

the way slaves were kept in a state of injury, a form of death-in-life that can be said to 

characterize contemporary forms of subjugation of life to the power of death … 

[conferring] on entire populations the status of the living dead.178 

In either economy of control, death stands as the ultimate check on life, and as such, as an 

instrument for control and the sovereign wielding of power. In essence, both economies of 

control function by way of an effective harnessing of the power to kill. In her own extension of 

Foucault and Mbembe’s respective works, Tadiar traces not only the varied effects of this power 

to kill, however, but also works to theorize the various consequences that obtain in radical 

harnessing of the power to die, or what she describes as “contrary inhabitations and deployments 

of death.”179  

In my previous reading of Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle—where I take up the work of Allan 

Punzalan Isaac, Vicente Rafael, Oscar Campomanes, and Aijaz Ahmad in order to theorize the 
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exile as a radical figure that vexes both traditional anti-colonialist and assimilationist logics—

and in my reading of Linmark’s Leche—where I build from the work of Sarita See, Joseph 

Ponce, and Reynaldo Ileto to highlight the potential for contemporary Filipino American cultural 

objects to occasion a re-thinking of temporality and US empire in the wake of transnational 

global restructuring—I have been working through Filipino American literary fiction as a means 

of interrogating state-sanctioned history while making sense of and from competing and 

palimpsestic accounts of the past. In reading Barrios now, I am interested in the ways in which 

her work (along with the broader context of resistance movement literature in the Philippine 

context) occasions a rethinking of living and labor, capital and life-time, as well as subaltern 

resistance and social justice in light of the trajectories crisis-based governance and neoliberal 

economic orientation today. 

Whereas in the preceding chapters of my project, I marshaled complementary readings 

organized around the trope of haunting—via engagement with literary representations of dreams 

and cinema—in the service of outlining the post-national and temporal challenges that the 

Philippine context issues for both the contours and character of the US nation state narrowly, and 

traditional logics of nationalist impulse more broadly, in my reading of Barrios’ protest poetry, I 

take up Neferti Tadiar’s theorization of “divine sorrow” (as, among other things, “sentient 

communion with the dead,”) to identify in the Philippine context the trajectory of logical (and 

tragic) consequence of neoliberal capital and globalism that the “one world” of globalization 

seems to be collectively hurtling toward, as well as to highlight the affective strategies and 

radical deployment of grief (tied up with revolutionary love) that Barrios’ poetry offers us in the 

current era, where crisis is the constant and increasingly universalized condition of life. If the 

trope of haunting is a way for Filipino and Filipino American literary objects to unsettle 
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monolithic or teleological conceptions of time—or the notion of progress from colonial pasts to 

postcolonial presents—divine sorrow offers a way of recuperating haunted pasts in anticipation 

of “forms of political agency and notions of community beyond what our prevailing notions of 

politics, including the dominant politics of revolution, might allow us to recognize.”180 

 

Life from Death: The Poetics of Grief, Love, and Justice 

 

I want to return now to Barrios’ framing of her love poetry in terms of its affective 

continuity with the impulses and exigencies of the more explicitly political protest pieces that 

make up little over half of the 2010 collection. Aligning herself with “the nationalist poets [that 

came] before [her]” in the assertion that “the purest love of all is that which one offers for the 

‘bayan,’” Barrios casts the poems in her collection—on either side of the pag-ibig / himagsik 

dyad—as texts that speak on and to a project of nationalist love181. And yet, it seems productive 

here to pause on what the notion of “nationalist love,” comes to mean within the various foci of 

her text—to attend to the features of this “love” tied to nation.  

In her 1997 poem, “Every Lover a Poet,” Barrios draws the love poet and the leftist 

nationalist together in the same breath: 

Every lover is a poet bearing aphorisms,  
Trying to wring halos from half a moon, 
Blown over by the fragrance of shy sampaguita.  
Between the pages the poet hides   
A love kept dumb grows only stronger.182  

In the labor of assembling coded or condensed (and thus easily transmissible) truths 
                                                             
180 Tadiar. 378. Tadiar continues: “Perceiving divine sorrow as the constituting potentiality of freedom of the living 
labor of sorrows of people, we are able to consider the possibility that the era of revolutionary movements has not 
fully passed and that we are living with the inventions of this time, undercurrents of social experience and feeling 
that have continued to move beyond the dates of a widely assumed historical closure.”  
181 Barrios 20. 
182 Barrios 113.  
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(“aphorisms183”) from the surplus or refuse of daily life (valorized truths wrung “from half a 

moon”), all the while staggered in the presence of the national flower (“sampaguita”), the poet of 

romance and the nationalist activist coalesce and crystallize in the service of a “love” that grows 

(not only) in spite (but also as a consequence) of repression. The second stanza continues: 

The poet waits, 
Arranging in mind the shapes and utterances, 
Coloring particles. 
Tosses them into the wind and racks them again, 
Until at the very last the verses come 
For the end and beginning of every chapter. 
When devotion is met with devotion, 
A fantastic offering lays bare, 
And every poem, a declaration. 

The lover-activist curates her utterances for the benefit of poetry—verses of devotion that beget 

and are begotten by like devotion, and declaration functions as the mode of address in both the 

register of pag-ibig and himagsik. In the act of speaking, the lover-activist declares her devotion 

while bidding reciprocation from the object of address, and the completed circuit of communion 

is itself the poem’s offering. In romance (and other social sites where “love” speaks communion 

or kinship) and in protest then, the verse of love or devotion engenders community as well as the 

affective bonds that hold community together. But, moving forward with this tethering of love to 

revolt, what is the force of poetry “on love and revolt” when the loved object in the poem is 

among the dead? What community can love poetry call into being when declarative love takes 

the form of public performances of grief? 

 In fact, as a nationalist project of “pag-ibig sa bayan” the vast majority of the poems in 

Bulaklak sa Tubig, whether narratologically oriented toward pag-ibig or himagsik, are elegiac 
                                                             
183 In the original line, “Bawat mangingibig ay makatang nanalinhaga,” the phrase “nanalinghaga,” comes from the 
noun talinghaga, which roughly translates in the literal to “parable,” or “allegory,” and less commonly, as 
“metaphor.” In my translation, I chose to use the term “aphorism,” to preserve the sense of of deft craftsmanship 
implied by the phrase “nanalinghaga” while attempting to remain consistent whenever possible with the word count 
and rhythm of the original: “Bawat mangingibig ay makatang nanalinhaga” would transliterate to “Each courting 
lover is a poet who fashions parables.”  
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meditations on death, and the propensity of the dead to look to the living for the settlement of life 

debts.184 Though informed by the legacy of social movement and protest during the Marcos 

regime, the majority of the selections in the volume were written during and marshaled in protest 

against the workings of heightened state violence and anti-insurgent repression during the 

Arroyo administration (2001-2010)—itself a decade-long regime that, by several accounts, 

seemed an uncanny reincarnation of the crony capitalism, oligarchy, violent repression, and state 

reliance on semi-feudal warlords and military terror characteristic of Martial Law. Specifically, 

many of the works in this volume serve to skewer former president Arroyo and protest against 

her “Oplan: Bantay Laya” (Operation: Freedom Watch) national security, counter-insurgency, 

and crisis management program. In an essay reflecting on her work with various activist and 

street theater protest groups during the Marcos and then Arroyo years entitled, “Re-defining 

Theater Spaces: Notes on Street Theater 2000-2010,” Barrios cites the legacy of excepted state 

violence that obtained under the aegis of Oplan: Bantay Laya: “As documented by Karapatan 

[Alliance for the Advancement of People’s Rights, a Philippine human rights watchdog 

organization], there have been 1,206 extrajudicial killings, 206 forced disappearances, 2,059 

illegal arrests, 1,099 victims of torture, and 873,787 victims of forcible evacuation and 

displacement from 2001 to 2010.”185 Indeed, nearly half of the poems in Bulaklak sa Tubig bear 

witness to the broken lives of the victims of violent state repression—gendered victims of rape 

and torture, desaparecidos yet unrecovered, agricultural laborers killed in the lines of work or 

protest, summarily executed activists and community leaders, and overseas foreign workers and 

prostitutes who share similar fates and struggles. In the face of the sheer pervasiveness of this 

violence and repression—which is to say in the face of social movements such as Hacienda 

                                                             
184 Barrios 16. 
185 Barrios. “Street Theater,” 3.  
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Luisita and EDSA that fail to “complete” the liberatory national project or stay the hand of 

repressive state power—what is the function of nationalist love or protest literature? In a word, 

what good is love in failed revolution or grief to the pursuit of justice? What good is love in 

death?  

 In the 1988 poem, “To Be a Woman is To Live in a Time of War,” from which this 

chapter takes its name, Barrios writes on grief, justice, and resistance in a moment characterized 

by limitless, unending war. Written just two years after the EDSA revolution and the ouster of 

Marcos, the poem, titled in the original Filipino, “Ang Pagiging Babae ay Pamumuhay sa 

Panahon ng Digma,” figures the struggle for justice amidst grief and trauma as a set of life 

practices inextricably bound up with gendered acts of mothering, caregiving, and love both filial 

and nationalistic—a figuring that would come to characterize much of Barrios’ work written 

from the post Marcos years though the Arroyo administration. The beginning stanzas open onto a 

gendered speaker at once characterized by fear and also defined by war: 

To be a woman  
is to live  
in a time of war. 
 
I grew up beside doubt 
hazy futures tethered  
to the men of my life: 
 
father 
brother 
husband 
son. 
 
I was afraid to be alone.186  

For the speaker of the poem, gender is itself a site of war and struggle. But in as much as gender 

is a source of anxiety and danger, the speaker’s survival in and through war is already an act of 

                                                             
186 Barrios 127. 
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radical tenacity. In the remainder of the poem, filial love and caregiving becomes synonymous 

with resistance and struggle: 

To be a mother  
is to look full hunger in the face. 
The brutality of war 
is borne not on rolling heads 
freed from bodies by the saber, 
but in the steady growing scarcity 
of rice and water on your table. 
How, while nursing newborn at your breast 
will you muster food for  
your firstborn? 
 
No moment without danger 
even here in your own home 
to speak out or defy 
is to challenge violence itself. 
To walk the streets  
at night 
is to beckon to dark trouble.187 
 

For the speaker, life is one in which the violence of war has seeped into the fabric of everyday 

life, from the vicissitudes of caregiving to gendered violence against women that seems to 

threaten unceasingly. Death is, of course, present in the poem, but it is overshadowed by the 

work of survival and caretaking marshaled by love. As a gendered metaphor for the state as 

much as a visceral figuring of the resistant nationalist figure as, quite literally, a mother beset, 

Barrios’s poem gives account of the affective processes by which the insurgent Filipina manages 

national crisis. By the conclusion of the poem, this management of crisis in the face of death and 

violence is figured as a process concerned as much with love and survival as with the pursuit of 

truth and justice: 

In my country, 
to fight against oppression 
is to lay down with the struggle. 
 

                                                             
187 Ibid. 
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How I have sought to learn 
each edge and corner of this war. 
Now at end, I come to know 
To be a woman is to live the struggle 
to hold life and sustain it 
to find freedom and defend it.188 

In Barrios’s poem, resistance finds shape not only in militant mobilization and activism, but also 

in the form of “laying down with the struggle,” of living with and through the violence, while 

also pursuing the knowledge hidden in “each edge and corner of this war.”  

 Resonant with this poem and testament to the cyclical quality of time and life in the 

Philippine context, Barrios’s 2007 poem, “Ampalaya: A Letter to My Filipino Language Class 

Students at Anne Arbor,” responds to many of the same concerns and others—violence against 

women, extra-juridical killings, and abject poverty juxtaposed against relative comfort—but 

from a transnational perspective in the midst of the Arroyo administration. Writing to her 

American and Filipino American students at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor campus, 

Barrios begins “Ampalaya” with a likening of the reality of violence and crisis in the Philippines 

to so much unpalatable fruit: 

Ampalaya. 
The bitter melon 
is true to its name. 
Bitter as the stories 
of the land it ripens on: 
Twelve-year old girl 
Hangs herself to beat hunger. 
Two student activists 
Raped and tortured by the military. 
Seven peasant workers 
Gunned down at the Hacienda picket line.189  

                                                             
188 Ibid. 
189 Ibid. 201. 
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As in her 1988 poem, “Ampalaya” opens onto images of state violence and gendered terror, 

before turning into a reflection on bitter knowledge and caregiving. Crafting her teaching ethos 

as one almost filial in its solicitous regret and “tough love,” quality, the speaker continues:  

I wish the stories  
were not this bitter. 
That I could rub them 
with salt 
Rinse them with water 
Press and wring the bitterness out 
the way many kababayans think forgetting  
is as easy as taking the bitterness  
out of ampalaya. 
 
Perhaps I could tell you stories 
rich and sweet as leche flan 
crisp and succulent as  
lechon skin. 
But sweet-succulent-crispy 
is not on the menu 
in these times of danger and doublespeak 
in our country.190 

If the 1988 speaker-mother was concerned with learning “every edge and corner of this war,” as 

itself a means to survive and manage crisis, the 2007 parent-educator is as concerned with 

preserving and even disseminating that knowledge in the transnational and diasporic context of 

the language learning classroom tasked with teaching “culture” as much as language. The poem 

concludes: 

And still, if you would listen, 
my darling students, 
to these ampalaya stories of the homeland, 
You may yet learn that 
Being a Filipino 
is not about having the taste 
or the stomach to eat 
the bitter melon. 
Ampalaya.191 

                                                             
190 Ibid. 
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Thus, in “Ampalaya,” love in death amounts not only with bereavement and memory, but a kind 

of “cruel love” that shares and imparts trauma, transnationally and transgenerationally, for the 

sake of honoring the memory of that trauma as much as politicizing and connecting the youth of 

the metropole to the always-already tethered context of the colony.  

In a way, this sense of tethering and transnational politicizing is different from the 

transnational feeling of confronting life “beyond the nation” that I have explored in previous 

chapters. In contrast to the values, functions, stakes, and potentialities attendant to the rejection 

of a narrowly conceived and unilateral nationalism presented in the works of Hagedorn and 

Linmark, what values, functions, stakes, and potentialities—what insights on social justice or 

technologies of radical subject formation—can we glean from Barrios’ text as “the other side” of 

the nationalist divide? In his 2010 dissertation, The Insolence of the Filipinas: Mothering 

Nationalism, Globalization, and Literature, Harrod J. Suarez reads the Filipina overseas 

domestic worker, and by extension, the Filipina body and gendered Philippine nation state writ 

large, as a body or series of bodies that is, on the one hand, mobilized in the alternating service 

of neoliberal globalization and nationalist resistance and, on the other, unable to be fully 

accounted for by the globalization-resistance dichotomy. In building from the work of Neferti 

Tadiar and Caroline Hau, Harrod writes:     

The energy and spirit of resistance taking place in the streets against various authorities 

may indeed deserve a better terminology than either nationalism or revolution … Neferti 

Tadiar has analyzed the gendered levels of Philippine revolutionary nationalism and 

conceptualizes a Benjaminian “divine sorrow” that “opens up an emergent political 

ontology and economy of human life and death and of nature that departs from the 

ontological foundations of the hegemonic cultural-political logics of both state power and 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
191 Ibid. 
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revolution.192 (Suarez 38) 

In outlining the problematics of Philippine nationalism in my previous chapters, I have framed 

the figure of the exile in Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle as an alternative orientation towards lived 

national crisis that defies facile categorization along traditional axes of resistance and 

assimilation, thereby serving to complicate the stakes and ground of the Ahmad-Jameson debate 

regarding the role of allegory and art in the service of decolonizing nationalist practice. From 

there, taking cues from Martin Jose Ponce, I have interrogated the (Philippine and American) 

nationalist impulse writ large in a consideration of diasporic Filipino American orientation and 

the figure of the balikbayan in Linmark’s Leche. In either case, I have read the Filipino 

American novel as a category of critique that wears away at the logics and borders of nation 

while evading the sense of loss and finality / fatality associated with deracinated notions of the 

homogeneous postnational subject.  

Read in relation to these authors, Barrios’s self-designated nationalist project here would 

certainly seem (and does) offer something of a third response with its own set of questions and 

problematics.What force or impulse can and should be salvaged from Left nationalist projects, 

even and especially when leftist nationalisms seem to fail (though never die)? In his call for a 

reconceptualization of revolutionary resistance, Juarez continues: 

Philippine nationalism remains a problematic within contemporary critiques, as 

intellectuals seek to redeem a different kind of nationalism—one that cannot be reduced 

to the western bourgeois standard, one which remains a vital resource in the fight against 

neoliberalism. Caroline Hau, for instance, argues that the unfinished aspect is an effect of 

the literariness of revolution: “The nationalist project is always unfinished because 

                                                             
192 Suarez, Harrod J. The Insolence of the Filipinas: Mothering Nationalism, Globalization, and Literature. 
Dissertation. University of Minnesota. Dec. 2010. 38 
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literature and politics can only generate more writing and action” … While it is certainly 

true that nationalism, as an imagined constituency, can be re-imagined, apologists need to 

better explain why they imagine it to be the only “possibility,” why a “sense of 

becoming” cannot take place at any other level than the national, especially in the face of 

so many moments, conceptual and empirical, of the violence of nationalism.193  

In the service of tracing that which survives failing or persists beyond death in liberatory 

movement or Left nationalist impulse, I turn now to this notion of “divine sorrow,” as a means to 

highlight the affective work of revolution carried out in Barrios’s protest literature. 

 

Babang-luksa and Transformative Grief in the Affective Labor of Revolt and Survival 

 

In the Christianized and Tagalog or Filipino speaking (Luzon-based) regions of the 

Philippines, the traditional practices of observing the death of a loved one by way of public 

performances of bereavement are marked by luksa, or the black cloth worn by mourners. In the 

early stages of grief, as in many Christian or westernized contexts, the aggrieved don black 

clothing as an external signifier of mourning, or as a show of community or solidarity with 

mourning friends or family. It is not uncommon in these traditions and contexts, for the 

aggrieved to display small, flat, circular or square-shaped pins or brooches of solid black for 

several months or even years after the death of a loved one. Traditionally, however, the public 

grieving period of luksa or black cloth is ended after a year,194 in a commemoration ceremony, 

Christian mass, or social gathering, any or all of which are referred to as babang-luksa, which 

transliterates to “to put down the cloth,” or “to quit the veil.” Babang-luksa is, in a word, the end 
                                                             
193 Ibid. 
194 It is also not uncommon in Filipino Catholic contexts to observe a mass for “Babang-luksa” after 40 days, to 
symbolize the resurrection of Christ after the 40 days of the Lenten season, though typically mourning and the 
display of luksa continues after this mass until a full year has passed from the date of death.  
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of grief, or the freedom to live fully again in the knowledge that the dead have been honored. In 

Barrios’ 2009 poem, “Babang-luksa,” which I read below, however, babang-luksa on collective 

or national terms is an act deferred indefinitely; in effect, babang-luksa becomes deferred in the 

Derridean sense of anticipation of a justice to come.   

 In terms of outlining the social and affective processes by which grief and sorrow are 

yoked to revolution in the service of social justice projects in Philippine protest tradition, 

Tadiar’s work on affect and revolution, specifically in terms of her theorizing of “divine sorrow,” 

as an annotation of Benjamin’s notion of “divine violence”—a passionate, unpremeditated act of 

radical violence from below that enacts justice and vengeance simultaneously—is particularly 

generative. In privileging an analysis of affect in her reading of Philippine revolutionary 

mobilization and protest literature in Things Fall Away, Tadiar writes, “By looking at the role of 

affect in the making of the social world and social body of those engaged in the people’s war, we 

might also glean its role in people’s negotiation with questions of difference, of nationalism or 

the limits and potentials of the people, of life and sovereignty, and of the quest for freedom.”195   

Specifically, in terms of grief and revolt, Tadiar observes that the affective impulses and labors 

as well as organized social practices that function to drive revolution—community formation and 

fellowship, ritualized social practices, protests and revolts, aesthetic expression in the modes of 

protest literature or performance—also yield “surplus cultural resources,” that exceed their 

function and “life” in the discrete contexts or moments of revolt or mobilization from which they 

first issue.196 Of these cultural resources that would otherwise be cast-off and forgotten after their 

respective revolutionary moments pass, effectively relegated to a history that would seem to be 

discrete from and closed off from the present, Tadiar writes, “in the revolutionary movement …  

                                                             
195 Tadiar 338. 
196 Ibid 15. 
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surplus can be found in the form of surplus life that is produced through rituals of radicalized 

grief and the invocation of what I call divine sorrow, serving as the very means of continuing 

struggle in the face of fatal losses incurred in war.197  

 Resonant with this theorizing of the transformative properties and potentials of 

radicalized grief, in Barrios’ own reflection on the effects of the kinds of tragedy that Tadiar 

refers to as “fatal losses incurred in war,” Barrios credits death as the catalyst or wellspring for 

new art during the Arroyo administration, recalling that, “Ironically, death became the muse of 

artists and writers during the period of unprecedented state terrorism under Arroyo.”198 Indeed, 

by the end of Arroyo’s decade-long tenure as president, Patricio Abinales is also able to credit 

death as the deciding element or force that ended what—quite easily, as we have seen in the 

recurring deployment of martial law logics for hoarding and maintaining absolute and excepted 

state power under the guise of managing (state-manufactured) crisis—could have been an 

extended era of martial law under Arroyo: "The universal sorrow expressed over Aquino's 

passing ended whatever plan Arroyo and her allies may have had to tamper with the Constitution 

and extend her term. The death of "Tita (Auntie) Cory" also built widespread support for the 

presidential candidacy of her son, Senator Benigno "Noynoy" Aquino III, who filed his 

candidacy on September 9, 2009."199 For both Barrios and Abinales, death and grief are 

inextricably linked to life and power.  

 In fact, while describing the kinds of revolutionary art and performance that were 

produced via meditation on engagement with death during the Arroyo era, Barrios goes so far as 

to explain, “So how did we use street theater as a weapon of protest? Influenced by Bertolt 

                                                             
197 Ibid. 
198 Barrios, “Street Theater,” 6. 
199 Abinales, Patricio N. "The Philippines in 2010: Blood, Ballots, and Beyond." Asian Survey 51.1 (2011): 163-72. 
163. 
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Brecht and Augusto Boal, street acts and plays informed and educated about state violence and 

other issues, agitated the people into action, and brought laughter in the dark days of our 

struggle.200 More than a means of coping with loss or struggling to survive, in Barrios’ own 

reflections, the affective labor of grief and mourning comes to transform tragedy into weaponry, 

deployed against the very state that engendered the tragedy. In essence, Barrios is describing the 

processes by which the repressive violence enacted by the state is transformed by radical grief in 

the service of turning a different kind of violence back onto the state.   

 Attending to the interlocking technologies and processes by which protest literature and 

the insurgent constituencies that produce and consume these texts labor to transform grief into 

power, Tadiar divides her discussion of mourning into two overlapping yet functionally discrete 

categories. In each moment of death or victimhood resulting from egregious acts of repressive 

state violence and then harnessed by insurgent communities in the process of casting the fallen as 

catalyzing martyrs, Tadiar distinguishes between “mythical sorrow,” which serves the cause of 

revolution “experienced in behalf” of the dead, and “divine sorrow,” as its own form of “radical 

undoing,” that, like “mythical sorrow,” serves the cause of revolution, but simultaneously 

exceeds the logics of both revolutionary cause and the bio and necropolitical workings of the 

state. In her own words, “like the violence it is often used to support, mythical sorrow is a means 

of making glorious (even if insurgent) power out of suffering … placed in service of an existing 

rule of law and of the given, unyielding political institutions and scientific truth of a teleological 

revolutionary struggle.”201 In essence, mythical sorrow is the process by which the dead remain 

sources of life and power for the living, within the logics and in the service of revolution. That is, 

mythical sorrow functions as a means for the living to seize and affirm sovereign power from the 

                                                             
200 Barrios, “Street Theater,” 6. emphasis added.  
201 Tadiar 361. 
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state, not unlike the processes by which the state marshals “crisis” as a means for claiming 

legitimacy.  Meanwhile “divine sorrow, on the other hand,” tied to the radicalized act or 

performance of dying itself, is a figuring that describes “the impetus and expression of boundary-

destroying revolutionary violence, a movement of radical undoing, an undoing of the seeming 

permanence of one’s identity and the everyday reality and everyday fears that undergird it, an 

undoing that can bring one to a place very close to death itself.”202 In essence, the act of death—

in the sense, say, of the murdered revolutionary or the martyred victim or the suicide bomber—is 

also paradoxically the act that frees the living from the bio and necropolitical constraints of 

mortality, which keep the living subject to the biopolitical technologies of the state. That is to 

say, “As ‘that from and over which I have power,’ death becomes the occasion of mythical 

sorrow” on the one hand, but also divine in the sense of transgressing the boundaries of 

biopolitical logic.203 In effect, “as opposed to the death upheld and wielded by sovereign power, 

the death that divine sorrow draws near creates a breach in the material finitude of the living, 

enabling a surpassing of the limits of a merely human world in order to serve as the means of 

renewal of the very life that has been lost.”204    

 From this “moment of radical undoing,” the deceased and the living are simultaneously 

able to make life from the surplus social and affective value engendered by death. Tadiar goes on 

to write: 

“[T]he death of one in struggle becomes an offering (alay) that furthers the life of the 

revolution, a necessary and venerable sacrifice for a greater cause. In the imagery of 

revolution stories and songs, the death of revolutionary forces sows the seeds of many 

more lives of the revolution — fighting lives summoned out of the radicalized cultural 

                                                             
202 Ibid. 362. 
203 Ibid. 365.  
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rituals of collective bereavement. An economy of life and death obtains in which loss of 

life results in life’s returns.”205 

In Barrios’ own reflections on protest performance and literature during both the Marcos regime 

and the Arroyo administration, this economy of life and death—wherein technologies of affect 

are deployed in order to convert loss into sacrifice and grief into militancy, resulting in the “final 

reckoning” of revolutionary action—is shown to play out in the registers of both literal and 

performed death: 

“Human rights became the centerpiece of many performances.  How does one mourn the 

weekly killings of activists?  Like activists in South American countries, we marched 

bearing photographs, carrying cardboard coffins, and holding up the names of victims. As 

names and photographs were displayed, so was our grief.  Mourning was made public, 

almost “performed.” Mothers, siblings, and children of the desaparecidos (the missing) 

rallied in front of military camps and stood on trucks turned rally stages, to confront and 

hold accountable the military and their commander-in-chief, the President.  They told the 

story of the abduction or the killing, the search, and the agony of waiting and mourning, 

over and over again, until it became almost like a memorized script, performed in front of 

the media, sympathetic listeners, international organizations, and even their tormentors.  

Such is what I call “testimonial drama,” where victims, survivors, and their loved ones 

had to relive, sometimes reenact the persecution of activists.”206 (Barrios “Street Theater” 

8)  

By performing death in the service of honoring the deceased and clamoring for the debts of 

justice owed the dead by the living (on either side of the state-insurgent divide, Barrios, and the 
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performers and activist communities she labors with, also illustrate the potential for affective 

work and protest literature to paradoxically build and grow community and kinship from the 

objective loss of loved ones. Of this potential, Tadiar writes, “personal sorrows and love 

revolving around the loss of domestic, familial life are transubstantiated into a greater sorrow 

and love, embodied in the life of the revolutionary warrior, just as the grief of revolutionary 

laments gives way to militant ends.”207 

 

The Debts of the Living and Kinship in Loss 

 

 Returning now to the notion of babang-luksa, in closing I read two of Barrios’s poems 

that function both toward the exigencies of revolutionary movement as well as in excess of them. 

The first of these poems, penned in 2009 and entitled, “Babang-luksa: To Shed the Black Cloth,” 

presents the reader, not with an excusal from grief and mourning as its title would suggest, but 

rather, with the messianic charge of an end to national mourning that is indefinitely—if not 

forever—deferred in the interminable pursuit of justice. In the notes that accompany the poem in 

Bulaklak sa Tubig, Barrios dedicates the poem to “the student victims of the Kwang-ju Massacre 

in Korea, and all the student victims during Martial Law and the Marcos dictatorship (1965-

1986) and under the Arroyo administration in the Philippines.”208 Proceeding her coming of age 

in the Marcos era, Barrios held academic posts in Korea and Japan, as well as stateside at the 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor and University of California, Irvine and Berkeley campuses 

respectively. By linking the Marcos dictatorship to the 1980 Gwang-ju Massacre in Korea, 

Barrios’s poem speaks not only to the legacy of indiscriminate repression and the murder of 

                                                             
207 Tadiar 365. 
208 Barrios 153. 
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students in the Philippines, but also to politically overlapping and temporally coterminous 

systems of state-sanctioned violence and repression in general. The poem notes continue, “When 

Marie Hilao, chair of Karapatan (Justice) human rights group was asked by a mother why she 

continues to look for a desaparecido, she replied: “We have been looking for him for so long. He 

seems to be my son now.”209 (Barrios 153). Indeed, in dealing with the question of how long the 

aggrieved people (and by extension the aggrieved nation) will mourn, the poem gestures towards 

a future that is inextricably tied to the pasts and presents bound up with memory: “How long 

must we remember what it means to remain? … / You ask now: / Just how long will black cloth 

swathe us?”210 In answer, the poet replies,  

“Our love for the lost 
is umbilical cord  
that binds eternal  
we honor their memory  
from the depths of our wombs  
as we become their mothers  
their forebears in the struggle.  
Here we vow truly  
that only on the day of justice  
will we shed the black cloth.  
Only hustisya will call forth   
babang-luksa.211 

Several thematic and narrative elements are of immediate import to the understanding of 

the function of affect in sites and contexts of revolt and grief. In revolution, death tears families 

apart, but simultaneously, engenders community and kinship growth by spurring alternative, 

radicalized, filial-social bonds to multiply. On the one hand, the aggrieved join together in their 

shared sorrow and survival, but on the other, the dead are literally adopted. Barrios’ use of the 

imagery of the umbilical cord signals the divine sorrow by which, death is at once transcended 

                                                             
209 Ibid. 153. 
210 Ibid. 
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(as the dead bring life to the living), but also the revolutionary affective process by which it is 

death, and not birth that engenders motherhood, resonant with Tadiar’s conception of divine 

sorrow as that which brings one “very close to death” but also functions to make new life. 

That is to say, “Babang-luksa” catalogues the processes by which grief is transformed 

into political action: “How long shall we mourn? … only justice will call forth babang-luksa”, or 

the sense that only the achievement or seizure of sovereign revolutionary power will incite the 

aggrieved to quit their rage in grief, or grieving rage. Moreover, in the sense of extra-mortal 

kinship and adoption framed in the poem, “Babang-luksa” speaks to the propensity for death in 

revolution to occasion divine sorrow as “a breach in the material finitude of the living, enabling a 

surpassing of the limits of a merely human world in order to serve as the means of renewal of the 

very life that has been lost.”212  

It is these radical bonds of kinship in the face of and in spite of death which also lend 

affective thrust to Barrios’s 2006 poem entitled, “Litany of the Seeker.” Organized around the 

fugue declaration “hinahanap ko / siyang nawawala,” (which transliterates to “I am searching for 

the one who is lost) the aggrieved speaker in “Litany of the Seeker,” calls for repayment for the 

deaths of loved ones and fallen comrades: “They will be brought to right / the abductors, the 

takers / the men who play law like marbles / the minds that make the terror. // They will turn and 

face us! / They will face us and pay!”213 In effect, the living are politicized via engagement with 

death and are essentially charged drive with the settling the demands of the dead for 

accountability and justice. Distinctions are drawn between the sovereign power of the state (the 

men who play law like marbles / the minds that make the terror) and the collective “we” of the 

aggrieved. Moreover, as in “Babang-luksa,” the aggrieved gain new life—here in the form of 
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new and expanded kinship roles—occasioned by death and loss: “I call out to / the absent / For I 

am mother / I am child, I am wife / I am sister / I am here / I am hers. / I will love even now / 

holding fast to / tattered threads / binding us together, tethered to this hope.”214  

Once more, Barrios’s poetry gestures towards “a breach in the material finitude of the 

living, enabling a surpassing of the limits of a merely human world in order to serve as the 

means of renewal of the very life that has been lost.” Evident in the retroactive adoption of the 

dead (“I am mother / I am child”), but also in the assertion of temporal exigency that transcends 

death (I am here / I am hers / I will love even now). The “love” that Barrios names here as an 

affective bond also enacts a process of mobilization that results in the conflation or continuum 

between “love” and “justice.” 

And in this sense, these poems call forth perhaps the most poignant figuring of divine 

sorrow in Tadiar’s tracing of affective labor, namely, “the experience of sentient communication 

with the dead, which I associate with divine sorrow,” an experience that “remains indissolubly 

attached to the body. Drawing on a tradition of faith and spiritual intimacy expressed through 

touch, the sentience of such sorrow keeps earthly, living, and intimate communion with the 

spirits of revolutionary martyrs and their claims on the present and the future as a source of 

continuing struggle.”215 Resonant with this focus on shared trauma and the body in terms of 

community and survival, in Veena Das’ Life and Words: Violence and the Descent into the 

Ordinary, Das writes, “[W]e begin to think of pain as acknowledgment and recognition; denial 

of the other’s pain is not about the failings of the intellect but the failings of the spirit. In the 

register of the imaginary, the pain of the other not only asks for a home in language, but also 

                                                             
214 Ibid. 
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seeks a home in the body.”216 The sixth and seventh stanzas of “Litany of the Seeker” read:  

Tender the rent, broken body  
we will dress the wounds  
bear the shattered senses.   
Give me the broken bones  
and the flesh torn  
no matter that the  
corpse lays unrecognizable  
 
My heart welcomes  
the missing.  
The sought.  
The beloved.217 

In these verses, the aggrieved first occupy themselves with the care of the “broken body” 

that is returned to them. This care of the deceased loved one’s body—bound up in the same work 

of domestic care afforded to the living—signals the care of and communion with the dead which 

serves as the vehicle for the enacting of both mythic and divine sorrow, and also inform the 

seeming impossibility of the final stanza: “I know with my heart / that the taken / seek justice. // 

Justice!”218  

In the affective process of grief, those who survive the dead are simultaneously afforded 

communion with the dead—a kind of power that would seem to exceed the logics and constraints 

of mortality—and also burdened with the charge of collecting on the debts of the living 

perpetrators to the deceased. In this way, Barrios’s poetry illustrates the processes by which 

living community can be formed around the dead: “As expansive as its movement might be, 

divine sorrow always builds on and remains tied to a relation of intimacy—a friend, a loved one, 

a people whose fate one shares, whose suffering spells one’s own.”219 Indeed, in my reading of 

Barrios’s work as much as in my earlier chapters on the works of Hagedorn and Linmark 

                                                             
216 Das, Veena. Life and Words: Violence and the Descent into the Ordinary. Berkeley: U of California, 2007. 57. 
217 Barrios 33. 
218 Ibid. emphasis added.  
219 Tadiar 370. 
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respectively, this logic of communion with the dead and attendant settling of debts is one that 

draws these seemingly disparate bodies of work together.  

From a consideration of martial law as not only a closed moment in time and history, but 

rather as a trope, an ever-present shadow, and a structure of feeling—in this chapter, a feeling 

tied to the urgency and exigency of an ever-breaking and interminable national crises—to a 

tracing of the disciplinary and affective rifts and convergences between Asian American studies 

scholarship and postcolonial thinking, I have been trying to work out not only how to give an 

expanded account of the haunted quality of both the U.S. metropole and the Philippine 

nation/colony, but how to attend to the diffuse if robust body of Philippine and Philippine 

American literature engendered, marked, and enriched by that quality. In working through the 

literary objects of these three authors, I have attempted to map out the ways in which this 

particular set of texts, collectively necessitate a re-thinking of the binary between notions of 

resistance and assimilation or accommodation.  

From the spectral figures of Lina and Zamora in Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle to Vicente’s 

oneiric visions and killer bangungut in Linmark’s Leche to the desaparecidos that demand justice 

in Barrios’s protest poetry, the texts and contexts my project turns on speak to a past that does 

not stay past, and a future that will not escape the present. In “wandering” from sites and 

contexts ranging from Santa Monica to Subic Bay to Scarborough Shoal and “back” to Mendiola 

Avenue and Hacienda Luisita, I have marshaled the term “Filipino American” as a construct of 

the U.S. imperial imaginary on one hand, and as a category of critique on the other in an effort to 

draw attention to the postnational analytics and modes of inquiry that the Philippine American 

context continues to generate. Beyond making sense of the present by way of a consideration of 

a closed and passive past, I hope to have hoped to show the ways in which the logics and 
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structures of feelings from the past continue to actively participate, for better or worse, in the 

shaping of that present.   
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AFTERWORD 
 
“Hindi ka nag-iisa. You are not alone”:  
Noynoy Aquino’s inherited revolution and the dream of the national 
 

Here is a land in which a few are spectacularly rich while the masses remain abjectly poor. Gleaming 
suburbia clashes with the squalor of the slums. Here is a land consecrated to democracy but run by an 
entrenched plutocracy. Here, too, are a people whose ambitions run high, but whose fulfillment is low and 
mainly restricted to the self-perpetuating elite. Here is a land of privilege and rank—a republic dedicated to 
equality but mired in an archaic system of caste. 
 
— Benigno Ninoy Aquino, “What’s Wrong with the Philippines?”  
 
I have been thinking and reading about the lived experience of the temporal space between violence and its 
aftermath where there is in reality no ‘aftermath,’ because there is no ‘after.’ The past continues to agitate 
and create the present. This past will not yield to the past-ness of the fait accompli, but keeps re-happening 
in memory and in present relationships, re-activated by its own immanence. There is no transcending, here. 
There is no ‘beyond’ or ‘outside’ and no possibilities or pathways to ‘moving on.’ This poisonous 
knowledge of violence and destruction permeates not only the present which contains and continually 
reconstructs it, but also, because it is an active and present past, structures and constrains future 
possibilities and ‘forward’ trajectories of subjectivity.  
 
— DMKW, “The Labour of Turning Back” 
 
Mula noon, ngayon, at           Through past, present, and  
Kaylan pa man...                      indefinite future... 
Hindi ka nag-iisa.                    You are not alone.  
 
— Regine Velasquez, Ogie Alcasid, “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa”  

  
 On August 1, 2009, the former eleventh president of the Philippines, Corazon Cojuangco 

Aquino died of cardiorespiratory arrest at the age of 76 after having been diagnosed with 

colorectal cancer in December of 2007. Widow to Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino and leader of the 

1986 People Power or EDSA Revolution that resulted in the ouster of Ferdinand Marcos, 

Corazon Aquino was mourned by the nation in a series of spectacular outpourings of public grief 

and demonstration reminiscent and no less epic in scale than those of the non-violent revolution 

she had marshaled in life in her effort to return the nation to democracy. In the week after her 

death designated by the Arroyo administration as a national week of mourning, crowds 
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numbering from the tens of thousands to the hundreds of thousands kept public vigil during her 

wake alone. After her casket was allowed by the Roman Catholic Church in the Philippines to 

lay in state at the Manila Cathedral—an honour usually reserved for archbishops of the 

Philippines—Corazon Aquino’s requiem mass was held on August 5th at the Manila Memorial 

Park in Parañaque.  

On the funerary procession from the cathedral to the cemetery, anywhere from 300,000 to 

400,000 mourners filled the streets. In photos from the event, the flatbed truck that bears her 

flag-draped coffin—intentionally mirroring the funeral of her martyred husband—is covered in 

thousands of yellow flowers; the frames of the pictures and the streets themselves are a sea of 

yellow-clad people from the peasantry, the middle class, the clergy, and the urban glitterati; they 

hold yellow balloons and throw yellow flowers; they bear yellow placards and wave yellow flags 

emblazoned with the faces of Corazon and Ninoy; they smile or cry, and some look to be 

singing; they extend the thumbs and pointer fingers of their left hands into “L” shapes to make 

the iconic “Laban” or “Fight” sign; banners tout her EDSA rallying call: “Hindi ka nag-iisa”—

“You are not alone.” It is 1986 all over again, though in place of protest, the people mourn.  

But looking at the photographs—the sheer size and scope of wave upon wave of yellow 

forms and figures—within the context of the uneven terrain of the political and socio-economic 

legacies she left behind, I can’t help but wonder if the swell and crush of collective bereavement 

are for her alone, or something more. Her death to be certain, but perhaps a simultaneously 

renewed grief in the death of Ninoy. Perhaps the masses also mourn the effective death of the 

very notions or ideals of the People Power revolution and movement that she ushered in—the 

death of this kind of dream of martial law pasts and progressive democratic futures that self-
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proclaimed “ordinary housewife” Corazon and left idealist Benigno cultivated in counterpoint to 

the fever dreams of pageantry and plenitude spun by Imelda and Marcos.  

As noted in the previous chapter in Patricio Abinales’s account of Philippine politics in 

2010, the death of Corazon Aquino would also come to effectively serve as the deathknell for 

any of Gloria Macapagal Arroyo’s potential ambitions of extending her already protracted term 

as president while also hobbling the campaign efforts of her successor.220 In the eight-hour 

funeral, attended among others by Ferdinand Marcos Jr. and his sister Imee Marcos, a host of 

Filipino and Filipino American musicians and celebrities paid tribute by performing the music 

popularly associated with Corazon Aquino. Notably, Lea Salonga sang the popular nationalist 

anti-colonial ballad “Bayan Ko” (“My Country”), and Sarah Geronimo sang the unofficial EDSA 

revolution anthem “Pagkakaisa” (“Unite”).  

Occurring in the eighth year of the Arroyo administration when public approval ratings 

for Arroyo and her Oplan Bantay Laya surveillance and repression initiatives were at an all-time 

low, Corazon Aquino’s death would seem to have reminded Filipinos of a foregone moment in 

which it appeared as though excepted state power could be effectively checked by a mobilized 

public body. The affective mnemonic jump from the memory of anti-Marcos feeling to anti-

Arroyo feeling was not a hard one to make, and many public voices on both the far left and the 

moderate center had already made the connection. Indeed, as it turns out, it was arguably the 

memory of anti-Marcos feeling and People Power association that would come to secure the 

presidential ascendancy of Corazon Aquino’s son, Benigno “Noynoy” Aquino III. After the 

filing of his presidential candidacy on September 9, 2009, Noynoy and his campaign team 

                                                             
220 In “The Philippines in 2010: Blood, Ballots, and Beyond,” Abinales writes: “The universal sorrow expressed 
over Aquino's passing ended whatever plan Arroyo and her allies may have had to tamper with the Constitution and 
extend her term. The death of ‘Tita (Auntie) Cory’ also built widespread support for the presidential candidacy of 
her son, Senator Benigno "Noynoy" Aquino III, who filed his candidacy on September 9, 2009. Cory Aquino’s 
passing also meant the kiss of death for whomever Arroyo would anoint as her own successor” (Abinales 163). 
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released a campaign advert in the unorthodox (though unsurprising) form of a music video on 

October 30th, 2009, entitled “Hindi Ka Nag-Iisa,”221 deftly harnessing the climate of grief and 

nostalgia that obtained in his mother’s death and figuring him as the biological and ideological 

inheritor of the People Power legacy.  

It is with a reading of this aesthetic object as an engagement with history, memory, and 

mourning that I now close with. In closing with a reading of this film text, it is not my aim to 

position the state-produced film text as a departure from my project’s consideration of 

postcolonial literary texts but rather as a means to ground and lay out the stakes of the broader 

conversation that post-Marcos literary historical objects occasion in the contemporary moment—

itself marked by cyclicality and palimpsest. 

* * * 

As a political vehicle as much as an aesthetic object, the video is, in a matter of speaking, 

sublime in its unironic engagements with revolutionary history, near-fascistic pageantry, and 

spectral legacies of trauma as well as its virtuoso strategies and performances of mnemonic 

erasure. In a word, the video trades on affective economies of past leftist insurgency and struggle 

for the sake of a neoliberal platform in the present. As an example of what Tadiar describes as 

“liberatory practices intricately intertwined with practices of devaluation, diminishment, and 

suppression,222” almost awe-inspiring in its immediacy, the advert-cum-music-video evidences 

the facility and precision with which the state reproduces the self-same affective and aesthetic 

strategies deployed by insurgent subaltern populations in order to paradoxically legitimate the 

                                                             
221 First aired on broadcast television, the music video can now be accessed online. There are several iterations of it 
streaming online, but the version I read with on-screen lyrics can be accessed at 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzSi0iyO17g> 
222 Neferti Tadiar. 22.  
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state’s claims to excepted sovereign power.223 Resonant with the affective social mobilization 

strategies that I outlined in my consideration of resistance or protest literature in the preceding 

chapter, the “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa” video achieves its affective thrust and dynamism in its relation 

to death. In sublating the image of Noynoy Aquino into the larger mythos of Corazon Aquino 

and the EDSA revolution, the video works to expose the processes by which grief is transformed 

into extended life theorized by Tadiar: 

[T]he death of one in struggle becomes an offering (alay) that furthers the life of the 

revolution, a necessary and venerable sacrifice for a greater cause. In the imagery of 

revolution stories and songs, the death of revolutionary forces sows the seeds of many 

more lives of the revolution — fighting lives summoned out of the radicalized cultural 

rituals of collective bereavement. An economy of life and death obtains in which loss of 

life results in life’s returns.224 

In this sense, what is perhaps most ironic about the advert is the way in which collective 

bereavement for Corazon Aquino is harnessed to a literal miming of revolutionary practice in the 

service of state power. In effect, written by Ogie Alcasid, directed by Onat Diaz, and performed 

by Filipina film and music star Regine Velasquez, the three-minute-sixteen-second video is all 

but an oneiric vision of EDSA 1986 recast and redeployed in a cyclical moment of civil unrest, 

violent conflict, and political repression.  

The music video opens on the scene of a campfire burning in the wilderness on what 

appears to be a dark if not very stormy night. A breeze rustles fallen leaves, almost romantically. 

                                                             
223 In my phrasing, “excepted state power,” I am referring to the notion of “states of emergency” or crisis that 
legitimate sovereign claims to extralegal power, or “states of exception,” theorized first by Carl Schmitt and later 
considered in depth in Giorgio Agamben’s “A State of Exception.”  
224 Tadiar 365. 
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Regine Velasquez in soft-focus, alone at the campsite in a short-sleeved yellow pique polo, sings 

first into the fire and then into her hands:  

 

Sasamahan ka namin (We will accompany you) 

Kahit paligid ay madilim (Even through the darkness) 

 

At the voicing of the phrase, “kahit paligid ay madilim,” she casts her eyes about her with her 

arms outstretched in a gesture of something like despondency mingled with the martyr’s 

willingness to suffer. For someone seemingly alone in the dark and wilderness, she is 

immaculately groomed and expressive. She continues:  

 

Iilawan ang daan (We will light the path) 

Tungo sa magandang kinabukasan (To a beautiful tomorrow) 

 

And the frame dissolves into the scene of a girl in a white dress (and requisite yellow bracelet) 

no older than seven or eight, in the same darkened wilderness, smiling, and lighting a long torch 

at Regine’s campfire before carrying it to a figure out of frame. As the camera pans out, we find 

that the second torchbearer is Noynoy Aquino, in his own short-sleeved yellow pique polo, with 

the cartographic shape of the Philippine archipelago embossed in black on his right breast where 

a designer brand label might conceivably have been placed. He bends to take the torch from the 

girl, then puts his arm around her paternally. Out of frame, Regine affirms, 

 

Ika'y mamuno, kami ay susunod (You lead the way, and we will follow) 

Pagkakaisa'y ating itaguyod (Unity is our cause) 
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From here, the camera makes a quick dissolve to a group of what appear to be common people, 

also in the wilderness, also bearing torches. Suddenly, an assortment of high profile Philippine 

Basketball Association players appears. They wear immaculately white PBA uniforms in 

brilliant contrast with the dark surroundings. From genuflecting positions, they rise in unison, 

evoking militaristic severity in their formation and poise. They also hold torches. In the 

background, more torchbearers stand, seemingly stretching for miles, but they are neither in the 

PBA nor in focus, and instead seem to be representative of the middle classes and rural 

peasantry.  

 

Ang Pilipinas ay naghihintay (The Philippines is waiting) 

Handa kaming kumilos (We are ready to act) 

Handang umalalay! (We are ready to support / bear / endure / carry!)  

 

By now, there are all manner of people holding or lighting torches in the wilderness. Smoke 

rises. A wizened man has what appears to be a bolo knife tied to his belt. He is inarguably meant 

to represent some manner of archetypal proletariat figure. As the frame dissolves from him to the 

next celebrity “activist,” erstwhile (but no less well-lit) superstar Sharon Cuneta looks to be 

searching for something or someone in the dark for a few frames, but smiles warmly in 

recognition at someone out of frame, holding up her lantern. Openly gay talk show host and 

comic, Boy Abunda, arrives on scene via water passage (some more commoners are rowing the 

traditional catamaran-like vessel that spirits him forward, so Boy can hold his torch up, 

unburdened). Sharon wears a black blouse with a yellow ribbon pinned to it; Boy sports a long-
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sleeved version of the yellow polo. The Philippines is waiting. The people are ready. Filipina 

Australian model and celebrity, Anne Curtis bears a candle, smiles angelically into the distance. 

 The scene reverts back to Regine momentarily for the swell and rise of the chorus taken 

from Corazon Aquino’s campaign promise to the poor and disenfranchised in their struggle to 

survive Martial Law: 

 

Hindi ka nag-iisa... (You are not alone…) 

Sa paggising ng Bayan (In the waking / rousing of the nation) 

Kami ay kasama (We are with you / We are together) 

 

And, as point of fact, Noynoy is not alone. Neither are the common people in the video. They are 

joined by other assorted celebrities for the chorus: Bianca Gonzalez, Bea Alonzo, and Dingdong 

Dantes. In a dizzying array of “bi-partisan” star-power, the celebrity figures of the rival ABS-

CBN and GMA television networks have united for the People Power of their time. The trials 

and tribulations of the people in the age of a neo-Marcosian Arroyo administration are a bad 

dream. Together, the celebrities and commoners are prepared to wake the nation from the 

nightmare of nebulous circumstance. 

 

Hindi ka nag-iisa... (You are not alone…) 

Isasapuso ang dangal (Engraved in our hearts: the honor) 

Ng aking Bayan (of our Nation) 

Sa tulong at biyaya (Through the aid and grace) 

Ng Maykapal (of the Creator) 
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The “comedy queen” of the Philippines, AiAi de la Alas is joined by Erik Santos, Mariel 

Rodriguez, Ogie Alcasid, Marian Rivera, a handful of other celebrities, and even more out-of-

focus common people. There are even two Muslim women seemingly representative of the 

contested and separationist Islamic south. They are followed in onscreen appearance by two 

Catholic nuns and a priest. Most everyone who isn’t clergy wears yellow, but in their own way—

in fashionable yellow dresses, v-neck pullovers, form-fitting t-shirts. The ensemble of celebrities 

and tao, or common folk, stand in lines in fields and rolling hills as the sky fills with the smoke 

of their torches. They stare resolutely and confidently into the sky, or else the distance.  

 

Magkakapit-bisig tayo (We will link arms) 

Ituloy natin ang Laban (Let us continue the Fight) 

Ni Ninoy at Cory (of Ninoy and Cory) 

Ng bawat mamamayan (and every citizen) 

Pagmamahal natin sa Bayan (Our love for the nation) 

Wag na natin itago (We must not hide it) 

Di tayo susuko! (We will not surrender!) 

 

Finally, Regine explicitly mimes protest movement rhetoric. As in the EDSA marches on 

Malacañang Palace, arms will be linked. Fights will be fought. Surrenders foreclosed. When she 

belts out the names of Ninoy and Cory, a yellow flag emblazoned with their smiling faces 

unfurls in the wind. Kris Aquino, wearing a black pique polo with a yellow Philippine 

cartographical embossment (signaling her mourning for her mother while also distinguishing 

herself from everyone else in the color-inverted version of her brother’s shirt), appears with her 
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own torch and grief-worn smile. The chorus repeats a second time before the pomp, 

circumstance, hegemonizing posturing, and atemporal promise of the song’s conclusion: 

 

Magkakapit-bisig tayo (We will link arms) 

Sama-sama bawat Pilipino (Each and every Filipino)  

Mula noon, ngayon, at (From the past, the present, and) 

Kaylan pa man... (the indefinite future) 

Hindi ka nag-iisa! (You are not alone!) 

 

The masses move collectively through the woods, over bridges, up and down stairs. Dingdong 

Dantes smiles at Bea Alonzo and moves to put his arm around her. She smiles at him in a 

mixture of winsome and amorous. The revolution is going to be televised, and it is going to have 

a heterosexual romantic lead. Noynoy leads from the center of a veritable wall (a jubilee parade? 

a funeral procession? a military march? a protest march? a picket line?), shepherding the masses 

forward across a grassy swath of wilderness. The sky is changing. Breaking rank, he ascends an 

elevated grassy knoll, and the sun finally rises. In the dream of nationalist renewal and the 

pageant of effortless democratic enfranchisement that Noynoy’s campaign video proffers, a 

night’s vigil—an evening stroll really—and attendant meditation on the sloganized memory of 

an anti-Marcos revolutionary legacy is enough to usher the nation from a benighted past into a 

progressive dawn. The production is beautiful.  

* * * 

 More than an idealized vision of what could, somewhat anticlimactically, be called 

“EDSA IV,” however, I read the “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa” advert as its own bangungot, or deadly 

dream. In borrowing from the register of protest movement, the film—wittingly or not—
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functions by tapping the collective social reserves of grief and sentiment bound up with the 

legacy of protest in the Philippine context for affective thrust and mobilizing urgency, while 

simultaneously erasing the history and lived/living experience of peasant and laborer struggles 

discussed in the previous chapter that effectively marked the failure of Corazon Aquino’s People 

Power movement: namely, the struggles and conflicts that turn on the issues of agrarian land 

reform and peasant insurgent repression that issue from the Aqino-owned Hacienda Luisita 

plantation and sugar mill. Already an uncanny engagement with and transformation of collective 

mourning and grief in the sense of cashing in on Corazon Aquino’s death and the cultural 

imaginary of EDSA, Noynoy’s torch-lit wilderness march and vigil cannot help but recall that 

earlier fiery and smoking vigil of 2004, even in the campaign’s feverish attempts to seamlessly 

cover over it.  

 Though a handful of media commentators lost no time in linking the campaign video’s 

setting and posturing as an embarrassing and haunting reminder of Hacienda Luisita and the 

more troubled aspects of the Aquino legacy225 the palimpsestic quality of the video is made most 

plain in an edited version of the “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa” video that went viral at the end of January 

in 2010. The video, entitled “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa: HL Version,”226 is a simple video edit in 

technique, but staggering in effect. Splicing together the music video with footage from a web 

documentary on the 2004 massacre entitled “Sa Ngalan ng Tubo,”227 the “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa: HL 

Version,” exposes the music video’s genealogy in the very scenes and trauma of the Hacienda 

Luisita struggle. 
                                                             
225 Stephanie Dychiuu writes, “Hindi ka nag-iisa (You are not alone)," sing the ghosts of Luisita to Senator Noynoy 
Aquino. They won’t even leave his music video alone.” 
<http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/story/182195/news/specialreports/cory-s-land-reform-legacy-to-test-noynoy-s-
political-will> 
226 As of the writing of this dissertation, this video can be accessed at: 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAinxViHi-U> 
227 Pokus Gitnang Luzon Multimedia Group. “Sa Ngalan ng Tubo.” 2009. As of the writing of this dissertation, this 
documentary can be accessed at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSAN-JqL_MM> 
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Lasting roughly 16 seconds longer than the campaign video, the “HL Version,” opens 

with the same film set campfire that Regine Velasquez sits at in the original, but a few seconds 

in, the scene dissolves into footage of a like campfire from the Hacienda Luisita picketing site, 

with the text “Nobyembre 14, 2004,” set across the bottom of the frame. From here, the scene 

dissolves back to the footage of Regine singing, but at her voicing of the phrase “Iilawan ang 

daan,”—the moment of the first torch-lighting in the campaign video—the scene changes to an 

effectively identical torch blazing in grainy amateur shot footage from one of the pre-massacre 

vigils held by the labor union picketers. In stark contrast to the celebrities in soft-focus, the 

camera shakes and shifts as it tracks over the grave visages of torch-lit picketers. 

Fading in and out between the documentary and the music video, at the lyric “Ikaw 

mamunod, kami ay susunod” (“you lead, and we will follow”), footage of police officers and 

military units in full riot gear and battle formation stand merely yards away from the picket line 

of protestors that exceeds the frame. When Regine sings, “ang Pilipinas ay humihintay,” footage 

of protesters sitting around a campfire praying together bring the notion of a Philippines in a 

state of “hintay,”—as wait or vigil—into eerie immediacy. In the first line of the chorus, “Hindi 

ka nag-iisa,” still images of Jose “Pepe” Cojuangco alternate with still images of Noynoy, 

Corazon, and the Hacienda itself—Nonoy is, indeed not alone, and insofar as he is the inheritor 

of the EDSA legacy, he is also the inheritor of the blight on that legacy engendered by the 

plantation. 

By the time that Regine sings of the honor engraved upon the hearts of the people, 

(“Isasapuso ang dangal ng ating bayan,”), footage of child strikers armed with pieces of 

driftwood are juxtaposed against footage of soldiers and officers marching towards the picket 

line in phalanx formation. Finally, at 2:23 of the video when Regine belts out the lyric, “hindi 
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tayo susuko” (“we will not surrender”), holding the notes on the word “susuko” (“surrender”), 

the scene erupts into sheer chaos as the military opens fire on the civilians. From 2:23 to 2:39, an 

interminable 16 seconds, Regine’s singing is seamlessly overlayed over the sound of sustained 

machine gun fire as farmers fall over themselves in flight. At 2:41, a bloody farmer’s body is 

hurriedly carried away by picketers; it is unclear whether he is among the deceased. From 2:41 to 

2:46, a young picketer with eyes open and lolling gaze writhes around on the ground amidst the 

sound of a woman’s screams; he seems to be bleeding out. By 2:49, the original music video 

footage of Noynoy reappears, smiling. Scenes of Hacienda Luisita funerals dissolve in and out 

from 2:55 to 3:10, and by 3:15, the original music video footage of Noynoy ascending the grassy 

knoll closes the video, Hacienda Luisita ghosts notwithstanding.  

* * * 

 Graphic though the imagery in the “HL Version” may be, I close with a consideration of 

these two videos not with the intention of asserting the primacy or validity of one over the other 

as political vehicles at odds with each other, nor do I mean to simply rehearse a critique of one 

political platform or another—though such critiques spill out as surplus effects of my own 

subjective modes of analysis. Instead, what I have hoped to draw attention to are the challenges 

attendant to understanding the Philippines within conventional postcolonial analytics or 

frameworks that are anchored in the sense of discrete colonial pasts and decolonized futures. I 

am closing with a set of scenes from the Philippine context, but as I have worked to elucidate in 

my chapters on literary historical Filipino American aesthetic productions, to read these scenes 

within the vacuum of one spatial context or other, or as symptom of a discretely “Philippine” 

problem is to discount the genesis and history of a crisis-centered political mode first inaugurated 

by colonialism and continually transformed by neoliberal globalization. 
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 Over the course of my project, I have worked to unpack Marcos era martial law in the 

Philippines as a nexus of tropes, figures, and structures of knowing and feeling that exceed the 

temporal constraints of its historical moment. As a spectacle in the U.S. cultural imaginary that 

tropes the colonial logics that marked the Philippines as “unfit for self rule” even while covering 

over or screening the earlier history of the Philippine-American war and attendant U.S. imperial 

character, the martial law era and martial law thinking and feeling inform the present context of 

the Philippine-American colonial relationship.  

Marked by rhetorics and grammars of haunting and persisting, memory and forgetting, 

dreams and nightmares, post-martial law era Philippine and Philippine American literary and 

cultural objects speak, on the one hand, to the quality of “return effects” that cycle from the U.S. 

metropole to the Philippine (post)colony and back again, and, on the other, to the two-fold 

quality of the term “Filipino American” as the marker of a construct formed by the U.S. imperial 

imaginary and as a category of postcolonial and postnational critique. I have hoped to show that, 

in as much as Noynoy Aquino’s campaign and platform are haunted and discomfited by the 

legacy of violence and repression that “Hindi Ka Nag-iisa” works to not only cover over but also 

build upon, neither the U.S. and Philippine nation states are also marked by memories and 

histories that survive erasure.  

 As a transformer of postcolonial legacies and conditions or ontologies as much as an 

inheritor of them, the Philippines, and by extension, the nexus, Philippine-America(n) and the 

aesthetic productions that issue from this construction, occasion a re-thinking of traditional 

postcolonial analytics and offer a dynamic case study for thinking both the notion of 

“development” in the global south and the maintenance of nationalist constructions in the one 

world of globalism—both situated within a present moment that seems to function by ceaselessly 
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re-fashioning and reproducing the past. Though I have only begun the work of tracing the 

consequences of ongoing processes of the building futures through the mnemonic erasure of the 

lived experience of the past, I hope that I have drawn attention to the need for such tracing. 
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